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ON BUCKLE'S THEORY OF HISTORY.

BY FRANCIS RYE, BARRIE.

"There is a mystery in the soul of States
Which hath an operation more divine
Than our mere chroniclers dare meddle

withi."*

y EARS have passed bysince Buckle
first gave to the world his views

upon the true method of historical en-
quiry, and, as yet, no one has been
bold enough to take up the task which
he began and to push the principles lie
enunciated to their legitimate conclu-
sion. I propose in this paper to state
shortly what his leading views and
principles were, to enquire into the
sufficiency of some of the grounds
upon which his method bas been at-
tacked, and to give such a sketch of the
plan of his great work as may prove of
interest to those who have not had an
opportunity of reading it themselves.

The first volume of the "IHistory of
Civilization in England" appeared
about 1857, and as this struck the key-
note of Buckle's system, we may say
that his theory bas awaited a general
acceptance at the bands of the civil-

* "Troilus and Cressida," Act 3, sc. 3, as altered by
Coleridge.

23

ized world for nearly a quarter of a
century. That key-note consisted inthe
bold assertion that blind chance baffles
itself in attempting to influence the
career of nations, baffles itself by con-
tinually counteracting and neutralising
its own operations, even as the ele-
ment of uncertainty in tossing up a
coin becomes eliminated if we repeat
the experiment often enough. But if
chance is removed from the equation,
as an unimportant and self-cancelling
factor, a clear field is evidently left
for the manifestation and consequent
detection of those widely extended
laws which have ever been silently at
work, however hidden by the outward
drapery, so to speak,~of current and
unimportant events, the external glit-
ter of which has attracted our atten-
tion from the really vital processes of
nature that underlie them.

To revert a moment to our illustra-
tion. If after a thousand spinnings
of our penny in the air we found a
small, but still a marked, excess in the
number of times heàd came up over
the number of times that tail was
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uppermost, we should conclude that
there was a reason for this. And
searching keenly we night find a rea-
son, either in some slight irregularity
in the shape of the coin or in-the dis-
tribution of the mass of metal between
its two surfaces. Enquiring still fur-
ther, we might find other disturbing
elements, and we might be obliged to
p1ay off one against.the other in order
to prove the exact preponderance of
"head" over "tail" which we dis-
covered empirically 'by our thousand

- tosses.
Mr. Buckle hoped to prove that the

actions of nankind, taken on the
grand scale and cast into the crucible
of history would yield sufficient data
from which to construct the great
laws that have governed the deVelop-
ment and the decline of nations. It
is admitted that these actions and
their resultant laws are far more con-
plicated than those which govern the
gyrations of a penny, but at the
sane time the field of enquiry is also
wider, and although we cannot test
our views experimentally, we can
check them by asking if the laws we
have evolved from the history of one
nation hold good (mutatis mutandis)
when applied to a different race and
another epoch. This may be said,
shortly, to be the novel view of bis-
tory propounded by our author.

He intended to have done more
than propound it, he hoped to have
put it into practice, and to do so in a
field of study dear to every English-
man,-the history of civilization in
bis own native country. It was on
this subject, he tells us, that bis deep-
est sympathies were centred, to Eng-
lish literature he acknowledged that he
owed bis best lessons, and it was the
most cherished wish of bis heart that
it might be given to him to apply bis
novel principles in elucidating the
successive phases of English history.
Those who have read the torso which
is all that remains of his projected

work, can imagine how deeply inter-
esting the completed history would
have been. His untimely death frus-
trated these hopes and left even bis
introduction incomplete. For it was
part of the vast plan of this grcat scholar
to cond"ct the student through select-
ed cras of French, of Spanish, of
Scotch, and of German history, which
would lead on bis mind to the ap-
pointed end as a succession of fair
vestibules and noble court-yards lead
on the eye to some grand temple or
magnificent palace. We were to study
in France the evil effects of state pat-
ronage upon national literature and
science, and the deeply rooted causes
of that centralizing or protective spirit
which reappears under the nost di-
verse forms of government in that
country. In Spain we were called on
to see, in the physical conformation of
the country, in its early religious wars,
and the long struggle which it waged
for life with the Moors, the seeds of
that predominance of the religious
classes which bas run its course al-
most unchecked in that isolated coun-
try. Without going over al[ the ground
covered by this introduction I may
shortly state that Buckle expected by
its means to discover and give pimá'u
facie evidence of those general laws
which he intended to apply, to elabor-
ate, and to illustrate, in the body of his
work.

About the middle of his third vol-
ume, his heart failed him lest he
should have miscalculated his powers.
In a touching passage at the close of
bis third chapter* he owns that the
plan he had sketched out for himself
must be curtailed. In-order to avoid
sacrificing the work to its introduction
he had .to reconcile himself to a slight-
er construction and a less detailed
method of proof. He refers, patheti-
cally, to those earlier days when the
field of knowledge, then suddenly re-

* Vol. III., p. x88.
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vealed to hlim, scenied so fair that lie
aspired not only to cover the surface,
but to master the dctaüls. That ex-
pectation he sorrowfuidy abandons.
Perhaps, too, lie thinks, he niay have
to console himself with the mere hon-
our of vindicating the new principles
of historical writing, lcaving their ap-
plication to the maturer studies of suc-
ceeding gencrations. This last thought
foreshadowed his fate, for lie died at
an early age while travelling in Pales-
tine. His enemies scoffed at the in-
veterate doubter's journey to the Holy
Places ; but lie had more of the spirit
Of the Crusaders than they would fain
allow. The energy and the chival-
rous love of combat that led so many
to die near the same spot burned in
him too, and that deep faith which
Nwould seem, at first sight, to be want-
ing in his character, really drove him
unwards with an overvlelming influ-
ence; but the object of that faith was
not religious dogma, it was directed
towards the reign of harmony and law
in the affairs of men no less than in the
inorganic world of chemistry. This
belief was his creed, it edged his blade
and nerved his arm, and to it he paid
a devotion as sincere as ever Our
Lady of Succours received from belted
knight or monk of the order of Jesus.

The principles which Buckle con-
ceived he had demonstrated may be
shortly stated as follows:-Physical
agents, such as climate, food, and soil,
exercise an influence over the accu-
mnulation and distribution of wealth.
A niore intangible influence is exer-
cised by the general aspect of nature,
its earthquakes, tempests, pestilences
and famines, upon the understanding
and imagination of nankind, but this
latter influence has not been powerful
enough in most European countries
to develop the imagination to that
morbid extent which was attained in
many of the extra-European civiliza-
tidns. I will pause here for a moment
to remark that much criticism has been

directed with the view of ridiculing
the idea that the aspect of nature is a
factor in the formation of national
character. It would occupy too much
space to go into this controversy at
length, but I will give two instances
which occur to me at the moment in
which men of widely differing views,
and neitier of whiom were in any way
disciples of Buckle, have, unconscious-
ly perhaps, ratified and illustrated his
conclusions on this head. The first
is M. Taine, who has devoted much
of the opening part of his " History of
English Literature" to the enunciation
of the theory that our national poetry
and prose owes muclh of its present
form to the peculiar climate and
scenery among which our early poets
found thîemselves. Their damp,
cloudy skies, their lush water mea-
dows, hcavy with dew, their deep
forests full of a perpetually green vege-
tation, almost sodden with moisture,-
the short, joyous English summer, the
long, dreary Englishu winter,-provo-
cative of love for home and fireside
pleasures, the effects of ail these M.
Taine thinks can be detected even in
our niodern poetry. Clearly he thinks
the aspects of nature have done much
to iake us what we are now. The
other authority I will quote is Lord
Beaconsfield, who, in a speech de-
livered in Parliament during the
debates on the Irish Church question,
in alluding to the mental and moral
peculiarities of the Irish as a people,
accounted for some of them by the
fact that Ireland was surrounded by a
"melancholy ocean." This was not
argument, but merely one of his Lord-
ship's happy epithets; we may how-
ever see from the fact of his using it
how deeply rooted is the notion that
our local surroundings do tell upon
us. If I were to trace this thought
through general literature and show
how Wordsworth bas sung of one who
lived near a vaterfall, that
"Beauty born of murmuring sound did pass

into her face,"
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and how the grand old Grecian myths
told the sane tale, I should be allow-
ing this digression to run away with
me, and will therefore pguse while
there is yct time.

The next great rule is that, in
Europe at least, mental laws are more
powcrful than physical laws in mould-
rng the fates of nations. Consequently
our first study must be the operation
of the mental laws, and we must con-
sider the others as merely subsidary
or contlicting and disturbing elements.
Of mental laws, those which we call
intellectual, affording as they do un-
limited scope for expansion, are more
potent in bringing about a state of
civilization than moral laws, which are
from their nature hardly capable of
progressive improvement.

I have now gone briefly over the
great general principles on which
Buckle expected not only to explain
the past, but to a certain extent to fore-
cast the future: it remains to consider
a few of the objections that have been
urged against his theory.

I do not number among the objec-
tions worthy of an answer that com-
mon stigma of infidelity which Buckle
lad to endure in common vith so
many other noble minds. But as that
reproach may operate to deter many
from opening his pages, it is only just
that I should point out how falsely it
is applied to him. His sentiments
towards Christianity may be gathered
from his allusions in the chapter on
the early causes of the French Revo-
lution to what lie calls "the unhappy
crusade against Christianity" which
preceded those times of upheaval. In
a noble passage lie points out how the
abuses of the system might have been
cut away while the foundations of
Christianity remained intact. While
preserving the right te reform a
Church as well as other institutions,
he says, "we dare not tamper with
those great religious truths which are
altogether independent of it, truths

wlich comfort the mind of mai, raise
him above the instincts of the hour,
and infuse into hini those lofty as-
pirations which, revcaling to him his
own immortality, are the meastire and
the symptom of a future life." *

It is said, l.owever, and this deserves
an answer, that 3ucklc's theory of
ncccssary laws govcrning the course
of national existence dctract3 from
nian's frecwill and God's superintend-
ing Providence. For tht. purpose of
this argument it vill only be fair for
us to take it for granted that indi-
vidual freedom of will does exist in
some degree, as it would he mcrely
evading the dLif6ult Lu take shelter
under the Calvinistic doctrine of pre-
destination. But in the first place
the objectors are met by this reply,
that freedom of will in the unit is
perfectly consistent with the subju-
gation of the group or family to a law.
Take a herd of cattle grazing in the
meadows, free to go in any direction
they please. As the sun rises in the
heavens the herd (as a herd) will
probably ha,.e gone to seek shelter
under the trees, although a stray cow
here or there may prove its indepen-
dent spirit by wandering in a different
course from the rest.

Again, this freedom of will is not
absolute. We are all of us aware, for
instance, of the force of hereditary
influences, how the child of a drunkard
may inherit the fatal craving for liquor,
how disease, deformity, habits, and
even crimes descend no less surely
than riches and honours, a truth recog-
nized alike by the prophet who spoke
"of the fathers having eaten sour grapes
and the children's teeth being set on
edge," and by the social poet who
passes his laugh and his jest at some

"-tenth transnitter of a foolish face."

* Vol. ii. p. 255. I do not wish to deceive people
by leading them to believe from what I have said
above that Buckle was an orthodox Christian. Hi.
position reminds me more of Shelley's, a dislike of
modern Christianity because of its dissimilarity to
Christ.
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Here is at once a limitation, a curb
to our free will. The drunkard's child
is n1ot so free as his schoolfellow to
Iead a pure and innocent life; it is a
harder struggle for hini; and though
one herc and there may have strcngth
enough to endure and to conquer, yet
the hcavy veight thus imposed upon
the offspring of inebriates will throw
them as a class out of all hope of
success in the great race of this life.

I nced not suggcst the many other
curbs on our frce will. We take away
froin cach other and from ourselves
large portions of this frecdom. If
laws are not altogether inoperative,
they prevent our indulging in crimes
as often as we should otherwise do,
therefore our national virtue d--cnds,
ta some xtent, not on the aggregate
will of the community, but on the
wisdon of the rules it lias devised, or
which have becn devised in former
ages, ta preserve order and property,
and the diligence with which these
rules are enforced. These are matters
sa external to ourselves, and yet they
operate so clearly on national charac-
ter, that to my mind they prove be-
yond question the position taken by
Buckle, that outvard circumstances
do control the life of a people and
"shape its ends" without in the least
conflicting with the exercise of the
qualified free-will such as I have de-
scribed, on the part of every citizen
within its borders.

Individual action, as opposed to
the corporate life of a nation, being
thus left to a certain degree untram-
nmelled, it is obvious that a field re-
mains for that immediate exercise of
a personal superintending Providence
over man, the existence of which is
believed in by the overwhelming ma-
jority of Christians.

But, vhen ive comle ta the larger
dealings of Providence, by which God
is supposed to punish, ta reward, and
to chasten nations, the case is differ-
ent. Certainly we must concede that

Buckle's thcory clashes with the view
too commonly taken of this vast super-
intending and controlling power. Itis
quite incompatible with the belief that
such a Providence is exerciscd in an
irregular manner or with a dispropor-
tionate measure; it cannot be held
by those who believe that a pestilence
may be the appointed punishient of
a national crime, which is utterly un-
connected with the causes of that pes-
tileice, or that the wcather can be
altered by fasting and prayer. But
vhile the theory rejects such views of

Providence as these, does it not raise
our ideas of what God's Providence
really is? Is not the conception of
law and order the noblest we can form
in constructing an ideal government
of the universe ? Is not it owing ta
the fact that we, poor weak and fool-
islh mortals, feel cramped and injured
by laws, which distress us the more
in proportion to the difference between
our meanness and their all-embracing
wisdom, that ive fail ta conceive the
absolute freedom and happiness of
an All-wise God, bound by laws which,
being part of Himself, cannot gall or
hinder Him, and whose desires can
never, even for a moment, be antag-
onistic ta theni? So far as we can
tell, God works always by such lavs.
The pestilence warns us to be clean
in our bodies and homes. The
drought and the famine bid us see ta
our irrigation systems, natural or arti-
ficial, and ta clothe once more' with
high-waving forests the lofty hill-tops
which we have too greedily stripped
of their timber.

All these laws are teaching us such
simple lessons as these if we will but
heed then, telling us frankly and
plainly what we should do in the plain
matters of daily life. " Nature," says
Kingsley, "is God's good will ex-
pressed in facts." Too often, unfor-
tunately, ive refuse ta listen to these
small clear voices that are sounding
all around us ; or, rather, with per-
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vertcd ingeniuity, we wring from them
mcanings which their words do not
convey. We will not takc the simple
explanation of God's anger which lies
on the surface of the pestilence, we
must fain dctect a deeper neaning.
Perhaps we are angry ourselves at
some recent national act, sone policy
which we, perchance, opposed unsuc-
cessfully, and at once with unpara-
lelled boldness and hypocrisy we seize
on the fanine or the plague, the inun-
dation or the conflagration, and try
to degrade these weapons of God's
wrath into our service and to make
the Almighty himself a partisan in our
petty and ignoble strifes. How often
this lias been done all readers of his-
tory know well. It is to my mind no
slight recommendation of the theory
under consideration that when it is
more widely received such degrading
views of God's Providence will gradu-
ally die out.

If I were asked what was Buckle's
most conspicuous fault as a historian,
I should unhesitatingly say, his ab-
sence of a complete sympathy vith
bygone ages, and his being unable to
see any good in old forms of thought,
which are clearly unfitted to assist the
progress of enlightennent. Now this
defective sympathy is very destructive
to good historical writing. I do not
allude merely to the external beauties
of narrative, though even there syn-
pathy comes largely into play and
(truthfulness being supposed on both
sides) everyone would prefer a history
of Ireland written by one of Irish race
and feelings to a similar history by
one of the dominant faction, or a Pro-
testant life of Latimer and Ridley to
a Roman Catholic one. But I refer
more especially to that insight into
the springs and germs of policies, into
the aims and, real objects of institu-
tions, which is seldom given but to
the eye of a loving as well as an in-
telligent criticism. It is true that
Buckle allows to the Church in the

Middle Ages a considerable share of
praise for its work in kccping alive,
some spark of learning, and for pre-
serving some bond of common fellow-
ship betwecn wrangling kings and
half barbarous tribes. But when he
comes to speak of the literature of
that pcriod his condemnation of it is
mnost sweeping. Indeed, to judge
from the samples he gives of it, it was
beneath contempt and could only
serve to harass and clog the human
mind in its slow struggle to the light.
But had Buckle possessed that gift
of sympathy which I have spoken
of, he would have recognized the fact
that, at one period, at least, those in-
numerable legends ofSaint and Bishop,
did convey a lesson, did subserve
a moral purpose. I will give a few
examples.

When slavery was universal through-
out Christendom, how touching to ail
truc hearts must have sounded the
tale of the self-inflicted penaice of St.
Bavon of Ghent, vho, having sold a
man in chains, sought him out and
prayed with bitter tears to be allowed
to take his place in prison, thera to
expiate beneath the lash of the task-
master the act which he so bitterly
regretted.

Or again, there was the truc life of
St. Germain by Paris, the forerunner
of our own Wilberforce, who spent
rent and revenue in redeeming fellow-
believers from slavery, and who sat at
last, mournful and dejected, when he
had spent his all, not, mind you, griev-
ing that lie himself was left penniless,
but because the cries of bondsmen
must rise to heaven unanswered.

When coarse and obscene language
was on every man's lips, what a true
reprimand was contained in an inci-
dent in the life of St. Valery, who,
travelling on foot in the winter lime,
stopped to rest, half-frozen, in a
priest's house. He tried in vain to
check by gentle reproof the idle words
of the company, the-î, turning away
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from the shelter and the warmth,
chose to face the inclement night
rather than listen to their gross and
blasphemous discourse. *

One more example must suflice.
St. Anselm met a boy in the pleasant
Kentish meadows, playiig with a bird,
which was attached to his wrist by a
string. " Ahi I wish thou vcrt frc,"
exclaimed Anseimi, half involuntarily,
and straightway (so ran the legend)
the bird flew away into the voods.t

Was not this enough to make any
man rcflect on the sanctity of life and
liberty, even among the animal crea-
tion, then so grievously oppressed by
hawk and hound; all the spare energy
of man being centred on forest plea-
sures,and all his harshncss occupied in
devising forest laws.

Regarding the early legends in this
light we can sec that they were calcu-
lated to convey moial lessons which
could in no other shape have been
rendered acceptable to the people,
but at the same time we must not for-
get that in so far as they usurped the
place of truc historical literature, they
deserve all the censure which our
author bas hcaped upon them. Grow-
ing up a rank and tangled herbage,
they choked not only history, but all
forms of literary work, and in many
cases were perpetuated on parchments
from which the great works of classical
authors were expunged for their Te-
ception.

I have not attempted to give in this
short paper the minor laws which
Buckle evolved from his study of the

4 Guizot's " History of Civilization in France," vol.
ii. (Bo e's Edition -Lecture 17, where the above
examps will be found).

Frcnch, Spanish, and Scotch civiliza-
tions. Some of these have becn attack-
cd, but as a rule criticism has rather
attempted to impugn the illustrations
and instances with which he enforccd
his conclusions, than the soundncss of
those conclusions themselvcs. It is
probable he may have errcd in the
application of his own gencral rules,
but the spirit otf those rulcs will, in my
opinion, govern the future of historical
literature, which, ever pushing onward
into the region of science and deter-
minate laws, will abandon that style
which loved to linger in Courts and
Camps and to picture the rise and fali
of nations as dependent upon a favour-
ite's caprice or the accidents of a
foughten field.

In that higher, purer atmosphere
none but large minds will breathe with
pleasure,-but to them, how exalting
and mentally invigorating will be the
prospect 1 Nor need smaller capaci-
tics complain, for, far below those
glittering heights, rose-red in the flush
of morning, there will be ample space
left for the petty crowd, who, will flnd
in their memoirs, chronicles, court
calendars, genealogies, and Dryasdust
biographies a congenial field for the
exercise of their feeble capacities. No
longer usurping the place of history,
these minor studies will at once take
up their truc position as its feeders
and gazetteers, and, with an irony not
unfrequently seen in events, will fur-
nish materials for those wider general-
izations by which they themselves are
doomed to be superseded.

t Vide Eadmers Life of Anselm, or Berington's
"Literary History of the Middle Ages, p. :76.
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THE MORAL DISCIPLINE OF THE SCHOOL

DY RICIA1D LEWIS, IIEA)-MAsTAR1, DUFERIN >CIIO)1., TORONTO.

T HE cducation of a human bcing
presents itsclf in a thrce-fold

aspect. Man is an animal, subject to
the influcnccs of physical laws; lbe is
a rational being with capacities and
necessities for mental culture and
dcvelopnient; and lie is a pioral
being, endowed with conscience and
governed by laws of duty to himself
and his fellow man, which lic cannot
transgress without incurring penalties.
Each of these capacities is so distinct
from the other, that onc may be
cultivated to a very large and almost
undefinable extent without regard to
the other, although the three arc
necessary to the full development of
the perfect man. I do not deny the
presence and the supreme claims of a
fourth characteristic-the religious.
But although it is common to assert
that the moral may flourish vithout
the religious, I prefer to accept the
fuller and higlier view that there can
be no truc religion without the highest
morality, and that lie who is faithful
in the higliest sense to the moral
impulses of his nature and the behests
of conscience, is indisputably a re-
ligious being.

Now education as it is passing
through experiments and becoming
moulded into the fashion of an Art,
is taking full cognizance of the two
aspects, the animal and the intellec-
tuai. For securing the first, every
consideration is paid to the claims of
the body. Ventilation of school
rooms, exercises for nuscular develop-

ment and general health, whatevcr is
considered necessary to good health,
receives more or less attention, and
advances its claims in the cconony of
school government. For the develop-
ment of mind, methods are still more
advanced. Never before was such
activity, such thoughtfulncss, and so
much invention manifested. In this
regard-the cultivation of the mind by
methods of instruction, study, books,
and other appliances-education is
fast rising to the dignity and safety of
a systenatized art. Much of this is
no doubt due to the fact that mental
proficiency, success in study, pays best.
It pays the student best as it wins
hîim distinction and substantial re-
wards, and it pays the teacher best,
as his professional reputation depends
chiefly on this kind of success. Society
has not yet attained the wisdom of
regarding the moral culture of the
pupil as the highest and final object
of all education.

But I must be understood in mak-
ing that accusation. Does any national
school system sanction in any form
falsehood, vice, or irreligion? Of
course it does not. If we take this
Province as an illustration, we know
that all school authorities unanimously
enjoin the supreme claims of morality
and religion. Nay, the sclool is in
many respects in advance of society
in its careful regard for propriety of
conduct, and those external acts by
which the sovereignty and providence
ofGod are acknowledged; and though
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bigotry may liiel our public schools
as Godless, I have no hcsitation in
saying that in all the external forms
of morality and religinus revercnce
they vill hcar honourable ronmparison
with the best governcd famlilies and
the most austere of the rhurches.

But it is the abscnce of method in
the moral training of the pupils which
chiely mîarks schol government.
Systems of literary and scientific train-
ingarcassuning form and pcrmancncy.
If you take arithnictir or gramar, for
example, you vill find every teicler
in the land following very similar
methols, and theFe, implroved by ex-
perience, produce tho best results.
There is system, and little is left to
the waywardness of fancy or the un-
certainties of temperament. But
examine how any two teachers secure
diligence in study, respect for autho-
rity, truthfuincss, courtesy, and nanli-
ncss of character, and you will find
that all that lies outside of intellectual
training, and all that lies in the pro-
vince of morality and religion is un-
certain and dependent on the views
and character of the teacher. He
nay be in character and practice an
Arnold, and regard the moral and
spiritual training of his pupils as his
highest responsibility. But the proba.
bility is that the claims of mental
culture under the pressure of compe..
tition, whether in high or public
school, will be supreme, and that the
moral discipline generally amounts to
nothing beyond occasional counsels
and rebukes, hastily given, often under
irritation, and that corporal punish-
ment is regarded as the quickest and
best remedy for all moral disease.

Probably the grand mistake,in many
instances, is to believe that the moral
culture of the pupil means suppression,
not development. That is the princi-
ple that guides jail discipline, and it
cannot be denied that as it is appa.
rently the easiest method it too often
marks the school discipline. It is the

casiest and quickest mode of get-
ting rid of the diftîruity. It owes
its surccess to the fcar of pain; and
berause it is the qirlckt way to
put dowen disorder or misconduct
of any Xd, it is always in favour
with tearers Vho have no high coil-
ception of the moral culture of their
pupils, or who are only anxious for
sucress in the intellcctual contests.

The school di,.cipliic is the prepara-
tion for the future life of the pupil ;
and in many respects it is the most
important (liscilplne which he can re
ecive. The home discipline is uncer-
tain and incompetent. The discipline
and tcachings of the Church in a
human point of view can do little be-
yond the creation and maintenance of
religius habits: and the habits are in
danger of lapsing into met e formalisim,
because the judgment is not ripe to
appreciate them. The Sabbath-school
is a better agency for moral culture ;
but there the attendance of pupils is
uncertain, the influence of the teacher
comparatively weak, and the time
given to instruction bears no compari-
son with that of the day-school. It
is however urged in behalf of the
Church and the Sabbath-school that
their ministrations and teachings are
sacred and blessed of God. But why
may ive not claini for the day-school
all that is claimed for the Church and
the Sabbath-school? The culture of
an immortal being-body, mind, and
soul-is its final purpose, and this
culture in its moral and spiritual as-
pects-outside the limits of denom-
inational theology-is sacred and sus-
ceptible to divine influences, and
equally subject to divine regard. It is
herein I apprehend that the great mis-
take is made. Parents and teachers
have been so ir.pressed by this view:
that the Chutch and the Sabbath-
school were sufficient for moral and
spiritual culture, and the day-school
had no other vocation than that of fit-
ting the pupil for the material business
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of life, that the day-school teachers
who have such manifold opportunities
of knowing their power as agents for
the higher culture have been inisled by
public opinion, and have made success
in studies, which means success in life
the highest object of their vocation.
Let it not be suspected for a moment
that I am here pleading for the re-
institution of denominational theology
in the programme of the day-school.
I hold that the school-room, in its
freedom from denominational partis-
;nship and prejudices, in its grand as-
pect of Christian liberty and unity, is
the most hopeful fountain and nursery
of Christian charity and beneficence.
All that I urge is that the principle
and sense of DUTY, in its largest and
divinest spirit, shall pervade the whole
discipline of the school. There is a
success in life which is the success of
life -higher,deeper, reaching infinitely
further, than ail the success which may
arise ont of mental culture. Society,
with ail its materia'. successes, indus-
trial power, wealth, defences of law,
and ecclesiastical organizations, is
baffled and almost conquered by the
counter-influences of vice in every
form, commercial and political cor-
ruption, dishonour in the high, and
ignorance and brutal crime in the low
places. I urge that we have left the
remedy more to chance and expected
too much from the ecclesiastical organi-
zations, and have overlooked in moral
and spiritual training what wehave fully
accomplished for intellectual culture
in the education of the day-school.

It is held in theory that the teacher
takes the place of the parent, and in
the punitive aspect society accepts and
the law sanctions the arrangement.
But it is as the moral agent that the
teacher has the best claim to the title.
The imperfect education of parents too
often utterly unfits then for this high-
est office. They are governed by
their affections ; they indulge, or they
restrain and punish, from mere animal

feeling and not-from a sound princi-
pie. It is in this relation that the in-
telligent and conscientious teacher be-
cornes the necessary and the best sub-
stitute for the parent. He is free from
the control of mere parental affection,
and vhen qualified by education and
a high sense of his work, which it is
as possible to secure in the school
teacher as in the clergyman, his office
and his power embrace the functions
and responsibilities of parent and
pastor. Without the necessity for
formal lectures on duty or homilies on
theological doctrine, the discipline of
the school-room, pervaded by, and ever
made subordinate, to the obligation of
the moral advancement of the pupil,
will become a new ally on the side of
virtue and religion of whose issues we
have had no experience yet because
we have had no faith in its power.
When we begin to practise what we
delight to sing, that " just as the twig is
bent the tree is inclined," that the first
battle with vice or crime, sensuality,
fraud, and disloyalty in every forrn to
virtue and religion must begin in the
school-room, then shall we reap the
holiest fruits of national education.

It is not my purpose nor is it with-
in my ability to suggest methods.
They must spring out of the strongest
conviction that the moral discipline of
the school-room is its greatest work,
and that conviction can only produce
the highest results when it is the su-
preme motive in the labours of the
school teacher. The character of the
school and of the teacher is now de-
cided altogether by their intellectual
achievements. If the teacher can
secure order and intellectual pro-
gress, that will satisfy public de-
mands. Hence, whatever is not seen
in moral depravity is in danger of
being disregarded. The success of
moral discipline lies altogether in
the deep moral consciousness of its
supreme claims in the mind of the
teacher. But that moral conscious-
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ness may be awakened and sustained
by a change in public opinion. The
teacher who has the courage and the
self-denial to make the intellectual
progress of his pupils subordinate to
their moral culture cannot fail to
strengthen this faith. But public
opinion must exalt the office by its
reverence for the highest work. When
teachers feel that their moral discip-
line and counsels are held by parents
in as high esteem as the instructions
of the church ; when society attaches

to their moral guidance the same re-
gard that it now attaches to the pro-
fessional opinions and practice of the
lawyer, the doctor, or* ihe clergymnan,
then the teacher will comprehend the
true dignity of his office, and no office
to him will be higher than his own,
because his convictions and public
opinion will assure him that no work
can do more for the moral and spirit-
ual advancement of mankind than the-
work of the day-school.

LETTERS ON THE EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT OF
WOMEN.

BY AGNODICE.

LETTER III.

DEAR CLYTE,-In mv last letter to
you I mendoned a picture I had seen
some years ago at the Royal Academy;
since writing I have come across
another, which I cannot forbear de-
scribing to you. It was by no means
so pretentious as the first, being only
an indifferently executed piece, repre-
senting a yo:ang and pretty woman,
though rather of the namby-pamby
type, leaning against a horse, while
some hounds were depicted in con-
templative attitudes gazing up into
her face. So far, so good. I have
certainly no right, nor do I wish to
object, to any artist painting a graceful
woman surrounded by any nu'mber of
pet animals, but it was the title of the
picture that particularly annoyed me.
It was called "My wife, my horse, my
dogs." I must own to you, Clyte,
that at first I felt angry enough to
wish that the young wife had had
sufficient spirit (which by her expres.

sion she certainly had not) to have
insisted on a companion picture being
painted, to be entitled, " My husband,
my bonnet, my boots." I say my first
feeling was one of indignant anger,
but this was soon replaced by a deeper
sentiment and I passed on to a train
of thought as to the manner in which
the generality of men view the subject
of the advancement of women.

It is a truth, though a sad one, that.
we have not many men on our side.
Their number is small because at
present only those who are really un-
selfish take an interest in the move-
ment; men whose souls are greater
than their bodies, who can bear the
thought of losing a little creature-
worship with equanimity. Such men,
disdaining to be looked up to merely
on account of their manhood, will
receive their due reward by the respect
they will gain as individuals. Abhor-
ing to be regarded as lords and
masters by their equals, they will reap.
a benefit by obtaining the friendship
and sympathy of cultured women..
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And this friendly syipathy will ý be
the more valuable on account of the
constant approximation we may expect
to see in the intellectual powers of the
sexes, until at last man and woman
will differ only as one man now differs
from another, owing to the accidents
of environment and education. The
thoughtful man and wonan will then
be able to enter into companionships
which will be as helpful to the one as
to the other, and in which, while she
as well as lie will prove for "contem-
plation formed," she will also be able
to "soothe him with ber finer fancy,
touch hin with her lighter thought."

Alas, that such men should be so
scarce! The usual run of men give
but little thought at all to the subject,
and wlhen it is brought up in the
course of conversation, insult us by
their common-places, their hackneyed
expressions, and attempts to make the
whole thing appear ridiculous.

When they consider the inatter at
all they begin to suspect that it only
means a certain amount of renunci-
ation on their part with no ostensible
compensation. Speak to an ordinary
man of a woman who reads and thinks,
and by some unaccountable method
he translates the reading and thinking
into a neglect of all house-keeping
duties, endless cold meat without
pickles, shirts without buttons, socks
with holes, and the continual absence
from home of the mistress of the
family. I have seen it somewhere
written that Charles Dickens bas much
to answer for with regard to the
opinions held by many men of clever
women. I sincerely hope that he is
guiltless in the gffair, for Mrs. Jellaby
is so amusing one would regret very
much if she had done any harm. And
if men have been so indiscriminating
as to mistake a character like hers for
that of the genuine intellectual woman,
let us hope that on the other hand
Mrs. Jellaby has made many women
with erroneous ideas of their duties,

not only ashamed of themselves, but
more ready to walk in the path im-
.mediately before them.

When will men, and women too,
understand that the smallest details of
home-life need never be neglected
because they are not all-absorbing ?
Does any one consider it absolutely
necessary for a man to leave his clerks
entirely to their own devices, and
neglect every minutia of office routine
as lie rises in his profession and takes
larger and more powerful views of
tbings? As a rule the more important
a man's work is, the more careful he
is about every detail, and why may we
not expect the same in an educated
woman?

We are continuallybeing told that the
matter is entirely in our own hands,
and that we must "work out our own
salvation." I cannot think that this
is altogether the case.

For centuries man bas ruled and
woman bas submitted, until it has be-
come an understood thing that women
must always hold an inferior position
in whatever branch of learning or in-
dustry they aspire to. Now, when we
begin to know our harness and to be-
lieve that we are capable of achieving
something, and when, moreover, we
can point to women who have already
done great things, we are informed
that all this accumulated mass of pre-
judice and selfishness must be over-
turned by our own hands, that we
alone must
"Fan and winnow fron the coming step of

tinie
All chaff of custom,"

while those who have brought things
to this pass look on in scorn or indif-
ference.

I do not wish you to suppose for
an instant that I have not great faith
in the belief that much, a great deal
more than is usually supposed, can be
done by the women themselves, but I
must say that until men, who at pres-
ent hold all the interest and authority,
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exert' themselves in our behalf the
progress of our movement must neces-
sarily be slow.

Hov can we then, having so feis
willing to help us, sufficiently appreci-
ate that one who above all others
made our interests his own, fought for
us in Parliament and in print, and
showed us what we may do and what
we are capable of attempting. In his
life, when he spoke for us and to us,
he renoved mountains, lie made many
men view the subject in its simplicity
apart from their private interests and
individual views, and lie pointed out to
us the immense field of usefulnesà that
lay open ready for our energies and
skill. Liberty of thought, of speech
of action; liberty for all, was what )-
strove for; liberty in its truest and
purest sense, not confining himself to
that narroiv interpretation of the word
which is contented ivith the acquisi-
tion of a suffrage however deeply
based or widely extended.

Let us then as the women of to-day,
remembering the position of women
in the past, and looking forward with
hope to their place in the future-
let us ever honour and revere the
name of John Stuart Mill.

We not unfrequently hear from
some who would flatter us back into a
state of quiescence, that we are "so
very nice " that it would be a pity
to alter ourselves in any way; why not
remain as we are ? But unfortunate-
ly, even if we wished such a thing, it
is not in our power to keep long in
one "stay;" we must by a law of Na-
ture go backwards or forwards. No
one for one moment could recom-
mend the former course, and if there
should exist one single individual so
lost to all sense of shame, let me ad-
vise that person instantly to procure a
copy of Kingsley's " Water Babies,"
and to study thoughtfully the dreadful
condition of those benighted people
who freely. chose to go and live in the
land of *Ready-made instead of the

country of Hard-work. Let them
ponder the awful consequences which
arose therefrom,and the horriblefina/,
where the sole renaining inhabitant
could only climb a tree (when he was
mistaken for a specimen of the Trog-
lodytes by some adventurous travel-
ler,) and sob out "boo-hoo, boo-hoo,"
though what he meant to say was,-
"An I not a man and a brother ?"-
but, alas, he had lost all power of
speech through want of use and so
came to a dismal end. After this
there can be no voi.ce of exception in
the cry of Onward 1

"Where soil is, men grow,
Whether to weeds or flowers."

Why should we grow as weeds when
we have before us the prospect of
being health-giving, food-supplying
plants ?

I lay so much stress upon the faèt
that men are not helping women in
their movement, because at present
almost all employments are exclusive-
ly confined to them, and nearly all the
professions are closed to us. Until
odr legislators and voters feel the ne-
cessity of allowing women a fair field
for their talents, all we do and strive
for will avail us little. We may en-
deavour to fit ourselves for the bar, or
the church, or to study the science of
medicine, or the art of designing, but
at present we can go no further than
prepare ourselves for these vocations,
biding our time till we can practise in
an authorized way. Do not, my dear
Clyte, do not, I beseech you, exercise
your lively imagination by depicting
girls fresh from school in gowns and
bands, or poking over bones, or de-
signing Gothic halls. You know quite
well that I do not mean that kind of
thing at all, and that I am as fully
aware as you are of the fact that in
the present state of society it would
appear unseemly for women to enter
actively into any of the professions I
have mentioned. Education is want-
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ed by the age no less than by -our-
selves, and then perhaps by and by
we may hope to see some fruits of our
t.>il and pains. Of course it will be
the old story of "one must sow and
another will reap;" but what of that?
Let us who are awake now rejoice
that our eyes are opened, and work on
patiently and perseveringly while we
have strength and life.

In another generation we trust wo-
men will not be ashamed to own that
they have aspirations and desires be-
yond the "daily round of their com-
mon task." The Agnodices of that
day will act and work in their own
character.

You have not forgotten, I hope,
the story of my namesake-a young
Athenian maiden, the daughter of a
great physician, who from taking an
intense interest in all that her father
did, came at last to entertain the wish
to study the science of physiology
with him for her teacher. Her en-
thusiasm helped her to make great
progress in her studies, her natural
common-sense (a quality, I believe,
ascribed more particularly to women),
lier tact, and her delicacy of percep-
tion soon raised her to a considerable
height in her professsion.

She determined to practise as a
doctor. Imagine her position if you
can. Recollect that the women of
Athens never left their homes, that
their apartments looked into an inner
court, that they knew and heard
nothing of the outside world, only
going abroad to swell a religious pro-
cession or attend a funeral. Their
time was wholly employed in em-
broidery, spinning, and in household
affairs. Their sole companions were
their children and their slaves. Think
of Agnodice braving all ber innate
prejudices, donning the doctor's gown,
and going out into public life. Her
practice was immense, her fame great;
everyone was talking of her wonderful
skill and keen insight, though no one

ever suspected her sex. When she
vas called in to attend a sick person,
she confessed her disguise by the bed-

'side of lier patient before she under-
took the case, and for some time .her
secret was faithfully kept. But at last
somehow or other it leaked out and
she vas discovered. I an glad to be
able to bring the anecdote to a happy
termination by adding that in conse-
quence of her success in ber pro-
fession, she was perniitted to continue
practising, and enjoyed besides the
advantage of being an acknowledged
physician.

\fany of the arguments urged against
fuller employment for women are based
upon the position that women hold
now. Women are too frivolous, too
much given to detail, too diffuse and
wordy, to attend to anything serious.
They fritter away and squander their
talents by confining themselves to
small things and contenting them-
selves with small aims. They are too
fond of the precept, I here a little, and
there a little." Our answer is-only
let us try what we can do when we
endeavour to concentrate our minds
upon a given subject, when we have
been taught the value of habitual
attention and the conservation of
energy. When we are allowed some
thing to interest us of a higher order
of things than new bonnets or lawn
tennis, it is not presumption to say
the old charge of idleness and levity
will be exploded. Only open to us
the professions, and let u5 see what we
can do.

What old Fuller said many years
ago will fit us admirably now-

"The study of physic giveth wealth;
the study of law giveth honours; when
high birth. and beauty are compelled
to go on foot. - To prevent such foot-
travelling it is good to be mounted on
a gainful vocation, to carry one out ot
the mire on all occasions."

Your sincere friend,
AGNODICE.
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ENGLISH PROSODY AND THE NATIONAL READERS.

DY JAS. H. KNIGHT, INSPECTOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS, LINDSAY.

M Y object in the present paper isto offer some suggestions which
may assist the profession in teaching
the Reading of Poetry. To do this
satisfactorily it .is very necessary to
understand the principles upon which
verse is constructed. Al poetry is
based upon some form, and although
the varieties are almost endless, a
careful examination of a few of thern
will enable us to analyze every possi-
-ble form which can be adopted. At
the same tine it may be laid down
that no composition of any length ad-
heres strictly to its adopted model,
but is marked by irregularities which
also require a careful study. These
irregularities are by no means to be
regarded as faults, as they often add
life and vigour to what would otherwise
be tame and insipid. In the metrical
analysis of a poem, then, we have
first to find out the model on which
it is based, and then to examine
how far it comes up to its standard,
and to what extent it deviates there-
from.

The component parts which enter
into the construction of verse are syl-
lables, feet, lines, and stanzas.

Syllables in Prosody are generally
equivalent to those in Etymology, but
there are some e:ceptions. For in-
stance, in Etynology, Assyrian* is a
word of four syllables, while metrically

* "The As-syr-ian came down like a wolf on the
fold."--Byron. Bk.'IV., p. 291.

it lias bat three. Israel* may have
two or threc syllables. Salvation t
may have three or four. Syllables are
cither accented or unaccented. Dis-
syllables generally follow the ordinary
rules. Trisyllables and polysyllables
have often an additional accent, as in

" It ws a famous víc-to-ry-'

and in -- Bk. IV., p. 180.

"Lord! Thou dids't love Je-rù-sa-lém."
-13k. IV., p. 339.

Some monosyllables are always ac-
cented, others invariably unaccented,
while a few are common, that is, some-
times they are accented, and at other
limes they are unaccented, according
to their relation to the words which
precede and fullow ihem.

Feet are groups of syllables, and
are of different kinds, according to
the number and order of the accented
and unaccented syllables. In Eng-
glish Prosody the feet differ fron
those in the Greek and Latin classics,
inasmuch as in the latter the foot is
determined by long and short sylla-
bles, while in the former it is regulatcd
by accent. Though the difference
between quantity and accent is great,

* " When Is-rael, of the Lord belo'd."-Scott. Bk.
VI., P. 19.

VIs-rael in ancient days."-Cow.,4er.
"Fallen is thy thronc, O Is-ra-el."-Moore. Bk.

IV., P. 339•
t" Sal-va-tion, O 1 the joyful sound."-Watts.
"A joyful noise make to the Rock

8f our sal-va-ti-on."
-Psalm XCV., Scotch yersion.
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as is also the method of construction
of the two kinds of verse, the resen-
blance is sufficient to warrant most
writers in adopting the classical naines
for the feet employed in English, both
for teading and in the adaptation of
words to music. Feet differ from bars
or measures in music, for while the
first beat in a bar of music is always
accened, the first syllable in a foot may
or iay not be so, according to its
character.

Lies are groups of syllables or feet,
usually written or printed in the same
horizontal row. Two lines are sonie-
times printed as one. They are vari-
ously named, according to the num-
ber of syllables or feet they contain.

Stanzas are groups of consecutive
lines. They are not an essential part
of verse, as many poenis are not thus
divided.

Stanzas are frequently, but incor-
rectly, called verses. The word verse
is derived from versus, a part of the
Latin verb verto, I turn, and signifies
a turning from one side to the other.
In the Jewish Temple service the
Psalms of David were sung by the
Levites, divided into companies, who
alternately sang and listened, so that
the music turned from side to side,
each portion between the turns being
called a verse. The word " verse " is
still used thus in Cathedral music. A
Full Anthem is one in which the
whole choir sing throughout, while
that in which certain parts are assigned
to individual singers, who sing in turn
with the chorus, is called a Verse
Anthem. In classical writing the terms
verse and line are synonymous.

In illustrating my remarks I shall
quote, whenever practicable, from the
Authorized Reading Books, with which
1 presume my readers are all familiar.
Occasý ,nally, however, it wili be ne-
cessary for me to draw from other
sources.

The most common foot in English
Poetry is the Jambus, consisting of

two syllables, the first unaccented and
the second accented. Irregularities
are more numerous in iambic verse
than when any other foot is employed.
One of the most regular examples of
ianibic poetry is the favourite Irish mel-
ody by Thomas Moore.
" cThe Harp 1 that ônce | through Tà 1 ra's

hlls
The sôul of mû 1 sic shéd,

Now hângs| as mnûte 1 on T 1 ra's valls
As if 1 that sôul | were fléd."
In the above extract, the vertical

strokes divide the verse into feet of
two syllables each, the second in every
foot being marked with an accent.
The reader will observe that in poetry
of this metre the first and third lines
contain four feet each, and the second
and fourth lines three feet each. He
will also observe that the last syllable
of the first line rhymes with the last
of the third line, and the last syllable
of the second line with the last of the
fourth. In printing, it is usual to
indent the second and fourth lines.

This is the measure employed in
most of the old English Ballads, and
in many of the metrical versions of
the Psalms. It is often called Con-
mon ilelre. Usually it is divided into
stanzas of four or eight lines, but occa-
sionally there are six or twelve lines.
Sometimes two lines are printed as
one, in which case four lines are equal
to eiglt, as usually printed.

The Reading Books contain many
specimens of this metre. I can only
quote the first lines of a fev, for ex-
ample, in the Third Reader:

It was the schooner Hesperus." p. 38.
"The boy stood on the burning deck." p. 78.
"A wet sheet and a flowing sea." p. 197.
and "John Gilpin was a citizen." p. 304.

In the Fourth Reader :
"The warrior bow'd his crested head." p.242.
"When God of old came down from hea-

ven." p. 351.
"They grew in beauty side by side." P. 365.
And in the Fifth Reader:
"From Blois to Senlis, wave by wave." p. 113.-
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In distinguishing the different me-
tres it is more common to count the
syllables than the feet. The above
metre would be designated 8, 6, 8, 6,
iarnbic, meaning that the first and
third lines contain eight syllables, and
the second and fourth lines six sylla.
bles each, and that all the feet are
iambs.

Next in importance is the Long
ilfc/rc, or 8, 8, 8, 8, iambic, each line
containing four feet. Sonetimes the
first line rhymes vith the third, and
the second with the fourth. This we
call alternate rhyme, as in

"When Is rael of 1 the Lord j he- loved
Ont from j the land | of bon 1 dage camie,

Hier fa 1 ther's God | before J her moveld,
An aw 1 ful guide, in smokc J andflame."

And
" O God, whose thunder shakes the sky,"

in the Advanced Reader, pp. 19 and
95 ; or the rhyme is between consecu-
tive lines, as in

" The spacious firmament on high,"

in the Third Reader, p. 165,

" The turf shall be my fragrant shrine,"

in the Fifth Reader, p. 382, and
"God of my life, to Thee I call,"

in the Advanced Reader, p. 86. Oc-
casionally the first three lines rhyme
together, as in Campbell's "Hohen-
linden," Bk. III., p. 276

"On Linden, when the sun was
All bloodless lay the untrodden
And dark as vinter was the

Of Iser, rolling rapid-

low,
suno;
flow

ly."

The final syllable of the first stanza
rhymes with the final syllable of
every other stanza except with that
of the last. In the " Hymn of the
Hebrew Maid," above quoted, it
vill be observed that in the second

line, the first syllable is accented
instead of the second, a very com-
mon irregularity in iambic poetry.
This metre is often employed without

the use of stanzas in descriptive
poetry, as in the narrative parts of the
" Lady of the Lake," and the " Lay of
the Last Minstrel." The rhyme is
consecutive, but occasionally three
lines rhyme together instead of two.
In such a case the three lines are call-
ed a tri/ci. Two consecutive lines
which rhyme are called a cozilet.

The stanza sometimes contains six
lines instead of four or eight, as on
page 41 of the Advanced Reader. In
reading this, care should be taken not
to use the falling inflection at the end
of the fourth line :

" I-ow sleep the brave who sink to rest
By all theircountry's wishes blest

When spring, with dewy fingers cold
Returns to deck their hallow'd mould

She there shall dress a sweeter
Than fancy's feet have ever

sad
trod."

It will be observed that this stanza
consists of three couplets. Another
variety is that in which the first four
lines rhyme alternately and the fifth
and sixth lines fori a couplet, as in
No. 344 of Wesley's Hymns:
"Thou hidden love of God whose height."

A third variety consists of two trip-
lets, as in Hymn 134 "Ancient and
Modern":

" O God of lite whose power benign."

In the fourth variety the first and
second lines formi a couplet, as do also
the fourth and fifth lines, the third
and sixth lines rhyming. The ver-
sions of the 113th Psalmn by Tate
and Brady, and by Dr. Watts, are ex-
amples. As the sense of the words
always agrees with the grouping of the
lines, as shewn by the order of the
rhymes, in compositions adapted for
singing, it is evident that in select-
ing music for any of these varieties
of stanza, care should be taken to,
have the right tune for the hymn.
But while there are four varieties
of words, there are only two varie-
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tics of tune ; in the first and second
varieties, the close, or partial close,
occurring at the end of the second and
fourth lines, and in the third and fourth
varieties, at the end of the third Une.

Next we cone to what is known as
Pen/amtrr verse, or ic, 1o, 1o, 10,
iambic. Each line contains five feet.
This is the metre of Gray's "Elegy,"
in which the rhyne is ailternate. The

Epitaph " is familiar to all.

"lere r<sts his héad 1 upôn J the lap' 1 of
s'art/h,

A yoith I to fôr 1 tune a'nd 1 to fime-
unkmwil ;

Fair sci once frô%wn'd 1 not mn 1 his
hum I be bir-th,

And mél 1 an-cho ly ma'rk'd 1 him fo'r
I her ówn.

The well known hymn,

"Abide withi me, fast falls the eventide,"

is in couplets. Goldsmith adopts this
metre for his " Traveller " and " De-
serted Village," but they are not in
stanzas. When the rhyme is omitted
it is called B/ank Verse, as in
"Be wise to-day, 'tis madness to defer." p.

393,
"I would not enter on ny list of friends."

P. 394,

and in the various selections fron
Shakespeare in the Fifth Reader.

The " Address to an Egyptian
Mummy," Bk. V., p. 6, is a modifica-
tion of this metre. The stanza con-
sists of six lines, but the last foot of
some of the lines is an Aimp:ibrach
instead of an Iambus. The Amphi-
brach is a foot of three syllables, the
flrst and third unaccented, and the
second accented. In the flrst stanza
of the Address, the Amphibrachs are
at the end of the 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 6th
lines, as will be observed:

"And thou | hast walk'd I about, | how
strange a storyl

In Thebes 's streets 1 three thou- sand
years 1 a- go,

When the 1 Memno- 1 nium was l in all 1 ifs
glory,

And time | had înt I begun I to o- 1 ver

Thn.<e ten- I ples, pal.| aces, I and piles|
stu- ft'll<iaWS.,

Of which i the vc. 1 ry ru- 1 ins are 1 tre-

The ninth stanza has an amphibrach
at the end ofevery line, the cleventh
bas none. Al the other stanzas are
irregular.

Next we come to the Hefxamc/cr
verse of 12,12,12, 12,iambic,ats in the
"Death of Leonidas," Bk. V. p. 27,
or 6,6,6,6,as in " Cone to the sunset
tree," Bk. III., p. 50. Two lines of
the latter are equal to one of the
former. Both of these selections are
irregular, having an extra unaccented
syllable in some of the feet.

All other iambic metres are a modi-
fication of some of the foregoing.
Byron's "Apostrophe to the Ocean,"
1k. IV., p. 252, consists ofeight lines
of ten syllables, followed by one line
of tvelve syllables, thus, 10, 10, 10,10,
1o, 10, 10, 10, 12.

"Roll on, thou deep and dark blue Ocoan
-ro/

Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain;
Man marks the earth with ruin-his con- (roi
Stops with the shore ; upon the wateryplain
The wre'ks are all thy decd, nor doth re-

ilain
A shadov of man's ravage, save his mwn;
Wien, for a moment, like a drop of rain,
Hesinksinto thy deptls witii bubblinggroan,
Without a grave, unknell'd, uncotin'd and

n Wn- knowz.

The " Battle of Waterloo," Bk. V.,
p. 276, also by Byron, is in the sane
metre. 'he disposition ofthe rhynes,
which are three in number, is worthy
of observation, the first being between
lints i and 3, the second embracing
lines 2, 4, 5, and 7, and the third
including lines 6, 8, and 9. This ar-
rangement is faithfully carried out in
every stanza. This metre is sone-
times called the Spenserian Stanza,
being that in which Edmund Spenser
wrote his "Faery Queen," about the
year 1590.

The Fifth Reader contains two
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specimens of r>, 10, ro, 6. i'he first
on page 72:

" Whitler I nidst fail- J ing dcw,
While glow J the heaven3 j with the 1 last

steps 1 ofIlay,
Far tlhroigh I tic ro- 1 sy delptlis 1 dost thon I

puîrsue
Thy sol. ita- 1 ry way ?"

The other, on page 221, is entitled
"Blind Bartinjeus."

A modification of the Common
Metre is 8, 6, 3, 6, 8, S. The selec-
tion in the Advanced Reader, p. 135.
is more regular, but not so great a
favourite as the "Battle of Blenheim"
in the Fourth. In the latter, the first
stanza lacks a syllable at the end of
the first line, unless " evening" be pro-
nîounced as three syllables. The
fourth stanza lacks one in the flrst
line, and lias an extra syllable in the
second.

"I find j them in 1 the gar 1 den,
For there's ma- 1 ny here J a- out;

And oft- 1 en cwhen I go J to plough,
The plough- 1 share turns 1 theni oui.

For ma- j ny thon. sand men, 1 said he,
Were slain J in that j great vic- I to- ry."

In the concluding couplet of this
stanza, the last syllable of "victory»
is supposed to rhyme with "lie."
Some readers make it a rule to alter
one of the syllables in every case of
imperfect rihyme. For instance, wound
(oo) is altered to wouînd (ow) in order
to rhyme with sound, and wind to
wtud, in order to rhyme with find.
Tl folly of making such alterations
may be illustrated by an incident
which occurred at Ware, in Hertford.
shire, England, a few years ago. It
was then custoiary to employ a lay
clerk to give out the hymns at one of
the Nonconformist chapels. The
clerk, one Sunday, surprised the con-
gregation by comnencing one of Dr.
Watts' hymns thus:
" Man has a soul of vast desires,
[le burns with strong, with inward fires;
Tossed to and fro, his passions fly
Fromvanite to vanit7i."

Another modification of Common
Metre is 8, 8, 6, 8, 8, 6, 13k. IV, p.
347. The octosyllabic lines form
couplets, and the remaining lines
rhyne togetiier. The reader's atten-
tion is called to the cisn/, or cutting
out of the vowel in the particle " the"
in the xst, 3rd, and 6th lines.
" Begin, 1 my soul, J th' cxIlt- cd lay/
Let cach 1 cnrap 1 tured thoughi 1 o- 'ey,

And praise J th' Almigh- J ty's name;
Lo I hcavcn 1 and carth, 1 and seas I and s/ila
In one 1 melo- dious con- J cert rise

To swCll 1 th' inspir- 1 ing theme."

Some writers carry elision to such
excess that it is difficult, in reading, to
give the sense and at the saine time
preserve the rhythm. Bishop Percy,
in his "Friar of Orders Grey" reduces
" complaioing" to "'plaining":

4Within these holy cloisters long
le languished, and lie died,

Lanienting of a lady's love,
And 'plaining of her pride."

Sir Walter Scott's "Death of Keel-
dar," and Montgomery's "Common
Lot" are in the metre 8, 8, 8, 6, the
former taking eight lines, and the
Lter four lines to the stanza; but
the rhymes are differently arranged.
The amphibrach occurs in the sixth
stanza of the Death of Keeldar, in the
4th and Sth lines.

" The no- 1 ble hound, 1 lie dies, 1 ho dies-
Death, death J lias glazed 1 his fix 1 ed eres,
Stiff on 1 the blood- 1 y hcath 1 he lies,

Without Ja groan 1 or qui-ver;
Now day J niay break and bu- I gle sonnd,
And whoop J and hai- J loo ring J a- -ound,
And o'er J hiscouîcli J thestag niay bound,

But Keel- 1 dar sleeps J for &v-er."

The "Common Lot" was in the
Old Third Reader. It is a pity to
lose such a beautiful poem from our
books:

"Once in 1 the flight 1 of ag- J es
There lived J a man | and who |

Moital i 1 howe'er | thy lot 1 be
That man J resem- 1 bled

past,
was he ?

cast,
thee."

In "Lord Ullin's Daughter,» Bk.
IV., p. 195, the amphibrach occurs at
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the end of every second line. The
metre is 8, 7, 8,7, 8, 7, 8, 7, with alter-
nate rhymes.
'A chiéf- | tain te 1 the High. I lands bjund,

Crics, ' Bat- I m:n, d, not ta'rry,
And 'l'il | give thée-a bil. I ver pJund

To rôw l us 6'cr 1 the /crrv.'
'Now wh6 I bey j wouldcrôss Loch-gi/cý

This dñrkI and star- 1 my
' Oh, 'I'm I t e chié I of 'ULI- va's 'sl

And this | Lord 'Ut- I lin's da'ug/utcr.' "

The last iambic metre I shall notice
is 7,6, 7,6, in which the final foot of the

.first and third lines is an anphibrach,
is the selection on page 34o of the
Fourth Reader,

4 Iail in 1 the Lord's 1 a. nójinted,
Great D- I vid's greâter son;

lIil, in j the time 1 ap. ttited,
His réign 1 on èarth 1 be-

In the first and third lines, the
first syllable being accented and the
second syllable not, we have thrc
different feet in the sanie line.

A foot consisting of two syllables,
the first accented and the second un-
accented, is. called a Trochce (tro'-ke).
It is not as extensively used as the
iambus, but poetry in which it is em-
ployed is generally marked by great
vigour or much pathos. Metres in
which this foot is employed are gene-
rally' characterized by regularity in
their construction. It lias seldom
more than eight syllables in a line,
nor less than six, the common nurn.
ber being seven, in which case the
last foot lias only one syllable. Such
lines are said to be Catalectic, or
truncated. Cowper's "Boadicea,"
Bk. V., p. 83, is a fine specimen of the
four-line sevens, where the first and
last syllables of every line are accented.
"Whén the 1 British 1 wrrior 1

Bléeding | from the 1·ROman j
Sôught with jân in- 1 dignant [

Côunsel 1 of, lier 1 coùntry's |

guteenj,
rods,

miend,
gods.

'7his metre is subject to the same vari-
ations as to number of lines and dis-
tribution of rhymes as the eight-sylla.
ble iambics. When written in couplets

the Unes are not indentcd. Toplady's
hymn,

" Rock of ages ! cleft for me,"

Bk. IV., p. 346, is written in couplets,
of which there are threc to each
stanza.

Of 8, 7, 8, 7, the first and third
lines having four perfcct fect, the sec-
ond and fourth lines being catalectic,
we have, in the Fourth Reader, Iong-
fellow's "Psalm of Life," p. 342,

(i) "Tell me not, in mournfutl niunbers,"

in the Fifth Reader, p. 286,
(2) " Cold and brilliant streans the sunlight

On the wintry banks of Seine,"

and in the Advanced Reader, P. 93,

(3) " Now the third and fatal conflict
Of the Persian throne was done,"

and (4) the " Burial March of Dun-
dee," p. 177. In the first of these se-
lections the rhyme is alternate, and,
with one exception, perfect. In the
other three selections the rhy'me is-
wanting between the first and third
lines, and for that reason the fourth
selection should have been printed,
like the second and third, in lines of
fifteen syllables each.

The reader will observe that though.
the six last quoted selections are all
truc to 'eir model, they are not per-
fect specimens of trochaic metre.
" Hiawatha's Sailing," Bk. IV., p. 27,
is made up of perfect trochees, every
line having four feet. As there is no.
rhyme, it is a species of blank verse.
A much more melodious composition
in the perfect trochee is a hymn by
the Rev. Sir Henry Baker, in 6, 6, 6, 6,
metre :

" Lord, Thy 1 Word a- 1 bidet/t
And our 1 footsteps guideth;
Who its 1 truth be- li tez't
Light and 1 joy re- eeiveth."

The Anapest is a foot consisting
of three syllables, the first and second
unaccented and the third accented.
The frequent occurrence of an iambus
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as the first foot, in lines of anapestic
verse, makes the mcasuring of these
metres by syllables very uncertain and
unsatisfactory. For this reason it is
more convenient to reckon the num-
ber of fect in a lino. This irregularity
intcrferes very little with the reading,
and, in fact, is hardly perceptible.
The character of anapestic poctry is
generally light and playful. Some-
times, however, it rises to the sublime.

Lines consisting of four feet arc
called Te-tram'-c-lers. The Readers
contain four selections in this metre:

(i) "The char- 1 iot, the char- 1 iot I its whcels
1 roll on tire,

As the Lord 1 coincth down j in the
pomp | of His irc"

in the Advanced Reader, p. 145.
(2) " In a crack 1 near the cup. 1 board with

dain- ties pro-vid- 1 cd,
A cer. 1 tain young mouse 1 with hcr

moth- 1 er re-sid- 1 cd,"

in the Second Reader, p. 166.

(3) "l Be-twccn 1 Eyes and Nose 1 a sad J
contest a-rose,"

in the Third Reader, p. 56 ; and the
" Destruction of Sennacherib," by
Lord Byron, in the Fourth Reader,
p. 291. It is to be regretted that it is
incorrect to place the accent on the
third syllable of Galilee.

(4) " The As-sy- 1 rian came down J like the
wolf 1 on the fold,

And his co- 1 horts were gleam- 1 ing in
pur. 1 ple and gold ;

And the sheen 1 of their spears 1 was
like stars 1 on the sea,

When the blue 1 waves roll night- 1 ly
on deep 1 Gal-i-lee."

Lines having an extra unaccented
syllable at the end, as in the example
(2) from the Second Reader, above
quoted, are called Hyper-met'-ric-al.
Sometimes such a redundant syllable,
if added to the next line, would make
the first foot perfect. A line consist-
ing of three feet is called a Trim'-e-ter.
In the Third Reader, p. 209, an ex-
ample of this.metre will be found,

" I am min. arch of ai 1 I sur- avi;
My right J there is none 1 to din pu/c;

From the ccn- 1 tre ail rourd i to the sea
1 am lord 1 tif the fowl , and the brutc."

Whcn the first foot is an ianibus and
the remaining feet are anapests, we
consider thc nietre as anapestic. There
are, however, several selections in
which the two kinds of feet are min-
gled in a very promiscuous manner.
For instance in the Third Readcr, p.
70, we have,

" Fáint-ly J as t6lis 1 the éve. 1 ning chinic,
Our v<'ic- [ es kcep t'ne 1 and our ôars J

kcep time."

In which the first foot is a trochee.
"Hast thou s6und- 1 ed the dépths 1 of yôn- J

dcr séa ?"-p. 181.
"Not a drûm 1 was héard, 1 nor a fi. 1 ne-ral

nôte."-p. 192.

"A sôl- 1 dier 6f J the Lé-gion 1 lay dy'-
ing In 1 AI-gicrs,

There vas lack J of w6- 1 man's nür-sing,
there was déarth 1 of wù- | man s
téars."-p. 285.

In the Fourth Reader we have,

"A-fir 1 in the dès- J ert I lôve 1 to ridc."-
p. 254, and

"I héar 1 thec spéak o of the bét- 1 ter lànd;
Thou cill- 1 est its chil. 1 dren a hap- 1 py

bnd ;
M6-ther ! 1 oh, whérc l is that râ- 1 diant

shôre ?
Sháll we 1 not steek it, J and wéep 1 no

mûre ?
Is it whére 1 the flûwcr J of the ôr- 1 angè

blôws,
And the fire- 1 flies glánce J through the

my'r- 1 tle-b6ughs ?"
"Not thére, 1 not thére, J my child 1"-

p. 353;

And in the Fifth Reader,
"Old Tù- 1 bal Cáin J was a mán J of might."

-p. 51.

"IHere's a so'ng 1 for thée- 1 of the lin- Jden
trée."--p. zoS.

"I bring 1 fresh sho'wers J for the thirst- J ing
flo'wers."-p. 123, and

"Ye mariners of England."-p. 142.

If due attention be paid to the scan-
ning, no mistake need *be made in
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rcading any of these selcctions. Dy
scanning we undcrstand the divid-
ing of verse into fect, and the marking
of the accented syllables. Whcther
this cati be donc miîentally, with suffi-
dent rapidity, depends on the nature
of the work and the skill ofthe reader.
There arc cases in which it is difficult
to tell which are the accented sylla-
bles. For instance, there arc two
versions of the 9 5th I1alm, beginning
with the saie ine. One lias four
iamibic fect and reads

", O co'mc ilet u's I sing to'| the La'rd."

The other lias an ianbus and two
anapests, thus,

" O co'ne let u's sing I to the Lo'rd."

The Dadyl is a foot consisting of
threc syllables, the first accented, the
second and tlird unaccented. It is
not commonly employed. Heber's
"Epiphany Hynn" is one of the
finest specimens. The stanza has
four tetrameter lines, of which the
first and third end with a troclhce.
The second and fourth arc cataLectic.
The rhyme is alternate.
" Bright-est and bést of the 1 so'ns of the I

Dâwn on our darkness, and 1 lénd us
thine 1 id;

Stàr of the 1 éast, the ho- ri-zon a- 1 do'rn-

Guile where our 1 In-fant Re- I déem-cr
is | /a'id."

The Spondcc is a foot consisting of
two accented syllables. It never
occurs except as an irregularity, and
always requires careful looking to, so
that the enphasis may be distributed
evenly. In the Doxology,
"Praise Go'd, I from who'm 1 'all blés 1 sings

flo'w,
Pra'ise Him J all créa- 1 turcs hére 1 be.lo'w;
Pra'ise Him J a-bo've, I ye héaven- 1 ly ho'st,
Pra'ise Fa'ther, So'n, 1 and lo'- J ly Gho'st.'"

there are five spondees. The first
foot of the lipe
"'All péo. 1 ple tha't 1 on éarth I do dwéll."

is a spondec, and the first foot of
"G'd ma'cvs 1 in a 1 liys.té. I Sinus wa'y.'

The second foot is a Prr/hic (pir'-
ik), and ronsists of two unarrcited
syllables There is onc other foot
wc occasionally ncet witlh in Englislh
poetry. It coiiists of four unac-
cented syllables, and is called 'rocc-
/cus-matics. In Fîacr's hyiîn "HIarkl
hark, ny sout 1" it occurs in the last
line, thus:
"'An-gels of Jé-sus, I a'n-gels of 1 light,
Sing-ing t., wel-Coinc the 1,il-grins of

the j night."

Also in Heber's " Trinity 1-Iymin,"

"'On-ly [ Tho'u art j ho-ly j therc is none
be. J dc Thîe."

I shall conclude this paper vith an
analysis of the "National Anthcmu."
The stanzas contain,seven lines. The
metre is 6,6,4, 6,6,6,4. The music
evidently treats it as dactylic; but
the question arises whether to di-
vide the first two Unes into two fect of
thrce syllables each, or three feet of
two syllables. Using the classical
signs of long and short syllables for
accented and unaccented syllables
respectively, they would bc arranged
thus, - - - - - and miglit be
scanned

"Go'd sa've Our gra'- , cious Quécn,
Lo'ng live our no'- 1 ble Queen,

Go'd sa've J the Quéen."

in which the first is a spondee, and
the other feet are iambs; or with ir-
regular dactyls, thus,

"Go'd sa've our gra'-cious Qucen,
Lo'ng live our no'-ble Quéen,

Go'd sa've the I Quéen."

About the remaining lines there can
be no doubt.

"Sénd her vic- J to'-ri-ous,
Ha'p-py and glo'-ri-ous,
Lo'ng to reign i o'-ver us,

Go'd save the 1 Quéen."
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EARLY CONTI rNT.\ EDUCATORS AND THEIR THEURI

T HiE: 1ifi/ of Rnusseau was pub-li-;hîed in 1 762. It prodtced an
astounding effect throughout Europe.
Those were days wen the whole
cultivatcd world vibratcd to any touch
of new philosophy. French had super-
scdt. 1 Latin as the gencral mcdiuii of
thought. French Icarning stood in
the same relation to the rest of Europc
as German learning does nov; and
any discovery of )'Alcmbcrt, Rous-
seau, or Maupertuis travelled with in-
conccivable speed from Versailles to
Schiinbrunn, from the Spree to the
Neva. Kant in his distant home of
Kiinigsberg broke for one day through
his habits, more regular than the town
clock, and stayed at home to study
the new revelation. The burthen of
Rousseau's message vas Nature, such
a nature as never did and never vill
exist, but still a name for an ideal
worthy of our struggles. He revolted
against the false civilization which lie
saw aroind him; lie was pcnetrated
with sorrow at the shams of govern-
ment and society, at the misery of the
poor existing side by side with the
heartlessness of the rich. The child
should be the pupil of nature. He
lays great stress on the earliest educa-
tion. 'T'le tirst year of life is in every
respect the nost important. Nature
mustbe Qosely followed. The child's
tears ar petitions which should be
granteci. The naughtiness of children
comes from weakness ; make the child
strong and lie will be'good. Chil-
dren's destructiveness is a form of
activity. Do not be too anxious to
make children talk ; be satisfied with

a smai vorahultry. 1.ay aside a1
padded caps and baby jumipr.. Let
children lcirn to wailk by lcarning
that it hurts then to fall. DO not in-
sist too niurh on the duty ofobedicnce
as on the necessity of subiission to
natural laws. Do not argue too much
with children ; edurate the hcart to
wih for right actions ; before all
things study nature. Tne chicf moral
principle ii do no onc ha/rm. Ernile is
to be taught by the real things of life,
by observation and experience. At
twelve years old lie is scarcely to know
what a book is ; to be able to read arl
write at fifteen is quite enough. We
must fint make iim a man, and that
chiely ly athletic exercises. Educate
his sight to measure, count, and weigh
accuritely; teaeh him to draw'; tune
his car to time and harmony; give
him simple food, but let him cat as
much as he likes. Thus at tvelve
years old Emile is a reil child of
nature. His carriage and bearing are
fair and confiden' his nature open
and candid, his speech simple and to
the point; his ideas are few but clear;
he knows nothing by learning, much
by experience. He has read deeply
in the book of nature. His mind is
not on his tongue but in his head.
le speaks only one language, but
knows what lie is saying, and can do'
what he cannot describe. Routine
and cust>m are unknown to him ;
authority.and example affect him not;
he does what lie thinks right. He
understands nothing of duty and
obedience, but lie will do what you
ask him, and will expect a similar ser.

* From the article on " Education " in the new (gth) edition of th- Encyclo/adia Britannica.
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vice of you in return. His strength
and body are fully developed; he is
first-rate at running, jumping; and
judging distances. Should he die at
this age he will so far have lived bis
life. From twelve to fifteen Emile's
practical education is to continue.
He is still to avoid books which teach
not learning itself but to appear learn-
ed. He is to be taught and to prac-
tice some bandicraft. Half the value
of education is to waste time wisly,
to tide over dangerous years with
safety, until the charactcr is better
able to stand temptation. At fifteen
a new epoch commences. The pas-
sions are awakened; the care of
the teacher should now redouble; he
should never leave the helm. Emile
having gradually acquired the love of
himself and of those immediately
about him, will begin to love bis kind.
Now is the time to teach him history,
and the machinery of society, the
world as it is and as it might be.
Still an encumbrance of useless and
burdensome knowledge is to be avoid-
ed. Between this age and manhood
Emile learns al that it is necessary for
him to know. It is, perhaps, strange
that a book in many respects so wild
and fantastic should have produced so
great a practical effect. In pursuance
of its precepts, children went about
naked, were not allowed to read, and
when they grew up wore the simplest
clothes, and cared for little learning
except the study of nature and Plu-
tarch. The catastrophe of the French
Revolution bas made the importance
of Emile less apparent to us. Much
of the heroism of that time is doubt-
less due to the exaltation produced
by the sweeping away of abuses, and
the approach of a brighter age. But
we must not forget that the first gen-
eration of Emile was just thirty years
old in 1792 ; that many of the Giron-
dins, the Marseillais, the soldiers and
generals of Carnot and Napoleon had
been bred in that hardy school. There

is no more interesting chapter in the
history of education than the tracing
back of epochs of special activity tO
the obscure source from which they
arose. Thus the Whigs of the Re-
form Bill sprang from the wits of
Edinburgh, the heroes of the Rebel-
lion from the divines who translated
the Bible, the martyrs of the Revolu-
tion from the philosophers of the
Encyclopædia.

The teaching of Rousseau found its
practical expression in the phila'
thropin of Dessau, a school founded
by Basedow, the friend of Goethe and
Lavater, one of the two prophets be-
tween whom the world-child sat bod-
kin in that memorable post-chaise
journey of which Goethe bas left us
an account. The principles of the
teaching given in this establishment
were very much those of Comenius,
the combination of words and things.
An amusing account of the instruc-
tion given in this school, which at this
time consisted of only thirteen pupils,
has come down to us, a translation Of
which is given in the excellent work
of Mr. Quick on Educational Reforrl-
ers. The little ones have gone through
the oddest performances. They plaY
at " word of command." Eight or
ten stand in a line like soldiers, and
Herr Wolke is officer. He gives the
word in Latin, and they must do what-
ever he says. For instance when he
says " claudite oculos," they all shut
their eyes; when he says " circunsPl'
cite," they look about them ; " iita'
mini sutorem," they draw the waxed
thread like cobblers. Herr WOlke
gives a thousand different commands
in the drollest fashion. Another
game, " the hiding game," may also
be described. Some one writes a namlle
and hides it from the children, the
name of some part of the body, or )
a plant or animal, or metal, and the
children guess what it is. WhoeVer
guesses right gets an apple or a piece
of cake; one of the visitors wrote
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"intestina," and told the children it
vas part, of the body. Then the

guessing began, one guessed caput,
<another nasus, another os, another
manus, pes, digiti, pectus, and so forth
for a long time, but one of theni hits
at last. Next Herr Wolke wrote the
name of a beast or quadruped, then
came the guesses, leo, ursus, camelus,
elephas, and so on, till one guessed
right; it was mus. Then a town was
written, and they guessed Lisbon,
Madrid, Paris, London, till a child
won1 with St. Petersburg. They had
another game which was this. Herr
Wolke gave the command in Latin,
and they imitated the noises of differ-
ent animals, and made the visitors
laugh till they were tired. They
roared like lions, crowed like cocks,
mewed like cats, just as they vere bid.
Yet Kant found a great deal to praise
in this school, and spoke of its influ-
ence as one of the best hopes of the
future, and as " the only school where
the teachers had liberty to act ac-
cording to their own methods and
schemes, and where they were in free
communication both among them-
selves and with all learned men
throughout Germany.'"

A more successful labourer in the
same school was Salzmann, who
bought the property of Schnepfenthal
near Gotha in 1784, and established
a school there, which stili exists as a
flourishing institution. He gave full
scope to the doctrines of the philan-
.hropists ; the limits of learning were
enlarged; study became a pleasure
instead of a pain ; scope was given
for healthy exercise; the school be-
came light, airy and cheerful. A
charge of superficiality and weakness
vas brought against this method of

instruction; but the gratitude which
our generation of teachers owes to the
unbounded love and faith of these
devoted men cannot be denied or
refused. The end of the 18th century
saw a great development given to

classical studies. The names of
Cellarius, Gesner, Ernesti, and Heyne
are perhaps more celebrated as scho-
lars than as schoolnasters. To thein
we owe the great importance attached
to the study of the classics, both on
the Continent and in England. They
brought into the schools the philology
which F. A. Wolf had organized for
the universities. Pestalozzi, on the
other hand, was completely and en-
tirely devoted to education. His
greatest merit is that lie set an ex-
ample of absolute self-abnegation,
that lie lived with his pupils, played,
ztarved, and suffered with them, and
clui1 « to their minds and hearts with
an affectionate sympathy which reveal-
ed to him every minute difference of
character and disposition. Pestalozzi
was born at Zurich in 1746. His
father died when he was young, and
lie was brought up by his mother.
His earliest years were spent in
schemes for improving the condition
aithe people.' The death of his friend
Bluntschli turned him from political
schemes, and induced him to devote
himself to education. He married
at 23, and bought a piece of waste
land in Aargau, where he attempted
the cultivation of nadder. Pestaloizi
knew nothing of business, and the
plan failed. Before this lie had open-
ed his farm-house as a school; but in
1y8o he had togive thisupalso. His
first book published at this time was
The Evening ilours of a Hermit, a
series of aphorisms and reflections.
This was followed by his masterpiece,
Leonard and Gertrude, an account of
the gradual reformation, first of a
lousehold, and then of a whole vil-
lage, by the efforts of a good and de-
voted woman. It was read with
avidity in Germany, and the name of
Pestalozzi was rescued from obscurity.
His attempts to follow up this first
literary success were failures. The
French invasion ofSwitzcland in 1798
brought into relief his truly heroic
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character. A number of children
w .re left in Canton Untervalden on
the shores of the Lake of Lucerne,
w.thout parents, home, food or shel-
ter. Pestalozzi collected a, number
of them into a deserted convent, and
slent his energies in reclaiming them.
' I was," he says, " fron morning till
evening, almost alone in their midst.
Everything which was done for their
body or soul proceeded from my band.
Every assistance, every help in time
of need, every teaching which they
-received, came inmmediately fron me.
My hand lay in theirhand,my eyerest-
ed on their eye, my tears flowed with
theirs, and my laughter acconpanied
theirs. They were out of the world,
they were out of Stanz; they were with
me, and I was with them. Their sbup
was mine, their drink was mine. I had
nothing, I had no housekeeping, no
friend, no servants around me; 1 had
them alone. Were they well, I stood
in their midst ; were they ill, I was at
their side. I slept in the middle of
theni. I was the last who went to bed
at night, the first who rose in the
morning. Even in bed I prayed and
taught with them until they were
asleep,-they wished it to be so."
Thus he passed the winter, but in
June, 1799, the building wasrequired
by the French for a hospital, and the
children were dispersed. We have
dwelt especially on this episode of
Pestalozzi's life, because in this devo-
tion lay his strength. In 18o he
gave an exposition of his ideas on
education in the book Bow Gertrude
teaches her Children. His method is
to proceed fron the easier to the more
difficult. To begin with observation,
to pass from observation to conscious-
ness, from consciousness to speech.
Then come measuring, drawing, writ-
ing, numbers, and so reckoiiing. In
1799 he had been enabled to establish
a school at Burgdorf, where he re-
mained till 1804. In 1802, he went
as deputy to Paris, and did his best to

interest Napoleon in a scheme of
national education; but the great con-
queror said that lie could not trouble
limself about the alphabet. In 1805
he renoved to Yverdun on the Lake
of Neufchatel, and for twenty years
worked steadily at his task. He was
visited by all who took interest in
education, Talleyrand, Capo d'Istria,
and Madame de Stael. He was
praised by Wilhelm von Humboldt
and by Fichte. His pupils included
Ramsauer, Delbrück, Blochmann,
Carl Ritter, Frùbel, and Zeller. About
1815 dis.ensidns broke out among
the teachers of the school, and Pest-
alozzi's last ten years vere chequered
by weariness and sorrow. In 1825.
lie retired to Neuhof, the home of his.
youth; and after writing the adven-
tures of his life, and his last work, the
Swan's Song, he died in 1827. A;
he said himuself, the real work of his.
life did not lie in Burgdorf or in
Yverdun, the products rather of his
weakness than of his strength. It lay
in the principles of education which
he practised, the development of lAs.
observation, the training of the whole
man, the sympathetic application of
the teacher to the taught, of which lie
left an example in his six months'
labours at Stanz. He showed what
truth there was in the principles of
Comenius and Rousseau, in the union
of training with information, and the
submissive following of nature; lie
has had the deepest effect on all
branches of education since his tinm;
and his influence is far from being ex-
hausted.

The Emile of Rousseau was the
point of departure for an awakened
interest in educational theories ivhich
has continued unto the present day..
Few thinkers of eminence during the
past hundred years have failed to offer
their contributions more or less direct-
ly on this subject. Poets like Richter,
Herder, and Goethe, philosophers
such as Kant, Fiebte, Hegal, Schleier-
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macher, and Schopenhauer, psycho-
logists such as Herbart and Beneke,
have left directions for our guidance.
Indeed, during this time the science
of education .or pzedagogics, as the
Germans call it, may have been said
to have come into existence. It has
attracted but little attention in Eng-
land; but it is an important subject
of study at all German universities,
and we may hope that the example
given by the establishment of chairs
of education in the Scotch universities
may soon be followed by the other
great centres of instruction in Great
Britain. Jean Paul called his book
Levana, after the Roman goddess to
whon the father dedicated his nev-
born child, in token that he intended
to rear it to manhood. He lays great
stress on the preservation of individu-
ality of character, a merit which be
possessed himself in so high a degree.
The second part of Wilheln Meister
is in the main a' treatise upon educa-
tion. The essays of Carlyle have
made us familiar with the mysteries of
the pædagogic province, the solern
gestures oftbe three reverences, thelong
cloisters which contain the history of
God's dealings with the human race.
The most characteristic passage is that
which describes the father's return to
the country of education after a year's
absence. As he is riding alone,
vondering in whatguise lie will meet

his son, a multitude of horses rush by
at full gallop. "The monstrous hurly-
burly whirls past the wanderer; a fair
boy among the keepers looks at him
with surprise, pulls in, leaps down,
and embraces his father." He then
learns that an agricultural life had not
suited his son, that the superiors had
discovered that he was fond of ani-
mals, and had set him to that occupa-
tion for which nature had destined
him.

The system of Jacotot has aroused
great interest in this country. Its
author was born at Dijon in 1770. In

1815 he retired to Louvain and be.
caie professor there, and director of
the Belgian military school. He died
in 1840. Uis method of teaching is
based on ths -e principles :-

i. All men have an equal intelli-
gence;

2. Every man has received from
God the faculty of being able to in-
struct himself;

3. Every thing is in every thing.
The first of these principles is cer-

tainly wrong, although Jacotot tried to
explain it by asserting that, although
men had the same intelligence, they
differed widely in the will to make use
of it. Still it is important to assert
that nearly ail men are capable of re-
ceiving some intellectual education,
provided the studies to which they
are directed are wide enough to en-
gage their faculties, and the means
taken to interest them are sufficiently
ingenious. The second principle lays
down that it is more necessary to
stimulate the pupil to learn for him-
self, than to teach himu didactically.
The third principle explains the process
which Jacotot adopted. To one learn-
ing a language for the first time he
would give a short passage of a few
lines, and encourage the pupil to study
first the words, then the letters, then
the grammar, then the full. meaning of
the expressions, until by iteration and
accretion a single paragraph took the
place of an entire literature. Much
may be effected by this method in the
hands of a skilful teacher, but a char-
latan might make it an excuse for
ignorance.and neglect.

Among those vho have improved
the methods of teaching, we must
mention Bell and Lancaster, thejoint-
discoverers of the method of mutual
instruction, which, if it has not effected
everything which its founders.expect-
ed of it, has produced the system of
pupil-teachers wvhich is common in
our schools. Froebel also deserves
an honourable place as the founder
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of the Kindergarten, a means of
teaching young children by playing
and amusement. His plans, which
have a far wider significance than this
limited development of them, are like.
ly to be fruitful of results to future
workers.

The last English writers on educa-
tion are Mr. Herbert Spencer and Mr.
Alexander Bain, the study of whose
vritings will land us in those regions

of pedagogics which have been most
recently explored. We need not fol-
low Mr. Spencer in his defence of
science as the vorthiest object of
study, or in his rules for moral and
physical training, except to say that
they are sound and practical. In
writing of intellectual education, he
insists that we shall attain the Best
results by closely studying the develop-
ment of the mind, and availing our-
selves of the whole amount of force
which nature puts at our disposal.
The mind of every being is naturally
active and vigorous, indeed it is never
at rest. But for its healthy growth it
must have something to work upon,
and, therefore, the teacher must watch
its movements with the most sympa-
thetic care, in order to supply exactly
that food which it requires at any par-
ticular time. In this way a much
larger cycle of attainments can be
compassed than by the adoption of
any programme or curriculum, how-
ever carefully drawn up. It is no
good to teach what is not remem-
bered; the strength of memory de-
pends on attention, and attention de-
pends on interest. To teach without
interest is to work like Sisyphus and
the Danaides. Arouse interest if you
can, rather by high means than by
low means. But it is a saving of
power to make use of interest which
you have already existing, and which
unless dried up or distorted by
inj udicious violence, will naturally lead
the mind into all the knowledge which
it is capable of receiving. Therefore,

never from the first force a child's at-
tention; leave off a study the moment
it becomes wearisome, never let a
child do what it does not like, only
take care that when its liking is in
activity a choice of good as well as
evil shall be given to it.

Mr. Bain's wyritings on education,
which are contained in some articles
in the Fortnightly Reviec', and in two
articles in MOind (Nos. v. and vii.) are
extremely valuable. Perhaps the
most interesting part of them consists
in his shoving how vwhat might be
called the " correlation of forces in
man" helps us to a right education.
From this ve learn that emotion may
be transformed into intellect, that
sensation may exhaust the brain as
much as thought, and we may infer
that the chief duty of the schoolmaster
is to stimulate the powers of each
brain under his charge to the fullest
activity, and to apportion them in that
ratio which will best conduce to the
most complete and harmonious de-
velopment of the individual.

It seems to follow from this sketch
of the history of education that, in
spite of the great advances which have
been made of late years, the science
of education is still far in advance of
the art. Schoolmasters ar- still spend-
ing their best energies in teaching
subjects which have been universally
condemned by educational reformers
for the last two hundred years. The
education of every public school is a
farrago of rules, principles, and cus-
toms derived from every age of teach-
ing, from the most modern to the most
remote. It is plain that the science
and art of teaching will never be estab-
lished on a firm basis until it is organ-
ized on the model of the sister art of
medicine. We must pursue the pat-
ient methods of induction by which
other sciences have reached the sta-
ture of maturity; we must discover
some means of registering and tabul-
ating results; we must invent a phrase-
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ology and nomenclature which will of observation. A philosopher who
enable results to be accurately record- should succeed in doing this would be
ed; we must place education in its venerated by future ages as the creator
proper position among the sciences f of the art of teaching.

AUTHORIZED ETYMOLOGICAL TEXT BOOKS.*

W HEN the teachers of Ontario arepromised a new text-book, it is
not to be wondered at if they reserve
their manifestations of delight until
they have seen it; for surely there is
no place less blest in the matter of
school-books than Ontario. Mysteri-
ous as the hailstorm in a summer day
is the authorization of text-books; they
often come forth without any rafon
d'être, hold their ground without a
merit, and die hard. Half-educated
men, men unacquainted with their
subject and with teaching, put forth
books which the wand of authoriza-
tion can introduce into every school-
room, but cannot make effective. In
our boyhood we used to have unlimited
confidence in our spelling-book, and a
spelling-book ought to excite confi-
dence. English spelling is a subject
which demands very great attention in
its teaching; it is anomalous, it is diffi-
cult, but it can be taught and learned in
a reasonable tinie; and if the proper at-
tention were given to it we should not
so often be disturbed with a threat of
a "Spelling Reform " from those who
have never acquired the art, or from
those who want to see..their names
cheaply connected with the "reform"
itself.

When, therefore, a new' book on
Etyrnology was announced from the
pen of Mr. Connor, we were in hopes

that there would be a spelling depart-
ment in it too. We were quite pre-
pared to believe that it vould be
marked with. evidence of modern
scholarship throughout. We have not
been disappointed, except in finding
that it is not an " Etymological Spell-
ing-book." but only a book on etymo-
logy. But we have every reason to be
thankful nevertheless, and if it could
be necessary to prove this we have·
only to turn again to the "Spelling-
book, a Companion to the Readers."
The tëachers of Ontario know full
well what a good chance this " Com-
panion" would stand of being "spelled
down " at a spelling-match. We know
not to what edition our copy belongs,
a date-1876-.alone gives us any hint
as to its age. Of course we do not ac-
cuse its author, or authors, of not know-
ing how to spell, but the evidences are
numerous that the whole matter was
left to the taste of the compositors. A
curious example of this is found among
the " Latin Roots."One copy-we do
not like to say edition-had a mis-
print of e for o in the word caro,flesh-
a subsequent copy corrects the mistake
of the letter, and at the same time
inserts an n, 'carno.' Whoever made
the correction could not see how
nominative caro could have genitive
carnis. But we have no space for any
further examples of this kind.

• (1). Elements of Etymology, for the use of Public and High Schools, by Jas. W. Connor, B.A., Head
Master, Berlin High School. Toronto: wm. Warwick, 1879.

(2). The Spelling-book : a Companion to the Readers, authorized by the Counc'l of Public Instruction
for Ontarno. Toronto: James Campbell & Son

(3). Analysis of the English Language, by I. Plant Fleming, M A. Toronto: Adam Miller & Co.
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if in inatters of spelling our " Com-
panion" is a bad one, in niatters of
derivation it is iutinitely worse. Let
us take a hastyglance over the "Fourth
Part " of this blind leader of the blind.
First cornes a history of the English
Language, in which-note the title-
page bears the date 1876-appear the
following words, as containing the
second step in the history of our
language : " The early invasion by the
Romans about 55 B.c., who intro-
duced some military terns," etc. This

- inplies, as we take it, that Julius
Cæsar and his legions introduced such
forms as casier, coln, and sireet. Turn-
ing a couple of leaves we find the fol-
lowing entry: "The termAnglo-Saxon.
for the sake of convenience, is em-
ployed as embracing the Saxon, Gdthic,
and Celtie elements of the language ;"
Saxon and Celtic set aside as one
language for the sake of convenience!
On the next page we are shown how
.one word is derived from another,
and the following are given as exam-
ples of the steps in the process : jein,
fei.rned,feint; bear, beareth, birtit; die,
dieti/, deat/z, in which we are left to
infer that feint, birtih, and death are
shortened forms offeigned, beareih add
dieth. But let us turn a page. In the
section on "Prefixes" we have en or emt
set oown as Anglo-Saxon--which may
mean Celtic as well,-and as exani-
ples of this prefix we have enc/ose and
embalm. In the section on "Affixes"
we find the suffixes ar (with bursar,
scholar, and vicar as examples) and
ard (with coward as example) given as
Anglo-Saxon. To the same source
are referred the suffixes ry in carpentry;
let and et in eagiet and coronet; and ish
in publis and finisz. At page 198 we
have o/her derived through French
.autre from Latin alter; hear through
ouir from audire; eight through huit
from octo ; out through outre from ultra.
Lastly, to go back to page 144, we
find three parallel columns of " Words
,of similar signification," the first of

Greek, the second of Latin, and the
third of English, which last, we ven-
tured to suppose, meant words not
derived fron Latin or Greek. Then,
in the column of English words we
find blea, braise, power, abridgment/,
pointer, c/hange, chair. But enough of
this. Nothing more need be said to
show what a dangerous " Companion "
our school-children have, and how
necessary that something should be
done to rid then of the danger. Mr.
Connor's little book corrects all these
errors, not directly, for of course he
ignores the "Companion " altogether,
but by preparing a book in harmony
with the present state of philological
knowledge. Every page bears evi-
dence of conscientious labour and true
scholarship,and we are glad to find th at
in such a department as Philology On-
tario possesses in the author of the
" Elements " one who is able to deal
with the subject as a master, and not
as a di/itante.

To teach Etymology, as it must be
taught at the present day, a very ex-
tensive range of philological reading is
essential. It is not by any means suffi-
cient to be able to indicate from what
word the given one is derived, the
means by which the parent is isco-
vered must be stated also. n thout
this, Etymology is a barren study ; with
this, it is both instructive and interest-
ing. It is possible, too, to make a
great display of learning, and to very
little purpose. What avails it to set
down half a score of related words from
different languages, without indicating
what this accord among them neans?
One Word rannot be derived from half
a score of languages, and the dangei
is, that the unskiltul seeker will select
the word which, he imagines, most
resembles the word in question, and so
derive Anglo-Saxon, for example, from
High German. Another dangerous
rock is guessing We do not now refer
to ancient and mediæval efforts; such
as Latium from latere, or Lateran from
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lata raza, or Latin words from Greek,
for Philology, in the modern sense,
was then unknown. Even at the pre-
sent day, however, we find the guess-
work plan lingering on. Now it is
exceedingly unlikely that the Latin
word l/tsciia comes from 8v ; (and
eano), though the 1 is found in Latin,
r-pr. senting 8 in Greek, and yet this
derivation has been stiggested during
the present year.

The " Elements of Etymology " be-
gins with a chapter on the history of
the formation of the English language.
This is given with'sufficient fulness.
The word Romanic is used to "in-
clude all words borrowed from Latin
(the language of the Romans) whether
directly or indirectly through French,
or other Romanic languages." While
admitting that the word Romanic is
good enough when we are dealing with
the philology of the group of languages,
which is derived from the Latin, we
must nevertheless confess that we be-
lieve the terni inappropriate when it is
a question of tracng the formation of
the English tongue. We cannot be
too closely accurate in pointing out the
historical landmarks of the language,
and so we cannot deem it advisable to
place Latin and French together under
one head, seeing that Latin and French
influenced our national speech inde-
pendently of each other. Latin, in the
form which it wore anteriorly to the
rise of the French language,is projected
into English, at least at two successive
epochs. French, though essentially of
Latin origin, possesses so many pecu-
liarities of its own, that on its intro-
duction into England in the eleventh
century, it began to affect the language
in such a manner as Latin, in its purer
form, never did affect it. French is
indeed a corruption of Latin, but not
by a Latin people, and it was long
before it was fully recognized what
part Latin played in the formation of
French. Now,Englishorgansof speech,
dealing with Latin words produced one

set of changes; dealing with French
words, they produced another set ;
because the materials to be worked
over were different in each case-an
alloy is easier to work than pure metal.

The learner should acquire a know-
ledge of the successive waves of foreign
influence, and the closest accuracy
which we can attain would not have
made the introduction too long. Not
till this clear outline is thoroughly
grasped, should much attention be
given to the derivation of individual
words. The other languages, from
which we have drawn some of our
stores, are kept sufficiently apart.
With regard to the Norse element, we
might remark in passing, that a lan-
guage that could impose upon English
a verbal auxiliary-are-must have
had closer relations with the language
than our present vocabulary would
lead us to believe. Many of the words
which we now explain as Anglo-Saxon
are doubtless of- Norse origin.

As soon as a tolerably clear idea of
the historical development of our lan-
guage lias been secured by the learner,
the next important step is to place
within his reach anadequate exposition
of vhat is meant by " Grimm's Law.'
It is surprising how little is known of
this well-established principle, even by
many of the teachers in our schools,
and yet it is both easy of acquisition
and sure to attract the attention even
of young scholars. One often hears
a learner of German ask if such and
such an English word is derived from
its German relative. At the present
time there are, both in Ontario and
elsewhere, young scholars who cannot
make up their minds as to whether
English is derived from German or
German from English. A few black-
board exercises on ''Grimm's law '
would render the matter for ever plain.
The sketch made in section 9 of the
" Elements " will,we imagine, be found
by no means easy by youpg scholars,
especially if they are unacquainted
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with the elements of Greek. Our
author evidently takes for granted that
the Greek mutes have been learned
by the young scholar, and that a table
-we mean a clear, formai table, stand-
ing well out from the text-is unneces-
sary. We should like to have seen
more space allowed to the subject, and
additional typographical expedients
employed in its simplification.

It must be confessed that to niake
Philology attractive to those who never
intend to learn more thai they nust
learn in order to pass an impending
examination, is no easy matter. Stili
it is not impossible to give a suffi-
ciently clear idea of the scope of
the subject to the general student ;
but for this we can never depend upon
a text-book. Of course the itext-
book is of prime importance, and ro
subject taught without a text-book is
really taught at ail; but our meaning
is, that the teacher of this subject, as
of every other, must stand above his
text-book, and not merely on a level
with it, or below it. Doubtless Mr.
Connor had in view this important
fact wvhen, in his third chapter, he pre-
sents us with a list of roots and root-
words without prefacing them with
any general remarks on the nature of
roots. The book might have been
rendered too bulky by such explana-
tion, but we fear Mr. Connor has rated
too highly the preparation for the
work to be found even in some of our
High Schools. This third chapter can-
not be understood by a young scholar
without careful explanation, and we
are not sure that he will at once, in
ail cases, be able to get the needed
light,for few but deliberate philological
students get to know what a "root " is.

The real work of the '' Elements "
begins with the third chapter. We
have evidence here of very careful
and extended study. One bas only
to look at the list of works from
which much of the material is culled,
to perceive that the authoris au courant

vith the best literature of his subject.
No second-rate compiler will be found
among the names enumerated. To say
that we do not accept everything set
dovn is only to rernark that no two
etymologists will agree on every point,
nor is there, for the present, any hope
of getting any two to agree in every
respect in a subject in which it is so
easy to go astray in labyrinths of words,.
or in which one is so liable to be led
hither and thither in the twilight by
ail kinds of will-o'-the-wisps in the
shape of false analogies. It were
almost better, in such doubtful cases,
instead of saying that such and such
a word is >robably derived from such
another, to adopt Brachet's plan, and
boldly say,"Origin unknown." Inun-
skilful hands the 'probably' drops out,
and a side-door is kept open for the
reception of such words as would not
dare to present themselves at the main
entrance. If a word lie outside the
region of historical proof, or of philo-
logical law, then it is mere waste of
time to learn-at least for a beginner
-from what source it lias probably
sprung. Indeed, we hope that in a
subsequent edition we may have an
appendix containing common words of
unknovn origin, for even knovledge
of this negative kind is extremely use-
fui. The truth is,as we have been often
reminded in our examination of Mr.
Connor's book, the author had mucli
better have taken it for granted that
those for whom his book was prepared
have little better than a negative
knowledge of the subject of which lie
is such a master. We should, in this
case, have had a work that, though it
might not have so well mirrored Mr.
Connor's full and scholarly mind,
would have been within the grasp of
that of the ordinary pupil. As it is,
the book is beyond the requirement,
and even the power of use, of all but
the graduating University student and.
teU High-School master. This is a
pity, because there vas urgent need.
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in the schools for a good, well-adapted
text-book in Etymology, with a series
of instructive lessons for the pupil's
use, and as much else of philological
lore as the average schîool-boy could
usefully digest. In a sense it is not
to be regretted that this is not what
Mr. Connor lias thouglt fit to give us,
but it is, nevertheless, what the
schools wanted,and what we supposed
the M-iînistcr of Education, or his ad-
visory body, would have taken care to
see th tt k was what we got. It may
be to little purpose nov to rail at those
responsible for this new Departmental
contre-temps, but surely if it is to as-
sune proprietary nterests ia the text-
books it authorizes, it should first
submit then to practical teaching
tests, and then to competent literary
supervision. It is no compliment to
an author to allow him to undertake
the preparation of a manual for a
specific educational purpose, and from
want of judicious direction and over-
sight to have a work produced not
best, but only approxinately, suited to
its uses. Whiat warrant the Depart-
ment has, in any case, for entering
into publishing speculations of its own,
it would be liard to say. It vould be
harder stili to say vhy it engages in
trade enterprises not justified by a
pressing educational necessity. For
such a text-book as the schools did
want, there vas an admitted necessity;
for such as Mr. Connor-throughl the
Departnent-has given us, there was
little or none. It would be ungracious
to Mr. Connor to say more, lest that
gentleman should misconceive the
point of our criticism. We are not
decrying hIs work, but that of the
Central Committee. His labour has
been well performed; Iheirs not at all.

And nov for Fleming's " Analysis."
We suppose that this work was placed
amongtheauthorized textbooks, chiefly
on account of its so-called " Etymo-
logical Derivations," but let not the
reader be startled at the redundancy of

25

the phrase. Horne Tooke, if lie docs
not reign, at least holds, throughout
the work, a recognized position. The
author of the ".Analysis " has, how-
ever, a great advant-ge over the com-
pilers of the "lConipanion:" the former,
ve preccive, manifests sonie knowledge
of Anglo-Saxon, for which wc seck in
vain in the lattcr. But of modern
Philology, the book before us is almost
as destitute as the otier--individual
words arc dealt with, and not princi.
ples, and somctimes the individual
words are very harshly dealt with in-
deed. As an evidence of want of
philological training in the author of
the "Analysis," we have merely to
note that drunkard and braggart are
said to be of Gothic origin, just as
balloon and trombone are Italian. Now
these latter are borrowed from the
Italian, while, of the former, one is
only "akin" to Gothie, the other is
nost probably Celtic. Here again we
ncet vith the old error of supposing
that becauseGdtlhic possesses so strong
a likeness to English in some of its
vords, the former must therefore be

the parent of the latter. Further on
ive find a list of " Diminutive Verbs,"
and ' gladden, bind, brush, with many
others, are among the examples. The
ish in burnirl, is explained as a cau-
sative suffix, so that burnish means, we
suppose, to make burn. Passing over
several lists, from any of which we
miglht select specimens of false deriva-
tion, we come to Chapter V. This
may be called Horne Tooke's own
chapter. Out of a couple of pages of
what at the present day seems very
like nonsense-and it isnonsense when
seriously reproduced for our young
people to study-we shall take only
three examples. Coward is from
cower'd, from to cower down; month,
from mooneti ; tooth, from tuggeth t
But let us pass rapidly on. We are
disposed to treat leniently attempts to
derive such words as defy the applica-
tion of ordinary philological principles.
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There are words which scem to be of
no great antiquity, and yet whose
origin is hidden; with these an in-
genious guess is pardonable, but it
must be given as a guess. It is in such
words as these that the unscientific
etymologist seems to take the greatest
interest ; to him it is of prime import-
ance to know whether caucus is from
the ca/k-ouse in Boston, or (rom
Gaelic ; whether bacedor is bas cheva-
lier, or from the Welsh bachçen, or
from Low Latin bacca/arius; the Most
fanciful derivation is usually the one
preferred.

Mr. Fleming's tenth and following
chapters will bc found to contain
nany examples of "far-fetched" deriva-

tion, and though a large proportionof

WE are much pleased to learn that the
new "Intcrmediate " Gcography, designed to
take the place of "Lovell's Easy Lessons,"
fn that enterprising publisher's series of
school books, is to appear carly in Septem-
ber. We also learn that the "Advanced "
Geography in the saine scries, which is to
take the place of the " General Geography,"-
the first text-book on the subject published
in this country-will be issued in October
next. Mr. Lovell announces that the new
issues will, in their literary and mechanical
execution, be in advance of anything hitherto
published in Canada, the books having been
carefully edited by competent scholars, and
scrupulously revised by gentlemen familiar
with the results of modern geographical re-
search. We hope to notice them at length
in our next number.

THE Young Ladies' Class conducted by
Mrs. Lovell, of Montreal, will open at her
residence in that city early in September.
The object aimed at by Mrs. Lovell is to
direct the studies of young ladies, well-
grounded in the elementary branches, who
may desire to pursue a course of reading
that will thoroughly train their minds. That
result is achieved by means of lectures and

these be admissible, the lists contain
so many old guesses that they are quite
untrustworthy for reference.

On the whole, then, with the ex-
ception of Mr. Connor's book, and
that with the reservationwe have made,
we have lot much occasion to congra-
tulate the Ontario teaching profession
on the character of the Etymological
text-books which possess the authori-
zation of the Department. Tt is quite
timne that, in so important a subject,
wC should have text-books of a higher
character of scholarship, and better
adapted to the wants of our Public and
High Schools. Is it hopeless to cx-
pect the Department to recognize and
supply these wants?

conversations on literary, art, and scientific
subjects, and by weekly conversaziones de-
voted to art, music, and literature, at which
the pupils are brought into contact with in-
telligent and cultivated society, which Mrs.
Luvell's accomplishments, her enthusiasmi on
behalf of the Higher Education of Women,
and lier position in Montreal society enable
her, at stated intervals, to bring together.

THE Institution, Dufferin House, con-
ducted by Miss Dupont, John Street, Tor-
onto, will re-open on the 8th September.
It is of no little moment-if the fair sex in
Canadian society is to exercise that influence
which many of their English sisters are now
exercising in the domain of mind, as well as
in that of society circles,-that such an institu-
tion as Miss Dupont's should exist in our
midst, affording facilities not only for acquir-
ing a high-class education, but for the im-
parting of those graces of manner and bear-
ing which stamp the truc lady, and exert a
wholesome refining influence. Ably assisted
by resident governesses and by visiting pro-
fessors, Miss Dupont's establishment easily
leads among similar institutions of the city
and province.
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ARTS DEPARTMENT.

[NnTg.--Ve psblish this month a çclctioin from the Anntia! Examinatin Papers of the University
of Toronto, fnr Junior Afatriculation: als- a %elction from the Jily Examination Papcrs of the Education
Department fo-r First, Second, and Third.Ciass Icachers, the continuation of which we will give, with snii.
tions to tho Mahematical papers. in subscquent numbers. ARcIBA.t, MAcMuIYciv, M.A., Math. Ed.
c. E. M.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO EXAMI-
NATIONS, sS79.

JtINIOR MATRICULATION.

IISTORY AND GEOGRAPHV
[Legible writing, correct spelling, and

grammatical language arc indispensable.]
(N.B.-Questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, Il,

12, and 13 arc for Candidates in Arts; (2ucs-
tions 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, S, 9, 11, 12, and 13 for
Candidates in Medicine.)

i. Enumerate the Aryan or Indo-European
races of Europe, and explain what is meant
by the term.

2. Relate the history of the invasion of
Greece by Xerxes.

3. Describe the political constitution of
Athens in the age of Pericles.

4. Give an account of the causes, course,
and results of the Social War.

5. State the causes of the downfll of
Roman frecdom, and explain how they oper-
ated.

6. Describe the feudal system, state thc
causes to which it owed its origin, and those
wlich led to its decay.

7. Give a brief account of the history of
the early part of Charles the First's reign, so
as to show what were the causes of the war
between him and the Long Parliament.

8. Tell briefly what you kno-- about the
history of England during the reign of
George Il.

9. Give an account of the events which
led to the revolt of the American colonies.

Io. State in order the names of the cities
and islands you would have passed, if you
had sailed along the coast of Asia Minor
froma the Hellespont to Ilalicarnassus, in the
fifth century B.C.

il. Trace the course of the Mississippi
from its source to its mouth, naming in order
its chief tributaries, the principal cities crn iLs
banks, and tie states past or through which
it flows,

12. Give an account of the water system
of the Pacific slope of Canada.

13. Sketch in outline the map of France,
indicating the course of the chief rivers, and
the position of the large cities and mountain
ranges.

HISTORY ANI) GEOGRAPHY.-
HONORS.

(Questions 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, 11, and [3 ai.
for Candidates in Arts; Questions 1, 2, 3, 7,
10, il, 12, and 13 for Candidates in Medi-
cine.)

i. Give an account of the career of Alex-
ander the Great.

2. Tell what you know about the division
of the Western Roman Empire among the
northern barbarians.

3. Estimate the influence of the Crusades
on the development of European civilization.

4. ·Give an account of the Revival of Let-
ters, and point out its influence on the his-
tory of the sixteenth century.

5. Contrast the religious organization of
England in the latter part of the reign of
Elizabeth with that of Ontario at the present
time.

6. "No event ever marked a deeper or
more Iasting change in the temper of the
English people than the entry of Charles the
Second into Whitehall. With it modern
England begins."-Green.

Explain and illustrate this statement.

7. Give an accouat of the steps by which
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Charles the Second made himsclf absolute
towards the end of his rcign.

S. Sketch the devclopmcnt of the systeni
of party govcrnmcnt in the rcign of Anne.

9. Dcscribc the physical gcngraphy of In.
dia, state what races inhabit it, what lan.
guages arc spoken, what ils chicf cxports and
imports arc, and givc an account of its poli-
tical, religious, and social condition.

ro. Give a similar account of Austro-Hun-
gary.

i i. State what you would sec on a coast•
ing trip fron Dover to Lcith.

12. Describe briefly the course of the
Nile, the Congo, the Misuri, the Hudson,
the Ebro, the Rhinc, the Ainoor, and the
Meinam.

I3. Describe bricfly the course of the
Scveri (England), the Shannon, the Ottawpx,
and the Peacc River; and state as dcinitely
as you can where Manchester, Inverness,
Londonderry, Melbourne, Singapore, licli.
goland, A'len, Delhi, and Dundee are sit-
uatcd.

N..-As some of ticse names occur more
than onc•: on the map of the world, candidates
arc directed in cvery such instance to select
the most important place.

ENGLISH.- IlONORS.
i. Give an epitone of the play of Macbeth.
2. Sketch briefly the characters of Lady

Mabceth, Macbeth, and Duncan, illustrating
*ith quotations.

3. Write a paper upon the enploynent of
the supernatural in the tragedics of Shake-
speare, referring particularly to Macbeth.

4.
"To.morrow, and to-morrow. and to-morrow,

Creeps in this pretty pace from day to day,
To the last syllablIc of recordcd time :
And ail our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusky dcath. Out. out. brief candle i
Life's but a walking %hadow : a poor player
That struts and frets his hour tpon the stage,
And then is heard no more; it is a tale
Told by an idiot. full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing."

(a) Point out and name all figures of speech
in the extract.

(b) Naine the metre, and scan Unes i and 3.
5.

* * * Come, feeling night,
Skarf up the tender eye of pitiful day ;

And, with thy bloody and invisible hand,
Cancr., and tear tn pitres. that great bond.
Which kccps me pale 1 Light thickens, and the

Crow
Makes wing tin the rmoky wonds:
Goodl thingsnl ay begin to droop and drnwsc,
Whilcs night's blark agents tn their prey di rouse:
Thna marvell'st ;4t my wnrds: but hé-ld thea still:
Thingt. badl begun. make strong tliemselves by Ii
s-, pr'ytlhce, go with mc."

(a) Vho speaks, and under what circum-
stances?

(b) Derive night, tinder, li/t, invisible,
can:cel, tear, iênd, whiles, agenxt:, prey, mar.

o.
"fHw he snlir.ite heaven

Ilimsctf best knows; but nrangcIy vahdpcople,

flicT mere des p air of surgrry lae cires:
Hanging a gilden stanp abo,.t their ncck:
Put on with hly pravers: and 'tis spokcn
To the succccding royalty he Icaves
The hcaling benediction. '

(a) Analyse this passage.
(b) Parse italicized words.

7. Brief notes on:
Acheron. Ilecate, "a vaporous drop pro-

found," Dunsinane, thanc, Ao'rw>ean, Sconc,
"fyrean tigcr."

MATHEMATICS.
1. Deine the Grcatcst Common Mcasurc

aqi Least Common Multiple of any number
of quantities. Iow is the L. C. M. of a
number of fractions found ?

13 59 83 3 91 91
Add together - ,-- ,- -

42 63 121 70' 110 264

2. Prove the rule for the conversion of a
circulating decimal into a vulgar fraction,
using a nunerical example.

3. Distinguish betveen intcrest and dis-
cotnt, and shew that if P, Z, D, be respec-
tively the principal sum, and the interest and
discount upon it for any given time.

1 I 1

4. A person has an income derived from

£3,360, which was originally invested in the.
Four per cents at 96. If he now sells out at
94, and invests one half of the proceeds in
Railway Stock at 823e, which pays a divi-
dend of 3 pet cent., and the other half in
Bank Stock at 164ý•, paying 8j• per cent.
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dividcnrl, what diffcrcncc will hc (nd ln his
Incomc?

5. Simplify.
2n + 4-2 2"U
¡ 2n + -.-0 a

{ .\) + ab

Xi + ---- ).xy-y

am + b2-- a

I _

b a

a' - "
ag +b'

\c b a+b)' a a-b/

6. Divide 6xs - 4x4 - 19X3 + 23X2 -
.3X + 3 by 3x2 - 2X + i, () in full; (il) by
lorncr's mcthod.
7. Prove the rule for fading the G. C. M.

-çf twoquantities.
Find the G. C. M. of (x' + x 2 y + 3xy2

+ y") and (x' + 3x 2y + xy2 - y%).
8. Solve.

(i) -- +-=r
3+X 2+X 1+X

(ii) x + 4-Sx + 2'87 = 0.

(iii) V 2 + 1 -(2X - 1) o.

9. Extract the square root of 32+io /7.
Io. Solve.

{x. y = a
x4+ y = 14x'y*

(x +y)2 (x -y)'

(ii) ~aU + -L
X2 + y$ = 2(a' + 62)

J(x + y) (x' + y-)=r216

(x2 + xy + y' = 49.
(xsy: a

(iv) y x= b
:

2 xy = c
xi. If a side of any triangle be produced,

.the exterior angle is equal to the two interior
and opposite angles ; and the three interior
angles of every triangle are together equal to
two right angles.

The difference of the angles at the base of
any triangle is double the angle contained by
a line drawn froni the vertex perpendicular
to the base, and another bisecting the angle
at the vertex.

12. Tt, dcs:rilbc a paraIlclogram 'hat shall
be cw-al t. a givcn trianglc, and baie one of
its r...eics cqul tI a givcn rcctilincat angle.

13, The upposite anglcs of any quadrila-
teral rigure inFcribccd in a circlc arc toigcthcr
equal to twn right angle.

If two opposite sides of a quadrilatcral
figure inscribcd in a circle be rqual, prove
that the othcr two arc parallel.

TRIGONOMETRY-IIONORS.
i. Explain tl:c terms characfcriifîc and

Piantissa, and state the rule fur writing down
the characteristic of the logarithm of any
nunber.

Write down the charactcristics of •5, •oZO 7
and 6o5o•3.

What would bc the charactcristics of thesc
numbers to base roo, and also to base i

2. Find the logarithns of y~o7 and (-5)-*.
Fin(. thr index of the power to which 7

mi'-. be raised to producc 300.
3. IIaving given

Log cot 575 30' z= 9·So4S7
Differcnce = 279.

Fin. Log cot 57'30· I5", and (mnd the an-
glc, the Log of whose tangent is 9·804251.

4. Find the values sin 3O°, cos 30, and
sec 45-.

Write down the tabular logarithni of these
ratios.

5. Prove the forinulas:
(r.) sin A = sin (i8o - A) = cos (9&

-A).
(2.) cos (A-B)= cos A cos B + sin A

sin B.
(3.) sin 2A = e sin A cos A.
The angle BAC is biseetcd by AD. BC

and BD are perpendicular to AC and AD.
Prove that

BA•BC = 2 BD•AD
and BA•Ac = AD" - BD 2

6. Shew that
(r). Sin iS sin 54° = •

(2) 16 Cos 2d° cos 40° cos 6 0 cos 80° = i.
7. In any triangle, prove the formulas
(r) c = a cos B + b cos A.

(2) tan J4 A = (Sb___
ý s (s -a)•
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In the triangle ABC, BD is drawn at right
angles to AB, meeting AC in D. Find BD
in terms of the sides ->f the triangle.

8. Solve the equations
(i) sing 0 + sin' 20 = 1.

'3
sin' (0 + <þ) - sin' (0 - < =

cosec 2 O + cos 2 <þ =_z_
\'3

9. Solve the triangles
(i) A = 21°. 10', C = 90°, a = 314·16.
(2) A = 74° 53', B = 37. 55', c = 300.
1o. Find the area-of the circle inscribed in

the triangle whose sides are 50, 68, and 78.
(Ir = 3·1416.)

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT,
ONTARIO.

7uy Examinations, r879.

FIRST-CLASS TEACHERS.

ARITHMETIC.

i. Extract the square root of .000997199.
881 to six decimal places, andreduce to its
.amplest form ' (3.43) + ( (.02744)

' (270) - Y (.08)
2. A cistern holding 1299 gallons is filled

by 3 taps, A, B, C, in 30 minutes; A con-
veys io gallons more than B every 2z

minutes, and C 8 gallons less than B in the
same time: how much does each supply per
minute?

3. At the English Mint 1869 sovereigns are
coined from 4o lbs. Troy of standard gold,
which is 22 carats fine, and at the French
Mint 155 twenty-franc pieces are coined
from 2.2072 lbs. (avoirdupois) of gold 90
% fine. The value of the alloy being
neglected, find the number of francs in a
sovereign, correct to three places of decimals.

4. Two men form a partnership, A con-
tributing $55oo, and B $4500; it is agreed
that each shall receive 73/ % of the profits
for managing the business, and that the

rrnainder shall be divided according to the
stocks and times of investment ; at the end
of 10 months B puts in $200o additional
capital, but ceases to aid in the management,
and agrees that A shall thenceforth receive
15 % of the profits for managing the busi-
ness; at the end of 12 months from the
time of starting, the prohts are found to be
$4000: how much of this should each re-
ceive ?

5. Log2=•30o3oo, log3='477I213,find
log of -0000025.

In how many years will $i oc exceed $rooo
at 8 % per annum, compound interest ?

6. A grocer sells coffe.e at a cash price
which is 3 3 13. % above cost; lie also sells on
credit, giving 8 lbs. for what would buy 9
lbs. if paid in cash : how much % above cost
is his credit price ?

7. Assuming i9 as the specific gravity of
gold, and 2·6 as the s. g. of quartz, find the
quantity of gold par oz. in a mixture whose
s. g. is 7.

8. A dealer purchased, on six months'
credit, goods to the amount of $520 ; after
keeping them three months he sold them on
credit for $577-70, and allowing money to
be worth 8 %, he found that he had made
164 % on the transaction ; on what term of
credit did lie sell the goods?

9. A broker sold a farm for $6000, charg-
ing a certain rate of commission, and invested
the proceeds less his charges on both trans-
actions in city property, receiving oi. the
latter a commission of 4% on the price paid ;
his entire commission was $375 - vhat rate
did he charge on the sale of the farm?

1o. (1.) A field in the form of a sector of a
circle has its radius 8o yards,
and its angle 112° 30' : find its

area and the length of its arc.
(II.) The sides of a quadrilateral are 3,

4, 5, and 6, the first and last
being parallel: find its area.

ALGEBRA.

i. Prove that 2 [ (a -b)I + (b - c)7 + (c

-a)]=7 (a -b) (b-c) (c-a) [(a -b)' +
(b- c)4 + (c - a)«].
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2. Extract the square root of ab - 2aV (ab
-a*), and find the simplest real fornis of the
expression

V/(3+4/-1)+\/(3-4V-)·
3. Solve the equations :
(1). 2X4 +x -S- I11x* + X + 2=0.

(2). x4 +y" + z2 =a'
ye + zx + xy =b*t
X+ y- z =C.

(3). V(x + 5x+4) + / (x2 + 3x-4)
-X+4.

4. Prove that the number of positive in-
tegral solutions of the equation ax + by = c

cannot exceed .-- t.
ab

In how many ways may £i i 15s. be paid
in half-guineas and half.crowns?

If xy = aba+b), and xu -- xy+y =a

+bs, shew that - -X =o.

6. Given the sum of an arithmetical series,
the first term, and the common difference,
shew how to find the number of terms. Ex-
plain the negative result. Ex. How many
terms of the serie' . 10, 14, &c., amount
to 96?

7. Find the relation between p and q,
when xs + bx + g = o has two equal roots,
and determine the values of m which will
make x' + max + a* a factor of x4 - axa
+a*x* -a9x + al.

8. In the scale of relation in which the
radix is r, shew that the sum of the digits
divided by r - i gives the same remainder as
the number itself divided by r -1.

9. Assuming the Binomial Theorem for a
positive integral index, prove it in the case of
the index being a positive fraction.

Shew that the sum of the squares of the
co.efficients in the expansion of (i + x)n is

1 ( , n n being a positive integer.
1o. Sum the following series:-

(1). 1 + 3x+5x2 +7x + &c. to n terms.

(2). + + &c. to n terms and
3X8 8x13

to infinity.
bc, - ac,

I. Shew that b2 - c2 , a2 +2ac,
c2 , c2 ,

is divisible by abc(a+b+c).

- ab
- a2 - 2ab

(a+ b)2

EUCLID.

[N.B.-Sixty marks to cach question: 225 marks
to count a full paper.]

r. In any right-angled triangle, the square
which is described -*. the side subtending the
right angle, is equal to the square described
on the sides which contain the right angle.

4.B, AC are two finite straight lines, from
B a perpendicular BD is let fall on AC
(produced if necessary), and from C a per-
pendicular CE is let falt on AB (produced if
necessary). The rectangle contained by AB
and AE is equal to the rectangle contained
byACandAD. (To beprovedby BookI.)

2. The angles in the same segment of a
circle are equal to one another.

In a right-angled triangle, the straight line
joining the right angle to the point of inter-
section of the diagonals of the square describ-
ed on the hypothenuse (on th2 side remote
from the right angle) will bisect the right
angle.

3. In a circle, the angle in a semi-circle is
a right angle; and the angle in a segment
greater than a semi-circle is less than a right
angle ; and the angle in a segment less than
a semi-circle is greater than a right angle.

ABC is a triangle and O is the centre of its
inscribed circle. Show that A O passes
through the centre of the circle described
about BOC.

4. If two triangles have one angle of the
one equal to one angle of the other, and the
sides about the equal angles proportionals,
the triangles must be equi-angular to one
another and must have those angles equal,
which are opposite to the homologous sides.

The side BC of a triangle ABC is pro-
duced to D so that AD is a mean propor-
tional to BD and DC, show how to deter-
mine the position of the point D.

5. The sides about the equal angles of
triangles which are equi-angular to one an-
other, are proportionals; and those which
are opposite to the equal angles, are homo-
logous sides.

From the angular points, A, B. C, of a
triangle straight lines are drawn throiugh any
the same point in the plane of the triangle
and meet the sides BC, CA, AB (produced
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if necessary) in a, b, and c respectively. AB
and ca (produced if necessary) meet in b",
prove that Ab : bC :: Ab": Cb".

EDUCATION.

i. Distinguish between mental assimila-
tion and craim.

2. Show how you would make questioning
efficient as an instrument of teaching as well
as testing.

3. Indicate fully the teacher's equipments
as to the folloving: (a) Personal qualitica-
tions. (b) Habits. (c) Studies. (d) School
Room and Furniture.

4. Show how you would teach Geography.
(I) For mere informnation. (2) As an instru-
ment of intellectual discipline.

5. Discuss the value of false Orthography
as a means of teaching spelling, intimating
whether you approve or disapprove, and why?

6. Distinguish between teaching Reading
as a vocal art and a source of intellectual cul-
ture, indicating what is included in each
division.

7. "Nature presents to the inquirer first
the concrete then the abstract, first things
then signs for words or things ; first facts and
phenomena then laws and principles ; first
wholes and then parts or collections of
wholes. "- Wickersham.

To the study of what suhjects are these
principles particularly applicable, and in what
way ? Answer fully.

SCHOOL LAW.
1. In what way may the office of School

Trustee become vacant ?
2. What Government and Municipal grants

are given to schools, and how are these grants
distributed ?

3. What must be done (i.) in case of dif-
ference of opinion between School Auditors
on any matter in the school accounts, (ii.) if
both Auditors object to the lawfulness of any
expenditure ? '

4. Give in full the law relating to the
Superannuation of Teachers.

5. What powers are vested (i.) in Town-

ship Councils, (ii.) in County .Councils, to
change the boundaries of school sections?

6. Vhat is the law relating to-
(i.) The collection of school rates ?

(ii.) Attendance of non-resident chil-
dren ?

(iii.) Contract between a trustee and
the corporation of which he
is a mniember ?

(iv.) Paymnent of teachers' salaries ?
(v.) Expulsion of a child fromschool?

7. Give a short synopsis of the School Act
of 1879.

CHEMISTRY.
i. Explain the principles on which the de-

termination of atomic weights is based. One
part by weight of hydrogen is comnbined witli
three parts by weight of carbon in marsh-
gas, with six parts by weight of carbon in
olefi•nt-gas, and with twelve parts by weiglit
of carbon in acetylene. Again, one part by
weight of hydrogen is combined with eight
parts by weight of oxygen in water, and eight
parts by weight of oxygen are combined with
three parts by weight of carbon in carbonic
anhydride, and with six parts by weight of
carbon in carbonic oxide. Why is the atomic
weight of carbon taken as 12 instead of as 6
cr as 3?

2. What is understood by the theory of
atomicity? What atomicity or quantival-
ence do you assign to nitrogen, arsenic, iron,
and copper respectively, and why ? Give
the formule of the most important compounds
which these elements form with hydrogen,
chlorine, oxygen, and sulphur respectively.

3. What is a compouind radicle ? Give
examples. Select the compound radicles from
among the following: KCI, H,N, H 4 N,
.. O, KilO, S0 2, SO.

4. Ten grains of air are passed at a very
high temperature over an excess of carbon.'
What product is formed, and what is the
approximate weight of it ?

5. What compounds of sulphur are there
which in their constitution and general re-
actions resemble the corresponding com-
pounds of oxygen? Hlow is sulphur now
recovered from alkali-waste ? What are the
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respective fornule of iron pyrites, copper
pyrites, zinc blende, realgar, galena, and
cinnabar? What are the products furnished
by these several minerals w'hen heated in
presence of air?

6. Draw a comparison between sodium and

potassium compounds in respect of their oc-
currence in nature, and in respect of the
difference of properties manifested by corres-
ponding potassium and sodium compounds.
Give illustrations of double decompositions
taking place between potassium and sodium
salts.

7. On testing a certain liquid you find that
it reddens blue fitmus-paper. What con-
clusion can you draw fron this?

Had the liquid burned reddened litmnus-
paper blue, what conclusion could you have
drawn?

8. What chemical changes occur when an
aqueous solution of potassium iodide is added
to an aqueous solution of each of the follow-
ing sailts :-Mercuric chloride, lead nitrate,
sodium sulphate, silver nitrate, and sodium
sulphite?

9. You are given seven test tubes, and are
·told that in one there is pure water, and in
:the other six there are respectively aqueous
solutions of silver nitrate, copper nitrate, zinc
.sulphate, calcium chloride, magnesium sul-
piate, and potassium nitrate. How could
you determine which tet tube contained the
pure water, whicl the silver 'nitrate, which
.the çopper nitrate, &c. ?

SE COND-CLASS TEACHERS:

ARITHMETIC.

i. (a) Divide 84-332476 by 12.734.
(b) The circumference of a circle di-

vided by 3.1415926 gives the diameter
.nearly; what multiplier of five decimal
places may be used instead of this divisor ?

2. Show how to find the G.C.M. and the
L.C.M, of two or more fractional numbers.

The G.C.M. of two fractional numbers is

Tr, and their L.C.M. is 341 ; one of the
numbers is 21, find the other.

3. Sterling exchange is quoted in Toronto

at iog for 6o-day bills; what must be paid
for a 60-day bill for £45 8s. 6d. ?

4. The old wine gallon is 231 cubic
inches; the cubic inci is oooo16386 cubic
metres, and the imperial gallon is 4'54102
litres ; hov many imperial gallons are there
in 157 wine gallons?

5. There are two clocks, one of which
loses 334 t minutes a day, and the other gains

3>4 minutes a day; the latter marks a time
25 minutes in advance of the former : when
will both clo.:ks mark the sane timne?

6. A person had stock of the Dominion
Bank ; ie received. a half-yearly dividend of
4,4/ per cent., which he invested in the same
stock at i13/3., and his entire stock was now
$16,6oo; how nuch stock had ie at first ?

7. If 5 men earn as much in a day as 8
women, and 2 women as .much as 3 boys,
and if 7 men, 1.2 w'omen, and 20 boys earn
$205.50 in 6 days, what amount will be
earned in 8 days by 6 men, 10 wonen, and
24 boys ?

8. If 12 lbs. avoirdupois of Anmerican
standard silver, which is 90 per cent. fine, be
coined into 175 dollars ; and if the value of
the alloy be 37>4 per cent. of that of pure
silver, find the value of one pound Troy of
the alloy.

9. A merchant importei 700 yards of silk
and marked it to gain, as ie supposed, 25
per cent. ; but having neglected to take into
account a charge of $125 for freight and
duty, he made only 6e percent. profit: find
the invoice price of the silk.

10. (r) How many yards of painting are
there in the walls of a room 20 ft. long, 14
ft. 6 in. wide, and 10 ft. 4 in. high, allowing
for a lire-place 4 ft. by 4 ft. 4 in., and two
windows each 6 ft. by 3 ft. 2 in?

(2) Find the number of cubic feet in a
hollow cylinder, the external circumference
of which is 5 ft. 6 in., the internal circum-
ference 3 ft. 8 in., and the length 18 feet.

EUCLID.

1. (a) Define straight line, segment of a
circle, rectilineal angle, trapezium,superficies.

(b) From the XVIII. and XXXII. propos-
itions, Book I., deduce, respectively, the
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proof of the VI. and of the XVII proposi-
tions.

2. To make a triangle of which the sides
shall be equal to three straight lines, but any
two of these nust be greater than the third

3. If a straiglit line fall upon two -parallel
straight lines it makes the two interior angles
upon the sanie side together equal to two
riglt angles, and also the alternate angles
equal to each other, and also the exterior
angle equal to the intcrior and opposite angle
upon the sanie side.

4. In any right.angled triangle the square
which is described on the side subtending the

.right angle is equal to the squares described
on the sides containing the right angle.

5. If a straight line be divided into any
tvo parts the squares on the whole line and
on one of the parts are equal to twice threc
angle contained by the whole and that part
together with the square on the other pait.

6. To describe a square that shall be equal
to a given rectilinear figure.

7. In the ordinary figure of the 4 7th pro-
position, Book I., if the corners of the
squares be joined externally, prove that the
three triangles thus formed are equal to one
another.

8. If ABCD be a quadrilateral, and E the
hisection of the diagonal BD, and if throughi
E a line, FEG, be drawn parallel to AC, and
meeting AB in F and BC in G, shew that
AG will bisect the given figure.

9. If A be the vertex of an isoscles triangle
ABC, and CD be drawn perpendicular to
AB, prove that the squares upon the three
sides are together equal to the square on BD,
and twice the square on AD and thrice the
square on CD.

ro. Any rectangle is half the rectangle
contained by the diameters of the squares
upon its two sides.

ALGEBRA.

i. Simplify.

(ax* -ay 2 + 2bxy) + (bv 2 
- x 2 

+ 2.?xv

x* + y* ( \ x*+y*

2. Divide as -ba - cs - 3abc hy a -

b - c, and show, without expansion, that

(1 + x + x2) a - (r - x + x)*-6x

(x4 + x 2 
+ I)- S.r=O.

3. Resolve into factors x
4 

- +x
2 y +

y4, and

7x
2 - 6'

2 
- xy + 19x+ 33Y - 36;

and provc that
b2 (C + a) + c2 (a + b) - a2 (b + c) +
atbc is exactly divisible by b + c-a.

4. Apply -Iorner's nethod of division to
find the value of 5x& + 497X

4 + 20OXo +

196x 2 - 21Sx - 2000 when x = - 99,
and the value of 6xà + 5X

4 - 17xa - 6x
2

+ IOX - 2 vhen 2X2 - 3x + I.

5. Find what
V(a + x) + V (a - xý eonswe

0 + - /O -Abecomnes whenV(a +X) -V (a- X)
2abx =-

i + b2-
. 1l a and b be any positive numbers,

prove that
r a a b

-+ -- > '---+ -> 2.
a i+ a b a

7. Solve the equations-

( x) xi + Yi 5

X1+ y =

(2) x + 2Y + 3-= 14
2X + 3y + z = 11
3x + y + 2-= 11.

(3) (x+ r) (x+3) (x+4) (x+6)=16.
8. There are three consecutive numbers

such that the sum of their cubes is equal to
16? times the prýtuct of the two higher
numbers : find the numbers.

9. (r) Form an equation three of whose
roots are o, V ( - 3ý, and 1 - V 2.

(s) If one of the roots of the equation x 2

+ Px + g = o, is a mean proportional be-
tween p and q, prove that ps = q (1 + P)2.

1o. Two trains start at the sanie instant,
the one from B to A, the other froni A to B;
they meet4n !J• hours ; and the train for A
reaches its destination 52/ minutes before
the other train reaches B: compare the rates
of the trains.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

i. How are statical forces measured ?
State the principle of the transmissibility

of force.
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By what experiments could this principle
be illustrated, (i) for pressures, (2) for ten-
sions?

A string, AB CD, is suspepded from the
point A. At the point B, a weigt of 8 oz.
is attached, at C a weight of 6 oz. is attached,
and at D a weight of 2 Oz. is attached. Find
the tension of the string between A and B,
between B and C, and between C and D.

2. Enunciate the Triangle of Forces, ex-
plainaing your enunciation by means of a dia-
grain in which the directions of action of
the forces are marked by arrows. Mark also
the point of application of the forces.

Show that perpendicu/ar may be substi-
tuted for parallel in the enunciation.

A weiglt of 51 lbs. hangs by two cords,
AB 8 feet long and AC 15 feet long. The
curds, which act at right angles to one aiother,
are fastened to the points B and C, BC being
horizontal. Find the tension of the cords.
(Explain your solution by means of a dia.
gram.)

3. The moment of a given force about a
given pint is the sanie, no matter at what
point in its line of action the force is sup-
posed to act.

Two boys carry a pail of water weighing
21 lbs., by means of a stick weighing one
pound. What weight does each boy support,
the pail being hung 15 inches from one boy
and 21 inches from the other, the centre of
gravity of the stick being mid-way between
the boys.

4. Show how to determine (whenever pos-
sible)' the position of the centre of two
parallel forces.

How can the centre of gravity of a body
be determined experimentally?

A uniform rectangular board, ABCD, is
suspended from the angular point A. To the
angular point B is suspended a weight of 7
oz. Given that AB is 5 inches and BC 12
inches, and that the weight of the board is
6 oz., find where the vertical line through
A will cut the diagonal BD.

5. State the principle of virtual velocities.
Define the term virtual velocity.
With what force must a horse pull in order

to draw a load of 1105 lbs. up an incline of
21 in 221 (measured along the plane), the

traction being parallel to the plane? (Solve
by virtual velocities.)

6. " Any force, however small, may, by
the transmission of its pressure throngli a
fluid, be made to support any weight however
large." Explain how this is possible.

Describe any machine constructed to take
advantage of this principle.

A tube whose internal cross-section is one
square inch opens freely into a water-tank
whose internal horizontal section is 5 square
feet. In the tube there works a piston.
What pressure would be exerted on the piston
by the water in the tank rising to a height of
12 feet above the level of the piston. (A
cubic foot of water weighs iooo oz.)

7. Describe the siphon and explain the
principle of its action.

A siphon filled with water has its ends in-
serted into water contained in two reservoirs-
of equal dimensions, the level of the surface
of the water in one reservoir being 20 feet
below the surface of the water in the other.
State what would take place were the ver-
tical distance of the highest point of the
siphon i. 20, ii. 30, iii. 35 feet above the sur-
face of the water in the upper reservoir.
Given the specific gravity of mercury 13.57,
and assuming the mercury-barometer to be
standing at 30 inches.

CHEMISTRY.
i. What is understood in chemistry by the

expression an "'element " or an "elementary
body?"

How could you show that air is not an
element?

What is the difference between a mechan-
ical mixture and a chemical compound ?

How could you show that Nitrogen Mon-
oxide is a chemical compound ?

2. Describe any method of preparing.
Oxygen.

Write in symbols the reaction that occurs
when Oxygen is prepared from Potassium
Chlorate.

You are given three vessels, and are told
that one contains Oxygen; one, Nitrogen
Monoxide; and one, Common Air: how
would you determine which vessel contains.
the Oxygen?
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What volume of Oxygen vill 8 ounces of
Potassium Chlorate yield; a cubic foot of
Hydrogenat 6o' F. and 30 ins. Bar. weigh-
ing 37 grains? (K=39. I.)

3. How may Nitrogen, Nitric Oxide (NO),
Nitrous Anhydride (N,0,), and Nitrogen
Peroxide (NO,) bc severally obtained from
Nitric Acid or a Nitrate?

4. [-ow could you distinguish Carbon
Dioxide from Nitrogen?

The gas that sonietimes collects at the
bottom of deep wells is said to be Carbon

*Dioxide. By vhat experiments could you
test the correctness of this statement?

How could you distinguishbetween Marsh
Gas and Hydrogen?

Between Olefiant Gas and Carbon Mon-
oxide.

5. In what respects does Sulphurresemble
Oxygen?

By what other means, besides burning
Sulphur, can Sulphur Dioxide be prepared?

Explain its action with solutions (i) of
Potash, (2) of Chlorine.

6. low much Phosphorus is contained in
120 lbs. of bone-ash consisting of 88.4 per
cent. of Ca, (PO 4 ), andi 1.5 per cent. of Ca
CO, ? (Ca=40.)

What volume of Hydrogen is contained in
one ounce of Microcosmic Salt NaNH4
H PO 4 , 4H,0 ? (37 grains of hydrogen to the
cubic foot ; Na=23.)

7. What is the simplest formula that can
be assigned to a substance containing

Carbon, 54.5
Hydrogen, 9.2 per cent?
Oxygen, 36-3)

8. The chimney-glass increases the bright-
ness of the flame of the common coal-oil
lamp ; why does it do so ?

If you drive a current of air into the flame
of an ordinary candle, the flame appears less
bright than it did before the introduction of
the air. Explain why this is the case.

THRD-CLASS TEACHIERS.
ARITHMETIC.

i. Shew that = . nr.d that ( = 9 5.
Simplify
21X4. 75÷ Of(41 - 318) + +73>.z 21.5;

2, of (3"X× ÷.9) of (Z5 16s. 8d.)

2. Explain the rule for "pointing" in div-
ision of decimal numbers.

Divide 31.47 by 839-2765 correct to five
decimal places, and find the product of
3.706205 by .0034005 correct to six decimal
places. [20 marks if donc by contractcd
methods, otherwise to marks.]

3. Extract the square root of .097199881
to six decimal places.

Simplify

(eV .54-23y .0000390625)÷ (fY.16+ f.02).
4. A rectangular courtyard, i8o feet long

and 135 feet vide, lias a path running round
it of the uniform width of io feet 6 inches;
the path is covered with gravel at a cost of
2234 cents a square yard, and the remainder
of the courtyard is covered with turf at a
cost of 173/ cents per ioo square feet : find

the entire cost.
5. The ainount at simple interest, of a sum

of money at a certain rate per cent. is $693.-
33 for 8 years, and $64o.803/z for 534 years.
find the principal and the rate per cent.

6. A grocer mixed two kinds of win.,
vorth, respectively, $2.4o and $3.20 a gal-

lon, in such proportion that by selling the
mixture at $2.8o a gallon he made a profit
of ro%: find the proportion in which the
wines were mixed.

7. A merchant invested a sum of money in
Federal Bank stock at 112, and after receiv-
ing a half-year's dividend at 4 per cent., he
immediately sold out at 153; lie received
altogether (i.e. from dividend and profit on
sale of stock) $310 more than lie had invest-
ed. Find the amount originally invested.

8. A and B form a partnership, A's capi-
tal being to B's as 5:8 ; at the end of 6,g
months A withdraws 20 per cent. of his cap-
ital, and a month after, B withdraws 3 3 3 of
his capital ; at the end of the year the profits
are found to be $3047: how should this be
divided ?
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9. A note drawn at 135 days, with intcrest
at 8 per cent. per annum, is discountcd by a
broker 75 days before maturity; the broker
gives $375.80 for the note and makes at the
rate of io per cent. per annum on his moncy.
Find the amount for vhich the note was
drawn.

ro. Ascertain the cost, at $35. 1o per ton
of 2000 lbs., of 864 yards of iron piping, 25
inches internal diameter and half an inch
thick, assuining the specific gravity of iron to

bc 7.77 and a cubic foot of water to weigh

62y2 lbs. (-,r=31).

ANSWERS.

1. £S 15s. 7d.
2. (t) .072603 ; (2) .03750.

3. (1) .311769; (2) .0416.

4. $186.07+.
5. $525.25 ; 4 per cent.

6. 9 of chcaper to 2 of dearer.

7. $44So.
8. $1199, $1848.

9. $372.50.
io. $6147.31+.

ALGEBRA.
r. Find the value of 3xà + 54x 4 + 5ox"

-19x - 35x - 18 when x =- 17.
2. Demonstrate the identities :

(a) (5/n
2 + 4M + n12) 2 - (311

2 
1-

4mn + n 2)2 = 4M2 (2/n + nl) 2.

(b) (a + b + c) (ab + b. + ca) -abc
= (a + b) (b + c) (c + a).

(c) (a - b) (c - d) + (b -c) (a - d)
+ (c - a) (b + d) = o.

3. Divide (m2 + an2 ) (x2 + ay2) -a (nx
- my) 2 by mx + any.

4. Prove that if from the square of the
sum of two numbers there be taken four
times theirproduct, the remainder is a square.

5. Solve.

(a). (X-1) (X- 2) -(x -3) (x -4)= 3.
(b). 2 3 8
x-I x-2 x

2
-3x+2.

(c).(x-a) (b-c) + (x-b) (c-a)
+(x-c)(a-b)=x -a-b-c.

6. What value of x will make x2 + 2ax
+ b2 the square of x + c? What is the re-

sult when a= b= c?

7. A man is thrice as old as his son, five
ycars ago he was four times-as old ; h.ov old.
is he?

ANS WERS.
I. -I.

3. mX+any.
5. (a), 3,. ; (b), 3; (c), a+b+c.

c6 -66i. ý--L .
2 (a - c)

7. 45 years.

EUCLID.
[N.B.-Eight questions to count a full paper: value,.

z234 for eaci.]

i. [a) Define Scalene Triangle, Point,.

Straight Line, Square, and distinguish ba-
tween Problem and Theorem, Direct and In-
direct demonstrations.

[b] What propositions in Euclid, Book 1,.
are proved by the latter method ?

2. If one side of a triangle be produced the
exterior angle is greater than cither of the
interior opposite angles, Give full proof for
one exterior angle.

3. The greater angle of every triangle has
the greater side opposite to it.

4. The straight lines which join the ex-
tremities of two equal and parallel straight
lines towards the same parts, are- also them-
seives equal and parallel.

5. Equal triangles on the saine base and
on the same side of it are between the same-
parallels.

6. To describe a parallelogram equal to a
given rectilineal figure, and having one of its.
angles equal to a given rectilineal angle.

7. The difference between any two sides
of a triangle is less than the third side.

8. From a given point draw a line making.
equal angles with two given lines.

9. Straight lines bisecting two adjacent,
angles of a parallelogram intersect at right
angles.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND ETYMO-
LOGY.

r. Explain the terms Apposition, Intransi-
tive Verb, Distributive Pronoun, Pluperfect
Tense, Compound Sentence, strong and weak
Conjugation, giving an example of each.

2. Write the singular of kine, banditti,.
virtuosi, Messrs., genera, phenomena; the
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'iether degrees of comparison of silly, particu-
lar, ill, utmost ; the masculine of countess,
hind, madam ; also the present participle,
the past tense, and the past participle of bid,
cat, espy, lay, sccthe, fctch, confer, pay.

3. Construct sentences showing how but
and as are somctimcs uscd likc relative pro.
nouns.

4. O1 the italicised words or phrases in the
following, Which is the more correct, and why?

(a) I am the pcrson that am.... is rcspon-

sible.
(b) The rose smells swc.. . .scelly.
(c) I had hoped to set you.... t have set

youi before.
(d) W/om.... W/to do you take nie to be?
(e) Yhn's.... yhn having been impru-

dent led to his ruin.
(f) Four times six are... .is twenty-four.
5. Criticize these passages, and suggest

improvements where necessary :
(a) -le seemed sort of discouraged like and

said he had never succeeded and never ex-
pected to.

(b) I thought I would have died with
hunger.

(c) One may accomplish almost anything
if only they give their mind to it.

(d) He has not beci here neither last week
or this.

(e) I never have, and never will consent to
the scheme, though it possesses some features
which are far more preferable than the pre-
sent.

6. Parse the italicised words in the follow-
ing:

(a) Te more he reads, the less he reflects.
(b) He has forty pounds a year.

(c) " 4N(ws battle i who hath bratght it 1
Al arc thronçinç to the gate;

Warder, warder I open quickly i
lan, is this a time Io wait 1"

(d) "Down they push into that narrow
valley, conqucrors and conguered; but his
clear eye sets w/,en to stay the pursuit. lie
drives themfairlyfrom the field, far enough
to prcvent thci ralljing, then lie as quickly
rcturns to it."

Explain accurately the neaning of ' fairly'
and 'as' in the last passage.

7. Divide into propositions, stating the
kind and relation of each : " The man who
will go into a cotton mill, and contemplate it
from the great water-wheeil that gives the
first movenent, (and still more from the
steani engine, should that be the moving
power,) who will observe the parts of the
machinery, and the various processes of the
fabric, till be reaches the hydraulic press
with which it is made into a bal], and the
canal or raiiroad by which it is sent to mar-
ket, may find every branch of trade, and
every departiment of science, literally crossed,
intertwined, interwoven with cvery other,
like the wool and the warp of the article
manufactured."

Give the full analysis of any twzo of the
subordinate propoiitions.

8. Write the Latin words mcaning 'send,'
'take,' 'head,' 'ilcad,' 'come,' 'flower,'
'sit,' 'death,' 'live,' ' place,' and give a list
of English derivatives froni each.

9. Show the origin and meaning of the
prefix in 'ashore,, 'intrude,' 'benumb,'
'forget,' 'misconceivc,' 'subterfuge,' 'retro-
grade,' ' effervesce.'
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9
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT.

[A serie. of notes preparcd for the Monthly, l.y Henry Montgomery, M.A., Colt. Inst.. Torcntù).

Ti El f«atros !Iikrnicus or Cervus Mrkga-
<cros is familiar to otir renders under the namîe
of the "Irish clk." This cxtinct animal,
relatcd to the stag, was of great bulk, and
possessed enormous palmated antlers, inca-
suring tcn or twclvc feet from tip to tip. It
lias been found in Ireland, on the Isle of Man,
in the South of England, in Scotland, and in
many parts of Europe. A few years ago
Mr. A. Pride, of Toronto University Museum,
brought to this country from the coanty of
Limerick, three skeletons of this so-called
clk, two of which were afterwards purchased
by museums in New York and Cambridge
(Massachusetts). Dr. Wilson called attention
to the Megaceros last year in a paper written
after a visit to Ballybetagh bog in the vicin-
ity of Dublin, where many remains of this
extinct gigantic stag have fron time to time
been discovered.

That gentleman stated, what has for years
been generally held, that the Megaccros Hi-
bernicus had died out in Ireland before man
appeared on that island. He also suggested
two probable causes for its disappearance,
viz.: (i) the restriction of its habitat by the
encroachment of the ocean in the post-glacial
period, and (2) the great disproportion which
existed between the size and weight of its
antlers and the size of its body. With re-
spect to the belief in its extinction in Ireland
before the arrival of man, it may be observed
that there is good reason for believing it to
have been co-existent with man during the
early stone age in England and France, and
also that there has been some dispute about
certain markings on bones found in Ireland.
The markings and incisions alluded to were
shown by Mr. Jukes, before the British As-

sociation. and afterwards by Dr. Carte, before
the Royal Geological Society for Ircland, to
be markings not made by the hand of man,
but produced by the pressure and friction of
the bonc and horns against one another, in
conjunction with the inovements of the bogs
and theirother contents. Most assurcdly the
marks which ve have had the opportunity of
examining, and which arc very distinctly
shuvn on elk bones in Mr. Pride's posses.
.sion, do not present indications of having been
forined by man. Their smnootl, polislhed, ainl
occasionally wavy surface presents rather the
appearance of what miglit be produced by the
grinding action of one bone upon another.
Quite recently, however, it lias beeti claimed
that new evidence lias been gained by the
discovery of a cave in the souti of Ireland, at
Cappoquin, Waterford Co., about seven miles
distant fron the fanous Shandon cave found
more than twenty yearsago near Dungarvan.
Bones of other deer and of bears also occur
in both these caves; but the important point
to be noticed is that many of the elk bones
removei from this cave, according to Prof.
Adams, " were evidently split for their mar-
row, and several of the cannon-bones were
fashioned into awls and gauges, showing that
man was contemporancous with the Mega.
ceros, and also may have in some measure
helped to exterminate it."

WITH the exception of some fungi, ail
plants take carbonie acid gas into thteir bodies
through the stomata of the leaves, decom-
pose it, emit the oxygen, and retain the car-
bon, which, with water, they form into starch.
This is a digestive process. Plants also have
a respiratory process, inhaling oxygen and
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giving out crirbnnic acid gas in much the sanie
way as animals respire, only not to the same
extent. On the other hand, in the animal
kingdom the cellulose form of starch is to lie
found in the "test " or siell of the "Sca-
squirt," or AscidianI Mollusc ; and glycogen
is produccd by the liver ; but no animal has
hitherto been known to take in any consi(er-
able quantity of carbonic ncid gas, separate
it into its elements, keep the carbon and emit
a stream of oxygen gas. Hcnce this function,
which belongs to the great majority of plants
and up to the present time has hcen thought
to le completely wanting in al animals, has
long becn made use of ais a distinguishing
characteristic in the separation of the lower
forms of life. Yet such a condition secms
actually to exist in certain animals. Mr.
Geddcs bas laid before the Royal Society the
results of a scries of cxperiments undertaken
by him upon Con t/u/a Sch/t:ii, one of the
Planarians, ciliated aquatic flat woris allied
to the "fiukes." It was shown that this
marine worm, when exposed to sunlight,
acted in a manner similar to plants, drawing
in carbonic acid gas, and sending out gaseous
bubbles, more than half of which consisted
of free oxygen. Mr. Geddes also analysed
the bodies of convolutS and obtained veget-
able starch therefrom. In consequence ne
lias termed them Vegetating Animais.

THrF advisability of making a canal across
Central Anerica, so as'to connect the two
great oceans, bas heen 'under discussion dur-
ing the past thirty years, and at length its
construction has been determined upon. Four
years ago Lieutenant Wyse, of the French
Navy, suggested the propriety of appointing
an international jury or committee to examine
all the reports and various schemes submitted,
and report their decision as te the most pro-
fitable and least expensive route to be taken.
This committee or international congress was
appointed, with M. De Lesseps as president ;
and at its meeting in Paris seven different
routes were considered. Lieut. Wyse, as-
sisted by an able staff of engineers and sur-
veyors, has explored five routes, four of which
are in Panama and the northern part of

Columbia, and one in the nnrth, running from
Greytown on the Atiantic, by San Juan River
and Lake Nicaragua to Brito Bay on the
Pacifie. The last mentioned route does not
appea r to have received much favour, the
chief objections to it being the absence of
p*ots, the unlicalthiness of the climate in the
greater part cf its length, and the fact
that it would require twenty-one locks. The
route recommended by Lieut. Wyse, and,
ve understand, adoptcl by the committce,

is about 47 miles in length, and requiring
no locks, and less than four miles of tunnel.
It is provided with good ports, will pass
through Panama near its centre-a thickly
inhabited district, and will cost little more
than 5o,ooo,oo dollars. The concession
for the canal lias been transferred to M. De
Lesseps, who is enthusiastic over this vast
commercial enterprise, and regards its diffi-
culties as far less formidable than those of the
Suez.

I the present age, wlien iron has come to-
be a sine qua non in civilized nations, it is
very assuring to learn that the sources of that
invaluable metal are so numerous and im-
mense as to preclude ail possibility of their
being exhausted by man for many ages to
come. Besides the various British, Swedish,
and other iron mines which are or have been
in operation, yielding hundreds of thousands-
of tons every year, many fields rich in iron
ore are known to exist in different countries.
For example, in the Province of Ontario, in
the Laurentian rocks, there is a great abund-
ance of excellent ragnetic iron ore waiting
to be mined by energetic capitalists ; and
lateiy intelligence has arrived of extensive
masses of iron having been discovered in
Greenland. At first the Greenland iron vas
conjectured to be of meteoric origin, but by
recent investigation it has proved to be a.
geological , roduction of a great lava-field
that extends over the northern part of that
country.

IN a Report on theI "Examination of Pork
with Reference to Trichinve," by Mr. H. F.
Atwood, Vice-President of Illinois State.
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Microscopical Society, and Dr. lieficlid, of
the' Cook County Hospital, It is statcd that
cight out of every hundrcd hogs examinci
wcrc trichinous, and that tiichincius pigs
usually show no signs of bcing unh.calthy.
For the detection of trichinx in pork the only
certain mcans consist in its examination under
a good microscope. In rcply to the qucstion,
" Since cight per cent. of our hogs are tri-
chinous, why are cases of trichinosis so rare?"
it is said that " in most instar.ces the meat is
previously subjcctcd to thorough cooking,
w' .-eby the worms are killed ; and that in
co sequence of the close resemblaice of the
symptons of trichinosis to those induced by
other causes, notably typhoid fever, it is
probable that in some instances it bas bccn
mistaken for othber complaints." And again,
in the conclusion of their report, the nccessity
for thc thorough cooking of pork as a pre-
paration for the table is emnphasized. This
caution is hardly necded by any one who lias
given even a little attention ta the nature and
habits of the parasitic worms referred to, or
of the tape-worns (T-eniath); but it does
seem nccessary firequently to repent it for the
benefit of persons under the delusion that
partially or wholly raw menat is more whole-
some than that which has been carefully and
properly cooked.

THEn water 4upply is a question that de-
mands the serous consideration of all good
citizens. It is indeed agreat and a world-wide
question; one that is agitating the public
mind of the most civilized nations of the day,
-Great Britain, Canada, the United States,
and Germany. There are, of course, many
natural causes leading ta the impurity of wa-
ter. Instances of naturally impure water-
supplies occur in the cases of those towns
which are situated above saline or alkaline
deposits. Leamington, in England, may be
taken as an example. The corporation at
the depth of three hundred and forty-six feet
found the water to contain such a quantity of
salt as to be totally unfit for ordinary use.
On the advice of Professor Ramsay, Director-
General of the Geological Survey, they sought
for spring water at the foot of a hill a mile
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distant, and obtained the large supply of two
million gallons per day of pure hcalthful wa-
ter. At Rugby, after zooo fect, nnthing but
salt water couild bc obtained. But in addi-
tion to natural causes there arc othcrs attfi.
hutable to man. The rate at whicli towns
and citics multiply in number and incrcase
in population, the rapid growth of industries,
as wclt as certain habits and tcndencies of
modern socicty, all combine togetlier to pro.
duce a deterioration of the waters of wells,
rivers, and, in some instances, even lakes.
Dr. Holt, Sanitary Inspcctor of the Fourth
District of New Orleans, in his report for the
year 1878-a ycar never to le forgotten in
the history of that city, the niortality being

[0,318, and of thcsc 4,046 having died of
yellow fever,-shows clearly that the well-
water there is in a Iilthy condition. He
says, "specimens of subsoil water taken from
diffcrcnt depths, as low as nincty-five fect,
and from differcnt parts of the city, havc becn
carefully analysed by Prof. Joseph Joncs,
and have yielded a large percentagc of
urca and organic matters the products of
animal excrction, fully fifty-thrce grains to
every gallon." Hear also what Prof. Joseph
Joncs says concerning the sane waters :-
" these waters are suitable neither for drink-
ing, nor for washing, nor for cooking. In
fact they are as bad as, if not worse than, the
drainings of grave-yards." Another illustra-
tion is afforded by the village of Geneva, on
the shore of Seneca Lake, N.Y. It has liere-
tofore been regarded as delightfully healthy,
and peculiarly free from epidemics; but dur-
ing the past winter it was'visited by a terrible
pestilence in the form of diphtheria. Prof.
Breneman, of Cornell University, investigated
the matter and found tlfe water supplied to a
portion of the village to be of good quality,
but that to the larger portion of the inhabitants
was very impure, yielding a quantity of al-
buminoid ammonia and nitrates, with nine,
twelve, fourteen, and as high as twenty-one
grains of Chlorine to the gallon. He ex-
amined water from eighteen sources, and con-
demned thirteen of them. Although the
epidemic was not confined to the localities
supplied with the bad water, yet it prevailed
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and was nuch'mnrc virulcnt thcrc than in
the parts providcd with good water. Prof.
Brcncman observes, ',It shows the extent of
soil saturation and indicates the condition of
the ground, the cmanations and cxhulations
from which taint the air in which the families
arc obliged tu live, and expose thcm lo a
constant morbific ngency." Just so ; nit
only is the watcr injurinusly affecteui, but flic
air above the saturatcd soil is also tainted with
the vapours cmitted thcrcfrom.

Then ve rcad of the Crown Prince rif tihe
Germsan Empire calling Prince ]lismarck's
attention to this subject, with a view of ap-
pointirg a Royal Commission thercon. But,
to corme nearer home, a couple if years ago,
Dr. Ellis madIe known the results of the
analysis of watcr drawn from wells in
cvery rluartcr of the City of Toronto. By
the ligures given it was distinctly shown that
the waters examincd hcld in solution a danger.
ous amount of chlorides, ammonia and or-
ganicsubstances. If tlie, it is an established
fact that underground sources which formerly
supplicd fresh, pure, hcalth.giving water,
are now strongly impregnated with unwhole-
some inatters derived from the accumulations
of organic and inorganic refuse upon the sur-
face of the ground, is it probable that rivers
and bays in the vicinity of this refuse can re-
main for any considerable period, entirely or
moderately free from a similar contamination?
Certainly not. And much less likely is it
that such rivers or bays can long continue
pure when multitudes of city sewers directly
convey their discharge into them. One would
scarcely deem it needful to have such water

analyscd iii order to be convinccd of its in-
purity. But should it be dcsircd, the deter-
mination of injurious impuritics in watcr, at
all events for ordinary practical purposes, is
a proccss so simple that the indivilual, if of
average intelligence, with a fcw hours' study,
may rcadily perform it for himsclf; and in
this way he would avoid the ncccssity of
lbcing obliged tri dlepend upon the decision of
persons financially interestcd, or of importing
outside experts to make th tlcsts. It is frccly
adnmitlctd that there maybe cxaggeration in this
as in other things. Perhaps impure watcr.sup-
ply is crcdited with more evils than rigitly
bel. ng to it. Still, that foul water gives rise
to nany discascs, e.g, typhoid fever. dipi-
theria, etc., both by its direct use and by
inhalation of its gases, cannot lie denicd ; and
that iL grcatly encourages and intensifies
discases arising from other causes is c-lually
undeniable. In dealing with this difficulty-
the supply of water for citics-the civie au-
thorities ougit never to neglect the disinfec-
tion of all sewage before its discharge into a
neigibouring body of water, especially If the
latter be the source from whici the " City
watcr" is procured. For this purpose it
may be passed into tanks and there conplc.
tely disinfectecI before its entrance into the
lake or otier body of water. This is suc-
cessfully practised in some parts of Eng-
land (e.g., Coventry), where the companies,
termed Precipitation Associations, purify the
sewage by means of sulphate of alumina,
lime, proto-sulphate of iron, and other
chemical agencies, forming precipitates to be
afterwards used in fertilizing the soils.
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TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

CHRONICLE OF THE MONT'

ONTAnto TrACitEks' ASSOCIATION. -
The Annual Convention of this Association
was held during the second wcek in Aug-i t,
in the rooms of the Education Departm:nt
which wree kindly placcd at the dispo--al of
the teachcrs by the Minister of Education.
The first session was nicrely a formal open-
ing of the proccedings, the only business donc
being the reading of the Treasurer's Report,
which was satisfictory from the fact that it
showed an increascd balance -n band. The
afternoon session was spent in rcceiving the
reports of committces, and of delegates from
local Associations. The report in favour of
making the Association rcprcsentative re-
ccived a good deal of discussion, which
brought out the fact that thcre was consider-
able difficulty in the way so far as the 1igh
School Masters and the Public School In-
spectors arc concerned ; this, togethcr with
obstacles in the way of making the rcpre.
sentation according to numbers, caused the
question to be left over for another year. The
report of tlie committee on the distribution
of the Legislative and Municipal grants was,
after some discussion, disposed of by a re-
solution re-afflirming that the establishment of
Township Boards is the only effective way to
redress the grievances that are inevitable in
the distribution of money grants under thepre-
sent system of school sections which the copn.
try has outgrown. There is no doubt the
Association is right on this question, and if
its members, particularly t.: Inspectors, will
only persist in keepis.g the advantages of the
township system before the people of their
districts, they will all the sooner bring about
a reform that must eventually take place.

The evening of the first day was devoted
to the President's address. It is to be re-

grctted, for Dr. McLcllan's own sake, that the
subjcct hc at lir.' intcndcd to addrcss the
Association upon lad to be set aside, from its
similarity, as lie declarcd, to that sclcctcd by
Professor Young. The subitct lie did choose
-Mathematics as an Instrument of Culture-
is one that harmonircs with his own bent of
mind, and, therefore, one that lie may be
supposed to have matured opinions upon ;
but he brought it before his audience with
the warmth of an advocatc, rather than with
the deliberation of a judge. This provokcd
an invidious comparison between his effusion
and the very able and philosophical address
of Professor Young the -ticceeding evening.
But Dr. McLellan's explanation of the circum-
stances attending its preparation should be-
speak our charity, if not our sympathy. Bc-
sides, whcther from habit or from tcmporary
excitement, his dclivery was very rapid, and
parts that appeared to the most careful listener
a mere "rhapsody of words" may, upon
studious reading, bc found to contain sonie cvi-
dences of thought. While we thus ber.pcak
indulgent consideration for his address, we
cannot go so far as to condone the vulgarisms
thataccompanied it. "How is that forhigh?"
as an aside to the lecturer's friends, might
do very well before a stump audience, but it
was disrespectful, and shockingly out of place
when uttered in the Normal School buildings
before such an assembly as the President had
around hin, and in connection with what was
intended to be a philosophical discourse. -We
should be sorry to take such a lack of good
taste as the result of mathematical culture on
Dr. McLellan himself.

Mr. McHenry, Head Master of the Co-
bourg Collegiate Institute, read a schobirly
paper on the ' Higher Education of Women,"
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-which, with the short discussion that fol-
lowed, and the resolutions afterwards passed
in connection with it, shows that the teach-
ing profession is thorougbly alive to the im-
portance of this subject, and is quite prepared
to go to all reasonable lengths in advancing it.

The subject of Uniform Examinations for
Promotion in our Public Schools was, in the
absence of Dr. Kelly, Inspector of Brant,
who was to have read a paper on it, brought
before the Association in a neat ddress
by Mr. Carson, one of the Inspectors of
Middlesex; the chief outcome of the discus-
sion upon it wýas the passage of a resolution
declaring the fitness of the entrance examina-
tion to the High Schools as a means of pro-
motion from the fourth to the fifth classes in
t.he public schools. This is the extent to
which the meeting was prepared to go in the
way of uniforn provincial examinations for
-promotion, a very decided opinion being
expressed against uniformity for other classes
being extended beyond each Inspectoral dis-
·trict-the bugbear, centralization, standing in
the way of provincial unifonnity. In the
evening Professor Young read carefully

prepared lecture on the " Order of the De-
-velopment of the Faculties in Relation to
Education " before a crowded and very ap-
·preciative audience. 1-lis opinions in the
main run parallel with those of Bain, as
-enunciated in his book on " Education as a
Science;" in several minor points lie differs
from him, however, as for instance in the
age when ordinary school work should com-
·mence, the much less importance lie attaches
to the cultivation of the memory, and in his
higher estimate of Kindergarten teaching.
His opinion diverges widely from that of Dr.
McLellan in regard to the value of mathema-
·tical studies, and he made a full tilt at his
hobby, the " Unitary Method in Arithmetic,"
upholding the value of proportion which it is
intended to displace.

The Thursday afternoon session was de-
voted to a humorous'paper by Mr. Brown,
Inspector of Peterborough, on Physical Edu-
-cation in 'Schools ; and to a paper read by
Mr. Hughes, Inspector of Toronto, on the
question-ls Compulsory Uniformity of Text-

Books desirable? -lis answer was that it
is not. He argued that by throwing the
supply of text-books open to competition,
greater excellence would be secured in their

preparation, and the cost would be diminisbed,
amongst other ways, by binding up as much
of the contents of a book, an arithmetic for

instance, as a class has to study. Thus the
public would be benefited, and, what he
apparently forgot, though the tenor of his dis-
course indicated that it was present to his
mind, the enterprising and pushing publisher
would prosper.

The evening of Thursday was devoted to
an address, eloquent and edifying in its char-
acter, by Dr. McVicar, of Montreal.

During each morning of the Convention
the High School Masters, the Inspectors, and
the Public School Teachers met in their re-

spective rooms, and discussed matters per-
taining to their sections. In these, perhaps,
the most useful business is done, because it is
business that intimately concerns the success-
fuil working of each part of our school machi-
nery. The Tligh School Progranme of Stidy,
Modifications of the Intermediate, Model
School W ork, Phonic Reading-these are the
titles of some of the subjects laid down in
the programme for Section work.

The meeting was, or the wholc, a bar-
monious one,-the only decided difference of
opinion appearing on the election of Presi-
dent. It bas hitherto been customary for
the Association to select some distinguished
educationist outside of its own ranks to act
as President. It was determined this year to
choose one from the members of the Associa-
tion itself, and the choice of the meeting,
contrary to the recommendation of the nomi-
nating committee, fell upon Mr. R. Alexander,
Principalof the GaltModel School. Wethink
no better selection could have been made. Mr.
Alexander, twenty years ago, was mainly in-
strumental in founding the Association; he'
bas been a most useful member of it ever since,
and has proved himself an excellent man of
business in the conduct of its meetings ; be
is besides a man of good standing as a public
school teacher in the country.

The Convention, which must be looked
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back to by those who attended it as affording
pleasure as well as profit, was brought to a
close on Thursday evening by singing, accord-
ing to time-honoured custom, the National
Anthem.

THE EDUCATION SOCIETY Or EASTERN

ONTARIO.-The Annual Convention of this
Society was held at Ottawa, on the 3oth July
and following days, but oving to some evi-
dent oversight on the part of its officers,
we have received no report of its proceed-
ings. Perhaps we will be able to give
this in our next issue; meantime we learn
that papers were read by the following
gentlemen, on subjects enumerated as under,
several of which elicited considerable and
interesting discussion. The readers and
their subjects were: Mr. A. C. Osborne, of
Napanee Model School, "On the Position
of our Model Schools in our Educational
System;" Professor Workman, of Oiwa,
on "Music in the Schools;" Mr. W. J.
Summerby, of Kingston Model School, on
"The Influence of Teachers-in-Training on
Model School Pupils;" and Mr. T. O.
Steele, Inspector of Public Schools, of
L'Orignal, on "Model Schools, and Model
School Influence." Professor Young, of
Toronto, at one of the Sessions, delivered
his Lect..e on "Psychology in its relation to
Education." Papers, we understand, were
to have been read by Mr. Inspector Glashan,
and by. Mr. W. R. Riddell. B.A., of the

Ottawa Normal School, but were postponed
on account of the inability of the Convention
to take up all the vork -before it. Mr. T.
M. Slack, B.A., Inspector of Public Schools,
Lanark, was elected to the Presidency of the
Society for the ensuing year.

The Midsummer Conventions of a number
of County Teachers' Associations have been
held during the past two or three Imonths,
the proceedings at which, from want of
space, we are unable in the present number
to record. Of these we can only here briefly
acknowledge receipt of "Reports of Pro-
ceedings " of such as we have been advised..
These are:-

Lincoln Teachers' Association, held at.
St. Catharines, on the 6th and 7th June.

North Wellington Teachers' Association,
held at Arthur, on the 29th and 30th May;.
with presentation to Mr. A. Dingwall For-
dyce.

East Victoria Teachers' Association, held
at Lindsay, on tht 3oth and 3[st May.

Durham Teachers' Association, held at
Port Hope, on the 16th and 17th May.

West Huron Teachers' Association, held
at Goderich, on the 2oth and 2ist June.

Leeds Teachers' Institute (Division I.),
held at Gananoque, on the 29th and 3oth
May.
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CONTEMPORARY OPINION ON EDUCATIONAL TOPICS,

WHAT IS POSSIBLE AND IMPOS-
SIBLE IN SPELLING REFORM.

The recent Conference on Spelling Reforn
brought out several suggestions that were re-
sonable and useful, and some that were as
wild as the most disordered dreams. Let us
try and discriminate what is possible and
desirable from what is neither. In the first
place, it is clearly possible and desirable for
a competent body of men-which should con-
sist of linguists or lexicographers-to make
recommendations as to the best of the two
alternatives of spelling words which custom
spells in one of several ways. A lists of words
with two or more spellings, accompanied
by advice as to which to prefer, and where
it might be possible, the reason of such
advice, would be a very important service
rendered to the public,-though why it should
be rendered by a Royal Commission, and
not rather by a voluntary association of men,
we cannot understand. A Royal Commission
is not usually appointed without at least the
intention of legislative or administrative re-
form. Nobody would think of appointing a
Royal Commission to decide on the most
economical sort of stove, or the best propor-
tion between animal and vegetable food.
What is wanted is, we suppose, that the mode
of spelling authorized by the tribunal shall be
subsequently enforced at all the Government
primary schools, but then that might be just
as well effected without a Royal Commission.
The Inspectors of schools are really the final
authorities in this matter, and they would
follow, of course, the instructions laid down
for them in the Department. All that is
needed is that the Department should be
guided by a reasonable amoun of evid.ence as
to the rule of spelling-orthodoxy they should
prefer where various modes of spelling were in
question, and we doubt exceedingly whether
any Royal Commission nominated by the
Government would do the work half as well

as a small Committee of lexicographers,
appointed with reasonable judgment, and
paid for their literary labours by a judicious
publisher,-who would be well reimbursed in
his turn by the large sale which a well-drawn-
up report on the best mode of spelling words
now habitually spelt in more than one way,
would certainly secure from schools and
teachers. The next suggestion which seems
to us perfectly reasonable was that adopted
by Sir Charles Reed, in his speech at Tues.
day's evening meeting, that for the purpose
of teaching children to spell, books should be

i used in which the unpronounced letters are
printed differently, so that the child learns at
once both that they are not sounded, and that
they are to be found in the written language.
For instance, in such words as "reign " anti
" deign," " resign," " assign," etc., the g
would be printed in the peculiar type assigned
to unpronounced letters. There may be niany
other suggestions as to the special books used
for thc teaching of spelling which would be
equally useful, and equally mark at once the
true pronunciation and the true mode of vrit-
ing the word.

But what bewilders us in this Conference
is, first, Sir Charles Reed's suggestion that
"legislation" is to follow; andnext-Mr.Lowe's
astounding proposal, insisting that fifteen
new letters (a number reduced by a subsequent
speaker to fourteen) should be somehow or
other added to the English language, in order
that every dis. at sound might have a distinct
letter to itself. As for Sir Charles Reed's
suggestion, to what legislation does he point ?
Of course lie means something beyond a mere
Minute of the Education Department, or he
would not speak of legislation. Does he want
every newspaper which spells " honour " with
or without a u,-it does not matter which,-
after the authority appointed has decided for
the opposite spelling, to be summoned before
a Court of summary jurisdiction, and fined a
shilling and costs ? Or does lie want to issue
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a Spelling Code by authority of Parliament,
and make all statutes invalid whose spelling
deviates from it, so far as those provisions are
concerned which contain words wrongly spelt ?
Of course Sir Charles Reed means nothing of
that nonsensical kind, but what in the world
does he mean by the "legislation " which is
to follow? Still more surprising is Mr. Lowe's
proposal to launch fifteen new letters on the
English public, and interpolate them, we
suppose,- nothing less' can be meant, for
nothing less vould be of any use, -in all docu-
ments issued by the authority of the Govern-
ment. Just imagine Members of Parliament
conning their Blue-books with not only the
Anglo-Saxon letter for ''th" interspersed
wherever that sound occurs, but fourteen other
similar hieroglyphics staring them in the face
whenever they come to the study of their
favourite political hobby. It might be said
that, of course, the new notation would only
be introduced slowly, as the rising generation
learned to understand it; but the truth is,
that a people which has arrived at the mature
stage of literary civilisation attained by Great
Britain cannot suddenly change its language,
either written or spoken, and interpose such
a chasm as this between the literature of the
past and the literature of the future. Indeed,
even if the attempt were made,-which it
Lever will be, -the only result would be that
children, to be of any use, would have to learn
two written languages instead of one,-one
language to understand their own age, and
another to understand all that had been written
before the Right Hon. Robert Lowe carried
his amazing plan for revolutionising the
written language of Great Britain. It seems
to us that these enthusiastic and fanatic spell,
ing-reformers are so eager to help small
children, that they imagine they can change
the face of a great society by a mere decree.
Nor even, if they could have their way, and
society were really to obey them, to drop all
these silent b's andg's, and make an end of ail
anomalies, to get in all the dets (as ''debts "
is to be spelt in future) which custom owes to
reason, and so change the written and printed
language at a stroke that the literature of the
latter half of the Victorian period woulddiffer
from that of the first almost as much as the

written language of the Elizabethan age dif-
fered from that of the time of Chaucer,-not
even so would the children have received the
great benefit imagined. No enthusiasm, un-
fortunately, can transform the spelling of the
millions of books already in existence, and the
chief use of education in spelling is to enable
people to read easily and correctly whatever
it may be their duty to read in their discharge
if ordinary functions. Yet how would children

brouglit up on the patent system of reformed
> pelling stumble and blunder over the old
.spellings with which they would always be
coming in contact I The silent 's and g's,
the anomalous diphthongs that ought to be
obsolete and yet declined to disappear, the
'throughs' and 'boughs' and 'coughs'
which would always be running into them, or
tripping them up, or obliging them to clear
their throats, would soon compel any of them
who were worth their salt to learn the whole
lesson over again, so as to render the language
of their fathers as familiar to them as their
own. And so all that the reformers would
have done would have been to make a great
gap in the history of our literature, without
having served anybody, except the few who
would never use any system of spelling cor-
rectly, and might much better be allowed to
spell badly in the few letters and bills it would
be their duty to write, than have all this dust
blown in the eyes of those who really know
what the genius of a language is. But in truth,
the whole thing is a mere dream. Where our
modern spelling is doubtful, we may just as
wil be advised whichspelling to prefer. But
where it is fixed in the literature of the last
century, you can no more alter it to please a
few pedants and help a multitude of puzzled
children, than you can r ·t rid by a fiat of the
trailing plants of a Sc .,n-American forest, in
order to make the way easier to explorers
who don't like the fatigue of cutting through
them. It is a wise and sagacious proposal to
teach spelling by any method which at once
instructs the child which letters are to receive
their natural sound, and which are to be silent
or sounded in some conventional manner. But
the ordinary literature of our day cannot be
riven in two, even to make it easier for children
to learn to read.-London Spectator. (June 2,

1877).
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CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

EDUCATION AS A SCIENCE. By Alex.
. Bain, LL.D. (Volume 25, International

Science Series.) London: C. Klegan
Paul & Co.; Toronto: James Campbell
& Son; also, New York: D. Appleton &
Co.; Toronto: Hart & Rawlinson and A.
Piddington. (Second iNotüc.)

Perhaps, to the practical teacher, the most
important chapter in this work is that
on Methods. It will afford hhn much food
for thought, and if this leads to self-examin-
ation, many instructive lessons will be de-
rived from it. Our author thus introduces
the subject :

" The Teaching method is arrived at in
various ways. One principal mode is ex-
perience of the work ; this is the inductive
or practical source. Another mode is deduc-
tion from the laws of the human mind ; this
is the deductive or theoretical source. The
third and best mode is to combine the two;
to rectify empirical teaching by principles,
and to qualify deductions from principles by
practical experience."

He lays down the correct method of teach-
ing the manual accomplishments of Drawing
and Writing. First let children, as in the
kindergarten, learn to mould objects from
plastic material, then to cut figures out of pa.
per; this leads to the making of regular fig-
ures in drawing, and finally the formation
of the irregular characters of writing easily
follows. The writing should be a plain,
passable hand as "I It is not the school-mas-
ter's business to carry writing to the pitch of
a work of art." p. 237. Mr. Bain further
says, and we quite agree with him, that as
perfection in any one aptitude should not be
aimed at in the beginning of education, the
drawing of symmetrical fornis and designing
should be kept in strict subordination to the
general aims of education until the scholar
has advanced far enough to gratify, with

safety, any special bent he may show as an
artist, a designer, or a skilled musician. We
cannot agree with our author, however, in ex-
cluding all notions of perspective from the
pupil's curriculum, for the power of repre-
senting solid objects is one that is in fre-
quent requisition in the daily walks of life.
He views with indifference what is called in
this country the phonic method of teaching
reading, remarking that "after a few pre-
liminary steps the old and new methods
dome to the same thing." This opinion is
not tortified by any argument, and is conse-
quently of little weight beyond what Mr.
Bain's authority may give it. The new
method has not been long enougi in use to
test its merits by results, but it must he
confessed that the arguments in its favour are
cogent. He has little faith in any short
method of teaching spelling, believing
rightly that good spelling results from careful
reading, writing to dictation, extensive prac-
tice in writing under correction, and he might
have added careful transcription of the work
of any good author.

He would have the first lessons in reading
taught principally for the sake of the words
and with little or no regard to the meaning,
believing that scarcely any composition excels
-both in teaching language, and in teaching
knowiedge. But why should not the principle
that Mr. Bain so frequently insists upon, that
separate subjects should have separate lessons,
be recognized here ; by making a reading
lesson first a "language lesson," and subse-
quently a " knowledge lesson ?" Above
twenty pagesare next devoted to an investiga-
tion of Object Lessons. He war.5 the
professional reader against wasting time
upon things children already know, and
insists upon proceeding carefully in these
lessons from the Known to the Un-
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known, seeing that it is the essence of
the object lesson to be empirical. To
economise time, he strongly urges pre-arrang-
ing a set of lessons having a definite purpose,
each being limited in scope, and a unit in it-
selé, and the whole arranged in consecutive
order. He clearly states the aim of these les-
sons to be " to guide, rectify, direct, and
forward reasoning and observation," as well
as to increase knowledge.

A careful selection of object lessons leads up
to the study of Geography, whichi should be
begun with a series of lessons of that character.
Persistent care is urged in limiting the scope
of each lesson so as not to confuse the minds
of young pupils. "Separate the fact fron
the reason," urges our author, "and describe
the fact first that it may be understood, and
imbibed as such," before the reason that is
based upon it is brought forward. Hence he
advises caution in mixing up physical with
descriptive Geography, believing that the
former should succeed the latter.

He takes a very narrow view of History
when he says, "In the lives of kings, states-
men, generals, and other great men we have
the materials of history."-p. 281. History
is the life of a nation, and we need more than
the materials here enumerated to teach Soci-
ology and the Science of Government, which
are the phases of that life that render the sub-
ject of much value as a brancti of education.
He sets little value on it as a part of a school
course, apparently because its bearings cannot
be understood without much previous know.
ledge and some experience of the world. He
thus justifies his position :-' The fact that
history presents no difficulty to minds of or-
dinary education and experience, and is,
moreover, an interesting form of literature, is
a sufficient reason for not spending much
time upon it in the curriculum of school or
college. When there is any doubt we may
settle the matter by leaving it out."

There is little to be learnt from the re-
marks on teaching Arithmetic, as our method
is far in advance of anything Mr. Bain has to
teach. We quite agree with him that questions
should be utilized to convey useful informa-
tion about the facts of nature or the conven-

tional usages of life, so that these might be
incidentally implanted on the memory while
the mind was engaged upon the question; but
who is to decide what is useful informa-
tion? Vc fear the Arithmetician is not the
best judge. We well remember good Dr.
Thomson's efforts in this direction, in giving
in his book the distance of Georgiumn
Sidus from the sun in one question, and
the length of yarn Catherine Woods of Dun-
more, thirteen years of age, spun in a certain
time, in another; both pieces of information
which only respect to Dr. Thomson's meni-
ory would lead us to characterize as use-
ful. Professor Bain himself would be no safe
guide, for on page 293 we find the following
statement of the kind ofuseful information lie
would convey in this manner:-" Import-int
geographical numbers could be stamped on
the recollection by being manipulated in a
variety of questions. The dimensions, area,
and population of the three kingdoms, the
proportion of cultivated and uncultivated
land, the population of the largest cities, the
productions, trade, taxation of the country,
-all of which iIcome the subject of reference
and the groundwork of reasoning in politics,
-could receive an increased hold on the
mind by their iteration in the arithmetical
sums." In fact ourauthor would make each
scholar a young statistician, and wpuld cram
him with a host of figures that would never
be of any avail to himself, or any one else for
purposes of either information or reasoning.

When we reach the pages devoted to oral
teaching an: text books, we tread on safer
ground. Indeed,. these are so good that we
wish we could, for the benefit of our readers,
transfer them entire. The necessity of a text
book in some subjects is very properly re-
cognized, but only as an auxiliary to oral
teaching. Lecturing has the great advantage
of the living voice in securing attention where
a text book would fail. It is wisely suggest-
ed that when a lesson, which has been
prescribed from the book, is found ill-pre-
pared, it should be given again with the
benefit of the intelligent catechising by the
teacher to help in preparing it afresh. This
assistance of the teacher's judgment and
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voice is repeatedly insisted on. At page
306, for instance, lie says: "A task may
bc of a kind to dispense witl preliiiinary
explanation, as in lcarning a string of
words, or a verbatirn statement. Even then
it is wcll that the tcacher should first
recite it to the pupils; his doing so once
will go furthcr to fix it in the menory
than their gòing over it by thcmselves six
times. There is io harm, but good, in ex-
acting a certain amount of independent pre-
paration, especially with older pupils, but the
teacher's first recitation, and the final itera-
tion during the lessons, are the principal in-
strunentality whereby the lesson is fixed in
the memory ; the learner's own studies are
the smallest contribution to the effect." Ex-
planation is particularly necessary on lessons
where the substance only is to be given, in-
asmuch as it cannot be expected that even
the majority of scholars, with their immature
judgments, vill agree with the teacher
as to what is important and what is worth-
less. Mr. Bain thus speaks of lessons of
inordinate kngth :-"Ilt is bad policy to
prescribe lessons of excessive length, ex-
pecting only a part to be performed. If,
for the sake of the better pupils, the les-
son should exceed what the average can per-
form, the minimum should be a defined
portion, to be exacted of everyone. The im-
possibility (to the teacher) of bringing every
pupil in a class to book, on every occasion, is
in itself a standing temptation (to them) to
run the blockade ; but when the quantity pre-
scribed is beyond what can be reasonably
required, the do-nothing habit receives posi-
tive encouragement."-p. 307.

We had hoped to have seen a positive ut-
terance in this book on the vexed subject of
examinations as a means of testing acquired
knowledge, but this Mr. Bain cautiously
shrinks from, being content to refer the read-
er to the work of another author upon the
subject : we seek for bread and he gives us a
stone. Surely the best method of testing the
acquisition of knowledge should be clearly
indicated in a work such as the one before us;
and the merits and defects of examinations
to this end deserve a careful investigation in

view of the fact that their efficacy lias been
questioned by persons whose opinions are
eminently entitled to respect.

There are but few intelligent teachers who
Io not question the value of a good deal they

are cxpected to impart, basing their estimate
upon the future use that may bc made of cach
subject in the curriculum. Professor Bain,
applying this test, says :-'Such a criterion
would attest the higli value of the Experi-
mental Sciences, suclh as Physics and Chem-
istry, the smaller but yet considerable value
of Mineralogy and Botany, and the vcry snall
value of nany things nuch more prominent
in our education than any Of these. "-p. 322.

He lias nothing very new to say of the
method of teaching languages, he recom-
mends, lowever, as in other subjects, that the
teacher should assist and guide the labours of
the scholars by a short prelection on each les-
son prescribed. He points out clearly the
difliculties of learning a forcign language out
of the country in whicli it is spoken, and in
the absence of the things the words stand for,
and refers to the various expedients to de-
crease them, such as arranging the words to
be learned into verses, making alphabetical
lists of them, placing those together to com-
mit to memory that are related in meaning,
and copying out case, and conjugation
forms, &c.

In dealing with the mother tongue, Mr.
Bain lias a good deal that is useful to say.
He shows that owing to the close relation of
names to the things they represent, language
lessons at first should be really a series of ob-
ject lessons. "The best form of introducing
afact to a child would be its real occurrence.
. . . But listening to talk and book-read-
ing bring forward things without any refer-
ence to their actual presentation, and then
some way of introducing them has to be found,
the task in many instances being premature
and impnssible," without the presence of the
things themselves. He points out that the
teaching of correct grammatical utterance may
precede the formal introduction of grammar,
which he thinks should not take place before
the child is ten years ofage. We are in entire
accord with him in this and also in the con-
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viction as to the lasting benefit to be detived
by young scholars from committing passages
to memory, more especially of poetry. Though
this is a recognised portion of the regular
school work of aIl grades ofschools in Britain,
it has been but partially introduccd in On-
tario. It is but a few years since the Central
Committee, after repeated represcntat ions, in-
troduced anything worthy of the name of
English Literature into the examination of
public school teachers. Now we have got so
far as to have the study of English classics
form a part of the regular High School course,
and we are not without hope that as fresh
light breaks in upon that body from the
minds of the more active members of the pro-
fession they will awake to the desirability of
recemmending an allotted portion of English
Literature in some shape to the pupils of our
Public Schools. Perhaps it may help then
more speedily to an opinion if we quote what
Professoi Bain says:-"Committing passages
to memory, having the great merit of being
plain and manageable, is adapted to the ow-
est teaching capacity, and nobody can say
that it is devoid of useful results. It certainly
stamps upon the mind the material both of
thought and of language, and they must be
very hopeless subjects who cannot turn it to
some account. . . . Poetry has a natural

preference in this exercise. The impressive-
ness of the measure, and the elevation of the
style, the awakening of emotion, favour its
hold on the memory. Now a store of remem-
bered poetry is a treasure in itself; its first
effect is emotional, and its secondary uses are
intellectual; it contains thoughts, images,
and language of more or less worth, and such
as are capable of taking part in our future in-
tellectual constructions. Impassioned and
rhythmical prose holds the next place; if it
be inferior in form to poetry, it is yet more
likely to be available in ourown compositions.
. . . . If poetry is to be made a task it

should be at an early age, when the despotic
measures of the school are less taken to heart,
and easily effaced. From seven to ten, the
mind is in every respect more pliable to this
particular work, than from ten to fifteen."-

pp•331-2. "At the age of critncal understand-
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ing, the committing of pieccs at lcngth should
give place to the impressing of sclected ex-
emplars, in the shape of short sentences or
short series of scntences made alive by criicai
exegesis, or the singling out of merits and
defects."-p. 334.

Our author approves of and recommends ex-
tensive preliminary exercises in composition,
somewhat similar, wC should say, to those
given in Swinton's "New Language Les-
sons," before beginning what he calis "the
greatly vexed mattcr of grammar teaching."
The uses he claims for Grammar are :
z. The avoidance of the grosser forms of
grammatical impropriety. 2. The isolation
of the pupil's attention upon the language
itself as such. 3. Its aid to readiness,
ease, correctness, and effectiveness of com-
position, since the scholar is led to examine
the structure, arrangement, and constituents
of the sentence by syntactical parsing, and
the analysis of sentences. 4. Its advantage
in the departments of Derivation and Inflect-
ion, in adding to the pupil's wealth in the
vocables of the language. In this enumera-
tion it will be observed, he does not make the
slightest recognition of any benefit to the
mind from the intellectual exercise involved
in the study. He has no word of encourage-
ment for those who would teach Grammar
without a text book, and he supports his
opinion by cogent arguments which he thus
concludes:-" The grammar teacher work-
ing without books, either tacitly uses some
actual grammar, or else works upon a crude,
untested, irresponsible grammar of his own
shaping."-p. 45. He gives but faint praise
to the tracing of words to their ancient origi-
nais, observing that: "present meaning
and use are the only guidance to the
employment of the language ; the refer-
ence to archaic forms may sometimes ac-
count for a usage but can never control it."
In regard to the formai teaching of Composi-
tion, he does not approve of Theme writing
for young pupils, remarking with much truth,
"the finding of matter requires more than
one-half of the student's attention, which is
diverted from what is of far more im-
portance-the style." He considers the
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critical cxaminatinn of good prose and verse
passages. accompanicd by a course of rhcto-
rical instruction, as the best composition ex-
crcise.

The tcnth chapter is devoted to an cstimatc
of the Value of the Classics, and wC may at
once say Professor Bain uses all the force of
his logic to show that they have no value at
all as a mental exercise? The high esti-
mate put upon thein by cminent iien of
past ages and many of the liresent time ;
the trcasurcs of thought and perfect diction
they contain ; the information thcy convey;
the mcrLtal training that is claimcd 'to re-
sult from their study; the accuratc ac-
quaintance with many words in our own
language which a knowlcdge of thcm fur-
nishes, have in his estimation little weight
in counterbalancing the cost in time and
strength which their study involves'; the Iin-
drancc to the mental progress of the Icarner
by the mixture of the conflicting efforts of
mastering the words of a language while
grasping at the mcaning; the lack of in-
terest which accompanies the study; and
finally the slavishness to authority in matters
of opinion brouglit about by long-con-
tinucd study of theim, as, for example, in the
case of Aristotle.

It will not surprise our readers that Mr.
Bain thinks a radical change should be made
in our course of education, which, in a later
chapter of the work before us, lie propost:s
in the following " Renovated Curriculum of
a High Education :"

i. Science, including the Mathematical,
Physical and Natural FIistor Sciences, and
Geography.

2. The Humanities, including History,
Political Economy, Jurisprudence, and Gen-
eral Literature.

3. English Composition and Literature.
Perhaps the chief merit of this scheme

is that it could be made to apply to ail
grades of education, so that the training
in our public schools would be as much en-
titled to be called a liberal education as that
given in our universities, the two differing only
in degree. We are glad to say the tendency of
our own educational system is in this direc-

tion, and the more it is fostcred the more will
our public schools, higli schools, and univcr-
sides bccomc successive steps to a complcte
cducation.

Wc have far cxcceded the limits we had set
for oursclvcs in reviewing this important
work, but as it is an carnest attempt to put
education on a scicntific basis it dcscrvcs all
the attention we have givcn to it. Our rcad-
ers will have scen ere this that thougli it is
not by any ncans all that a work trcating on
the Science of Education should be, we think
it worthy of a carcful and studious perusal,
and as such should bc found in the hands of
every thoughtful, progressive tcachcr.

LECTUREs ON TirE HIsTORY OF1 ENGLAND.
By M. J. Guest. London and New York:
Macmillan & Co. Toronto : Villing &

i Willianison.

Our first thought on taking up this work
was-What necd is there for anyone to go
over the same ground that has been so well
troddcn by Mr. Green in his two admirable
works on English History? We had not scan-
ned many pages, however, before wc found
that the book supplies a positive want. Who
bas not felt the need of a thoroughly reliable
and readable book on English History to put
into the hands of an intelligent boy or girl ?
Dickens's book, besides being too childish, is
not reliable, and is too much in the novelist's
style as a caricaturist; and the ordinary school
history partakes too much of the character of
a chronology to be of much use as a history.
The present work, which is a book of nearly
six hundred pages, lias none of these defects.
The author assures us the Lectures are
genuine-"given week by week to a class of
students in the College for Men and Women
in Queen's Square." They bear internal
evidence that no labour was spared in their
preparation, and they make up a somewhat
gossipy but thoroughly reliable book, written
in a simple sober style, with a great deal of
discrimination and judgment, and altogether
well fitted for the purpose that we indicate.
Take the following description of Alfred for
example-" I do not believe there was ever
a more truly religious man in the world thar
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Alfred; but he knew whcn he could scrvc
God botter by working than by praying. And
this he kcpt in vicw all through his life He
loved praycr and reading the Bible as well as
any saint, but he loved work and toil for his
pcopIe too. His life and his mind wcre what
wc call well-balanccd. And, still more he
had one of those large widc sympathetie minds
which can be keen and intcrestcd in niany
different ways, and on many different subjects.
When therc was fighting to be donc, he
showcd himself a brave soldier and a clcver
commander ; but when there %as no righting,
he was equally ready as a law-giver, as a
governor, and as a judgc. He was like Bede
in lnving learning, and teiching. le loved
music, poetry, and books; hunting, hawking,
and building. -le loved clever men and their
company ; he loved his family."-(p. 73)

Who will not recognize most of the charac-
teristies we ascribe to the author in the follow-
ing sketch of the Stuarts on page 463 ?-

"1 He (James I.) and all the Stuarts had as
much love of %.rbitrary government as the
Tudors, but they had not what the Tudors
had, the gift of seeing and understanding
when thcy might have their own way, and
when they must yield. 'When the masterful
Elizabeth saw that her wili clashed with the
will of the nation, she could bc wise, and
give in ; but the Stuarts never did or could
sec that. It was in their time that the great
struggle came, and once and for ever it was
shown to all kings and to all people, that
England was a frec country, whose kings
must rule according to the laws, and the will
of the people, or they should not rule at all.
It vas a hard struggle, and cost one of the
Stuarts his lIfe and another his throne, but it
vas fought to the end, and will never have

to be fought again."
A great deal of attention is given to the

social condition of the people as vell as to
political institutions, and the author's whole-
some opinions will prove a safe guide to the
young reader in regard to those events which
render history an important factor in modern
education. We have never seen a betterstate-
ment than this book contains of the benefnts
resulting to the English character from the

infusion of the Norman Element (p. 141), nor
any that brings more clearly before us the
causes that led to the signing of the Great
Charter (pp. 207-9), and the establishment of
Representative Governmcnt (pp. 228-31).
The author is a little disposed to hero wor-
ship, and whilc showing a wholesome appre-
ciation of the sterling qualities of our English
Worthies; is very indulgent, if not altogether
blind, to their faults. The hcroic qualities of
the first Edward, for instance, are extolled,
but his relentlcss scverity towards the Welsh
is mentioned without a word of condemna-
tion ; and the only cr ...acnt that is made
on Bruce's sacrilegious murder of the Red
Comyn is-that it was a terrible beginning
to his exploits in his native land. The most
scrious fault of the work is the excessive
space that is dcvoted to the carlier periods,
only one third of the book bcing occupied
with the Tudor, Stuart, and Brunswick dynas-
ties. Hence we find several important omis-
sions. Wc are told, for instance, that two
thousand clergymen verc turned out of their
livings in the reign of Charles IL, but ve
are not told that this was owing to their re-
fusal to obey the Act of Uniformity.

No mention is made of the Bill of Rights
or of the Act of Settlement, and there is but
a meagre refercnce to the first Reform Bill.
The author needs make no apology, as she
does in ber preface, for her quotations ; they
are so judiciously made that they form one of
the greatest charms of the work. We hold
that the truc plan has been followed to let each
age, as far as convenient, tell its own story.
The sources drawn from are numerous-not
the least fertile being Sir Roger de Coverley's
great authority, Sir Richard Baker,-and no
one can read the extracts from Fuller without
a wish to read that quaint but sprightly
author for himstlf.

Ve took the book up with a prejudice
against it ; we lay it down with a hearty
commendation. Instead of supplanting other
and greater works, it will serve as a hand-
maid to them, and in the hands of an intelli-
gent boy or girl, it will accomplish as much
as Green's History in those of a person of
matured and cultivated intellect.
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A MANUAL Or ETYMOLOGY; containing
Latin and Greck Derivatives. By A. C.

'.bb. Philadelphia : Eldrcdge & Bro.,
1879.

In its mechanical prcparation this vork
seens to be all that could be desircd, and if
a book of Grcek and Latin derivatives could
be called a "Manual of Etymology," wc
would perhaps have comparatively little to
complain of. Of course therc would still rc.
main the fact that the quotations, illustrating
the use of the words, are almost 'xclusivcly
taken from American authors, and not alvays
fromthe maslersofexpression in the language;
moreover, wc may prcsumably bc pardoned
for objecting to a running fire :f sentences
which illustrate quite as fully the hostility of
a certain section of the American people to-
wards Britain, as they do the just employ.
ment uf words. Nor arc the examples select.
cd always inodels of propriety. In the vork
before us the historical development of the
English language i. ignored altogether. All
we have even of the Anglo-Saxon clement is
a short, inaccurate list of Anglo-S ýxon pre-

fixes, and a few suffixes introduccd among
the Latin oncs, no hint bcing given as to
which arc Latin and which Anglo-Saxon.
The " Manual" was "entcrcd according to
Act of Congress " in the ycar r879, and yet
publis/ and fniik arc considered to have the
same suffix as blackis and boyish. The book
has some good fcatures ; in the classical words
the stress is indicated by an accent or with
marks of quantity, an advantagc for those
who know but little of the Classics ; the idea,
tou, of giving examples of the employment of
wuids i. goud, though wc may have our own
opinion of the quotations themselvcs. The
work wuUld be useful in supplying lists of
words derivcd from Latin and Greek, but it
must be uscd with caution, and vcrified in
every doubtful case. Like so many other,
the book betrays an almost total lack of
special preparation for the work, which an
EtymaIogist rcquircs. A good knowledge of
the Classical languages, and a superficial
study of Anglo.Saxon, will not suffice to illus
trate the niceties of words or to explain their
origin.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

TOPICS OF THE TIME.

11 is with pleasuie that we announce that
th-- call we made in this departinent in our
last numbci, on behalf of Ti. MowriiLï,
to sccure foi the publication incrcascd aid
and suppoît, has met with a very gratifying
response. Taking a-dvantage of the Conven-
tion of the Teacheris Association of the Pro-
vince, held a few weeks ago in Toronto, a
number of friends of the Magazine took in
hand the project, not only for extcnding its
circulation, but of forming a Joint-Stock
Company (Lmitcd), with the view of placing
TiH MoiriY upon a sound financial
footing, and of securing the piosecution of
the enterpise. This schcme met with the
hearty and substantial support of many influ-
ential members of the profession present at
the Convention, while others, absent froin the
gathering, have, since learning of the project,
signified their willingness to take shares in
the Company. This action is exceedingly
encouraging to the promoters of the under-
taking, and will no doubt be gratifying to
many in the profession who, looking with
favour upon the work TiHE MONTHLY was
accomplishing, dcsired its permanent and
satisfactory establishment. These practical
evidences of sympathy and favour in the
MNONTHLY's behalf, will now enable its
originators to carry on the publication with
vigour and with heart, while the extended
range of proprietorship will assure it such
fu. ,her literary and professional assistance as
s' jsld greatly increase its claims upon
general support.

THE University of Toronto will part with
regret with two distinguished members of the
faculty, the President of the College, Dr.
McCaul, and the occupant of the Chair of
Chemistry, Prof. Croft. Both gentlemen

have been long connectel with University
Collegc, have signally contributed to its
renown, and now wcll caîn what wc hope
will be a lengthlened scason of honoured
repose. In many respects their superannua.
tion is to be regretted, for it dcpiives the Uni-
versity, on which thmeir rich scholarship and
ripe experience shed so much lustrc, of scr-
vices it will bc diflicult to replace. Thcir
retireient leaves vacant the Presidency and
the Chairs of Classical Literature and Chem-
istry. To ill the first of these vacancies a
name readily suggests itsclf-that of Dr.
Wilson-whose claims to the Presidcncy
should be favourably considered by the Gov-
erniment. The names of many graduates of
the Institution also suggest themselves to
supply the Ptofessorial Chairs. But in ap-
pointments so important as those to be made,
no considerations should weigh with the
appointing power but those of pre-eminent
fitness, whatever the quarter in which it may
be found. At present a great deal is being
said of the qualifications of Canadian aspir.
ants to the Chairs, and the spirit of nation-
alism is invoked to advance their interests.
Truc patriotism, however, will, in this case,
subordinate sentiment to duty, and will seek
the men we want whatever their nation. At
any time the responsibility would be great of
filling the vacancies that have occurred ; at
the present, no appointnents call for the ex-
ercise of graver deliberation. We trust that
Mr. Crooks and his Government may, in the
interest of the University, be fortunate in the
men on whom their choice will fall.

BRIEFS ON NEW BOOKS.

Manualh for Terhers: No. r. The Culti-
vation of the Senses. Philadelphia: Eld-
redge & Bro. This is an American reprint of
the first of:.series of "Manuals on the Science
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and Art of Tcaching," publishcd in England
undcr the auspices of the National Educa.
tional Society. In the first livc chapters,
the titlcs ot which, aftci the introductiun, arc;
"The cnses," "low the Child gets his
First Idcas," 'Iow thc Child Perceives,"
"illow the Child forms Conceptions," wc
have a well.considcred cffort to place the
cducation of the senses on a psychological
basis. Si far as thcsc go into the matter,
they arc valuable to the young tcachcr; for
the author certainly affords in thcm a very
good cxemplification of a rcmark of his own,
that "Our Janguage is precisc as our con.
ceptions arc distinct." Thecremaining chap.
ters, which arc devoted to the practical work
of training the senses, are, howcver, tic most
valtable. Thcy contain the suggestions of a
man of highly cultivatcd intellect and of
acute observation, who, to usc his own words,
"looks till he secs." In the sixth chapter lie
speaks of his îubject thus :-" In cultivating
the sernses, our aim should be not so much to
bring them to their highest possible acute.
ness, as to fit them for the duties of life, as
efficient and ready instruments of the mind."
Take the following as evidence of the
sound sense this little book contains; it is
upon Object Lessons : " As far as possible,
even in the primary school, lessons relating
to connectcd and kindred subjects should bc
given in a series, so that the relations be-
twcen things may bc perceived, and in order
that new knowledge may be linked on to the
old." It surely must be in Utopia, however,
that our author expects "actuil weighing,
measuring, and exchinging," to be practised
in teaching the arithmetical tables, and not
even Utopia could expect the time of cither
teachers or children to be wasted in making
"cilay models of battle-fielc.. 'ieges, etc.," to
illustrate a history lesson. The book is very
well got up in typography, paper and bind-
ing.

LITERARY AND SCLENTIFIC
JOTTINGS.

TiHE first volume on "The Data of Ethics,"
of Mr. IIerbert Spencer's new work, on the

" Principles of Morality," has just been
publishecd. The author'g purpose, wc lcarn,
is to ascertain and describe the objective
qualitics of right cunduct, the externat signs
of the highest virtue, and to show their
coincidence with the results of progcssive
evolution.

THr. Mcssrs. Blackic have added to their
comprehensive School Series a volume ch-
titled, " The Nev'-->apcr Reader," compris-
ing selections from the journals of the
present century, on events of the day. The
compilation is chronologically arrangcd, and
while furnishing intcrcsting extracts for clAss
reading, it capitally epitomises the lcading
events in modem history.

TiosE practically intercstcd in the ques-
tion of the higher education of womcn
should make the acquaintance of a hand-
booc of middle-class female education in
England, which has reccntly appeared from
the pen of a Mr. C. E. Pascoc; The book
is cntitlcd "Schools for Girls and Colleges
for Womcn."

A LITTLE volume cntitled, " Easy Lessons
in Natural Philosophy for Young Childrcn,"
has just been sent us by Messrs. Eldredge &
Bro., Educational Publishers, of Philadel-
phia. Its contents :.ppear in the form of
Question and Answer, after the stylo of lte
"Reason Why " s:riis.

FRox Messrs. Willing & Williamson, To.
ronto, we are in receipt of Book VI. of
Chambers's National Readers, comprising an
excellent collection, in attractive form, of
extracts from British representative authors
in chronological order from Beowulf to the
present day.

MESSRS. DAwsoN BRoS., Montreal, send

us "A Complete Arithmetic, oral and written,
designed for the use of Common and High
Schools and Collegiate Institutes," by the
Rev. D. H. MacVicar, LL.D., Principal,
Presbyterian College, Montreal. The volume,
typographically, is an excellent specimen of
book-making; anil to those in search of a
text-book in Arithmetic, on the science-
made-easy principle, the work will be found
exceedingly rich in matter.
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EDUCATIONA L INTELLIGENCE.

TKE lon. the Ministcr of Education has
rcturned from Europe.

DR. HODGIN4S, the Dcputy Ministcr, bas
been holding an Educational Convention in
Party Sound, and conferring with those inter-
cstcd in school mattcrs in the Muskoka and
Parry Sound districts.

Titr Education Department, It is said, is
preparing a ncw and enlarged map of the Do.
minion, of the dimcniions of ninc fect by fivc.
This is much wantcd by the schoolç, and it
would be a boon to the public, while contri-
buting to the cause of popular education, if
the map could be had by anyohic who dcsired
to possess a copy.

WE. notice with regret that a resolution
has bcen passed by the Toronto School Board
urging the Minister of Education to shortcn
the summer vacation by two weeks. Wc hopc
that Mr. Crooks will not agree to any such
change, as the summer holidays are quite brief
enough.

THEt Matriculation Examination in Mcdi-
cine for the College of Physicians and Sur-
gcons, Ontario, was held in Ontario Hall,
Kir.gston, on Tuesday and Wednesday, the
i9th and 2oth August. Only fifty candid-
ate presented themselves, very few of them
being of those who failed in April last at the
examination which was held at Toronto.
The explanation probably is to be found in
the important changes made by the Council
of the College last year, which took effect at
this examination for the first time. These
changes are (i) that no part of the matricula-
tion Fee ($bo)is tobercturned to any candidate
who may have the ill-luck to fail; and (2)
thatany candidate who fails in one ofthe bran-
ches of examination is regarded as having
failed in the whole, i.e., he has to be re-ex-
amined in all of the branches. We under-
stand that the practice which obtained hither-
to, was to give credit to any candidate for
every subject in which he passed. There is
no doubt that the tendency of this mode of
conducting the examination will be to se.
cure a better class of candidates and to pre-
vent those from presenting themselves for

examination until well prepared for It. The
examiners wcre Archibald MacMurchy,M.A.,
and Archibald P. Knight, M.A., Rectors of
the Collegiate Institutes at Toronto and
Kingston.

THE MERCANTILE GRADED COPY-
BOOKS.

To the dîtor, Canada Educatonal Monthy..
Sîa,-We have to thank you for your ap-

preciativc notice of our series of "Mercantilc
Graded Copy.Books" in. the last number of
your Monthly, and to say that the defects
you pointed out have been remedied in a
new cdition now in press. Slight as those
defects comparatively wcre, we set abotit rc-
moving them when indicatcd, and we will
make any other ir.provcments which may be
necdcd to mai-tain our series of Copy-Books
in the position of being the very best in the
market. Yours obediently,

Corr, CLARK & Co.
Toronto, 28th August, 1879.

[The above note, received from the pub-
lishers of the "Mercantile Graded Copy
Books," is gratifying to us as an indication
that the critical de.artncnt of TIIE MOÑTIt-
LY is helpful to the trade, and, with the Pub-
lishers' own enterprise, is instrumental In
effecting improvements in the productions
designed for school use, which cannot be too
carefully nor too intelligently prepared in
aiding the great work of education. Since
the publication of our critique on the Copy-
Books, Mr. Clare has addcd two new issues,
Nos. X. and XI., to the series, which greatly
increase its value and give it further variety.
No. X. contains specimens of a frce but near
angular hand for young ladies who pre-
fer this style to that given in No. IX. No.
XI. presents a variety of elegantly-written
notes, formal invitations, etc., made to run
down the side of each page-as in actual cor-
respondence-and not along the top, after the
fashion of a à.Žead-line. The examples in
this style make the number a very attractive
and useful one, and it therefore promises to
be in good demand. If the head-line in No.
X., "Fame commonly accompanies· merit,"
be a trustworthy maxim, Mr. Clare and ·the
publishers stand a good chance of celebrity
through their ecellent series.]
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UNIVERÜITY OF TORON'IO.

We publish as utider the results of the
June.Matriculation Examinations-in connec-
tion with the University of Toronto. As
will be seen from the lists, one hundred and
thirty-one- candidates passed the Examina-
tion. The SCItOLARSIPS were awarded as
follows.:

Classis.-Alex. Crichton, St. Catharines
Collegiate Institute.

Mathematics.-George Ross, Hamilton
Collegiate Institute ; John McKay, St. Cath-
a-ines Collegiate Instit.ute, 4 months ; Brant-
ford Collegiate Institute, 9 months.

General Proficiency.-. H. H. Langton,
Upper Canada College; 2. E. W. Hagarty,
Toronto Collegiate Institute.; 3. J. C. Rob.
ertson, .Goderich High School; 4.IH. Bois,
St..Mary's High School.

Modern Languages.-Alice Cummings,
Hamilton Collegiate Institute.

Alexander Crichton stood first in general
proficiency, but was not entitled to hold a
scholarship, having gaincd one in classics.
John Squair(from Bowmanville High School)
was ranked third in general proficiency, but
could not take the scholarship because he is
over the age prescribed by the statute-23.

A number of young ladies passed in differ-
ent groups-at the local examinations in Brant-
ford, Port Burwell, and Toronto.

HONOUR LIST.-ARTS.

Classics.-Class L.-i. Crichton, A.; 2.
Fairclough, H. B.; 3. Mayberry, C.; 4.
Squair, J.; Hudson, A. B., Langton, H. H.;
7. Hagarty, E. W.; 8. Fotheringham, J. T.;
9. Robertson, J. C.

Class IL-z. Wilgress, G. S. ; 2. Trull,
F.-W.; 3. Bonis,.H.; 4. Kerr, R.; 5. Law-
son, A.; 6. Ormiston,. W. S.;- 7. Campbell,
J. (St. Catharines); 8. Scott, W.; 9. Osler,
H. S.; zo. Cameron, A. B.; ii. Dewart,
H. H.; xz.-Goodwillie, A. W,

Latin Only.-Class I.-Cu'mmings, A.
Mathematics.-Class I.-i. Ross, G.. Mc-

Kay, J.; 3. Donald, R. C.; 4.. McKay, A.
C.; 5. Philip, J. H.; 6. Riddell, G. J.; 7.
Weir, A.; 8. Cochrane, R. R., Kerr, R.;
io. Boultbee, F.; ii. Middleton, W. E.:
12. Campbell, T. G., Cook, J. W.; 14.
Charles, H.; 15. Crichton, A.; 16. Hunt, E.
L.; 17.. Scott, W.; 18. Hagarty, E. W., Lit-
tie, T. G.; 20. Farquharson, W.; 21. Law-
son, A.; 22. Robertson, J. C.; 23. Cody, W.
S.; 24. Bonis, H.; 25. Wedin, A.; 26. Grant,
D. M., King, F. J.; 28. Squair, J.; 29. Lang-
ton, H. H.; 30. Phair, E.; 3.. Dewart, H.
H.: 32. Playter, J. E.; 33. Maughan, M.

Class IL.-i. Montgçimery, W.; d. John-
son, T., McCalman, D. H.; 4. Woodhull, F.;
5. Robertson, J. S.; 6. Ormiston, W. S.,
Shaw, J.; 8. Duggan, J. M.; 9. Mayberry,
C.; Io. Balmer, R.; ii. Potter, C.; 12.

Smith, C. J.; 13. Richardson, J. A.; 14.
Campbell, John (Uxbridge).

Englis.-Class I.-r. Dewart, H. H.,
Fitzgerald, L., Lawson, A.; 4. Wedin, A.;
5. Langton, H. H.; 6. Cummings, A., Weir,
A.; 8. Fairclough, H. R., Henderson, M.
E., Phair, E., Simon, E. H.; 12. Attwood,
E., Cainpbell, J. *(Uxbridge),' Crichton, A.,
Hume, J. G.; 16. Campbell, J. (St. Cathar-
ines), Middleton, W. E., McKay, J., Palmer,
J. F.; 20. Cook, J. W., King, F. J., May.
berry, C., Riddell, G. J., Ross, G.; 25.
Bonis, H.; Cameron, A. B., Fotheringham,
J. T. Gross, A. H., Hudson, A. B., Playter,
J. E., Robertson, J. H., Squair, J.; 33. Bal-
mér, R., Charles, H., Robertson; J. C.,
Tibb, R. C.

Class II.-i. Lee, L., Ormiston, W. S.,
Read, J. W., Wilgress, G. S.; 5. Grant, D.
M.; 6. Luke, M. E.; 7. Creasor, A. D., Far-
quharson, W.; 9. Hagarty, E. W., Hunt, E,
L., Raiser, J. B., Smith, C. P.;- r3. Richardb
son, J. A., Trull,.F. W.; i$. Barber, W.,
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Stevenson, A.; 17. McCalman, D. H., Mc-
Cormack, E.; i9. Montgomery, W.; 20.
Donald, R. C.; 21. Carswell, A., Donovan,
A. M.; 23. Collins, A.; 24. Carter, J.; 25.
Maàughan, M.; 26. Campbell, T. G.,» Scott,
W.; 28. Màckay, E.; 29, Goodwillie, A. M.;
3'. Hodgins, J. P.

French.-Class I.-i. Cummings, A.,
Lnngton, H. H.; 3. Wedin, A.; 4. Hagarty,
E. W. Squair, J.; 6. Balmer, R., Chartes,
H.; 8. Luke, M. E., Trull, F. W.; ro. Car-
ter, J., Crichton, A., Fitzgerald, L., Hen-
derson, M. E.,. Hudson, A. B., Maughan,
M., Wilgress, G. S.

Class U.-. Phair, E.; 2. Ormiston, W.
S.; 3. Dewart, H. H., Robertson, J. C.; 5.
Attwood, E.; 6. Barrie, R., Hunt, E. L.; 8.
Campbell, J. (St. Catharines), Fotheringham,
J. T., McCormack, E.; ii. Gairdner, T.,
May1erry, C.; 13. Read, J. W.; 14. Cameron,
A. B., Hodgins, J. P., Middleton, W. E.,
Smith, C. P., Vanstone,. A. L.

Germnan.-Class L--. Wedin, A.; 2.

Cummings, A.; 3. Squair, J.; 4. Charles, H.;
5. lXraft, A. A.; Phair, E.; 7. Langton, H.
H., Truil, F. W.; 9. Carter,J.; Luke,.M. E.

Class IL-i. Barrie, R.; Wilgress, G. S.;
3. Balmer, R.; Collins, A.; Gairdner, T.;
6. Read, J. W.; 7. Lee, L.; Smith, C. P.;
9. Attwood, E.; Hodgins, J. P.; Hunt, E. L.

History.-Class Lw-z. Fitzgerald, L.; 2.
Crichton, A.; 3. Ormiston, W. S.; 4. Lang-
ton, H. H,; 5. Lee, L.; 6. Farquharson, W.;
Gross,.A. H.; Stevenson, A.; 9. Smith, C.
P.; io. Charles, H.; Il. Cummings, A.; 12.
Simon, E. H.; 13. Carswell, A.; 14. Balmer,
R.; 15. Read. J. W.

Class II.-1. Palmer, J. F.; 2. McCor-
mack, E.; Robertson, J. H.; 4. Squair, J.;
5. Fotheringham, J. T.; Grant, D. M.; May-
berry, C.; 8. Campbell, J. (St. Cath.); 9.
Attwouu, E.; Io. Henderson, M. E.; Smith,
C. J.; 12. Cody, W. S., Tibb, R. C.; 14. Car-
ter, J.; hume, J. G.; 16. Hudson, A. B.;
Wilgress, G. S.; t8. Dewart, H. H.; McCall,
D., McKay, J.; 21. Campbell, T. G., Deno.
van, A. M.; 23. Bonis, H.; 24. Hagarty, E.
W.; 25. Kraft, A. A.; 26. Barrie, R., Birks,
A. X., XRodgins, J. P., Lawson, A., Shaw, J.

Classics.-Class II.-i..Satlherland, J. G.;
2. Collier, M. K.

Mathenatics.-Clssl --'-Sutlerland.

Class II.-Kinsley, A. il.
French.-Class II.-Sutherland.
History.-Class II.-Stherland.

The following is a list of the Matriculants,
arranged undèr the schools at which they re-
ceivedýtheir training:

Ufer Canada College, Toronto.-A. B.
Cameron, J. Carter, .R. Balmer, H.
M. Field, J. P. riigins, H. H.
Langton, A. F. .Lolb, E. McKay, J.
Picken, C. P. Snitfi, W E. Thomp-
son,.G.·S. Wilgress.

Barrie High School.-J. G. Hume, T.
Johnston. D. H. McCalmañ, J. A.
Richardson.

Beamsville High. School.-A. C. McKay.
Bowmanville High Schol.-J..Squair, F.

W. Trull, Maggie. A. Walsh, A. L.
Vanstone.

Brantford Coll. Ins.-G. J. Gibb, Andrew
Kerr, Chas. Mayberry, Emily E.Phair,
J. H, Robertson, E. H. Sinon, Au-
gusta Wedin, J. McKay.

Brockville High School.-J. A. Page, A.
M. Donavon.

Clinton Higk School.-J. .H& Philp, A.
Weir,. A, Jackson, H. Buie, R. Lees.

Chathan High School.-W. Farquhaison.
Wilberforce Educati. Institute.-

Fredrica F. Jones, Sophia B. Jones.
Collingwood Coli., Ins.-Robert Kerr.

Elora High School.-C. J. McCabe, T. A.
Brougb.

Fergus Higk School.--A. W. Wright.

Galt Coll. Inst.-T. R. Baldwin, R. Barrie,
W. K. George, T. Gairdner, W. J.
Millican, H. S. Osler, J. A. Meldrum,
(in Med.)

Guelph High School.-W. J. Millican.

Got ferick ffigh Sçhool.-J. C. Robertson,
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Hamilton Colt. Inst.-J. Coutts, T. Craw.
ford,AliceCummings,EdithI.Durdan,
H. R. Fairclough, W. Farquharson,
A. A. KXaft, A. Lawson, W. F.
Mills, D. McCall, G. Ross, J. A. Ross,
R. C. Tibb.

Ingerso// High School.-R. W. Smith, J.
Watt, J. S. Cuthbert

Iroquois High School.-A. E. Grier.

Kincardine Higi School.-R. Johnston.

Lindsay High School.-J. M. Knowlton.

London Coll. Inst.-L. Lee, A. C. McKay,

Emma M. Attwood, Agnes Collins,
O. Weld.

Newnarket High School.-W. T. Allan,
W. S. Cody, A. F. Lobb, J. D. Rob-

ertson, C. J. Smith, H. S. Turner.

Napanee High &hoo.-J. E..Playter.

Owen Suind High School.-A. D. Creasor,
Maria Maughan.

Oshawa High School.-Margt. E. Hender-
son, C. Potter, Mary E. Luke, A.
Carswell.

Ottawa Coll. Inst.-A. B. Hudson, A. S.
Johnson.

Ottawa Normal School.-T. G. Campbell.

Port Hope High School.-C. Potter, Flor-
ence J. King, W. Montgomery, J.
Shaw, F. C. Tisdell, A. S. Camp-
bell.

Peterbod.' Coll. Inst.-W. Scott, E. L.
Hunt.

Richmond Hill figh School.--J. J. Bell.

Rockwood Academy.-D. O. Cameron.

St. Mfichael's Co/l., Toronto.-F. McEvay,
J. M. Duggan.

St.'Mary's High School.-J. T. Fothering-
ham, H. Bois, Ella McCormack.

St. Yhomas High School.-A. K. Birks,
T. R. Baldwin.

Strathroy Iligh School.-D. M. Grant, F.
Woodhull, W. F. Mills, A. McKellar,
G. J. Gibb.

St. Catharines Col. Inst.-J. S. Camp-
bell, Henrietta Charles, A. Crichton,
Lizzie Fitzgerald, J. Hansler, J. Mc-
Kay, M. K. Collier, (in Med.)

Thorold High School.-A. Frazer.

Toronto Coll. Inst.-F. Boultbee, A. M.
9onovan, H. H. Dewart, R. C. Don-
ald, E. W. Hagarty, W. E. Middle-
ton, G. J. Riddell, J. G. Sutherland
(in Med.), W. C. Barber.

Uxbridge High School.-J. Campbell, J.
E. Playter.

Wella'nd High School.-Ada M. Good-
willie, A. B. Kinsley, (in Med.)

Whitby High School.-A. H. Gross, W. S.
Ormiston, A. Stevenson, J. F. Palmer.

Waterdown High School.--J. G. Little.

Weston High School.-Jessie B. Kaiser.

Windsor High School.-A. G. Smith.

Yarmouth Seminary, N. S.-J. W. Read.

Private Tuition.-T. R. Baldwin, H.
Buie, R. R. Cochrane, J. W. Cook,
J. B. Hammond.

[NoTE.-We have endeavoured to make the above list as accurate as possible, but should any errors or

omissions be pointed out, we will gladly correct or supply them in our next number.-ED. C.E.M.]
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